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Abstract: 
This thesis is concerned with the Graphical model known as the Chain Event Graph (CEG) 
[1][60][61], and develops the theory that appears in the currently published papers on this work. 
Results derived are analogous to those produced for Bayesian Networks (BNs), and I show that 
for asymmetric problems the CEG is generally superior to the BN both as a representation of the 
problem and as an analytical tool. 
The CEG is designed to embody the conditional independence structure of problems whose 
state spaces are asymmetric and do not admit a natural Product Space structure. In this they 
differ from BNs and other structures with variable-based topologies. Chapter 1 details 
researchers' attempts to adapt BNs to model such problems, and outlines the advantages CEGs 
have over these adaptations. Chapter 2 describes the construction of CEGs. 
In chapter 3I create a semantic structure for the reading of CEGs, and derive results expressible 
in the form of context-specific conditional independence statements, that allow us to delve 
much more deeply into the independence structure of a problem than we can do with BNs. In 
chapter 4I develop algorithms for the updating of a CEG following observation of an event, 
analogous to the Local Message Passing algorithms used with BNs. These are more efficient 
than the BN-based algorithms when used with asymmetric problems. 
Chapter 5 develops the theory of Causal manipulation of CEGs, and introduces the singular 
manipulation, a class of interventions containing the set of interventions possible with BNs. I 
produce Back Door and Front Door Theorems analogous to those of Pearl [42], but more 
flexible as they allow asymmetric manipulations of asymmetric problems. The ideas and results 
of chapters 2 to 5 are summarised in chapter 6. 
vi' 
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Random Variables 
A, B, C Measurement variables used with BNs, or criterion 
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possible subscripts 
xi, Y Variables defined on Probability Trees / CEGs 
- Definitions 4,5,10 and 11 
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which are stage-equivalent - Definitions 6 and 12 
Y= Yj Variables defined on Probability 'Rees, which are 
equivalent - Definition 8 
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equivalent - Definition 19 
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equivalent - Definition 20 
ZA set of variables used with BNs -a Back Door 
blocking set 
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of the variables X 
Events 
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- Definition 18 
A,,, Ay, A, z Events used with Singular manipulations - see 
sections 5.5.3 on 
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the path segment p(wl, w2) - Definition 21 
a, b, c Outcomes associated with measurement or 
criterion variables - the unions of sets of 
{A} 
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do The manipulation of a system to a particular 
event, eg. do A 
Probabilities 
7r A probability 
7r(w2 I wl) The probability of reaching position w2 given that 
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7re(w2 I wl) The edge-probability for edge e(wl, W2) 
= ir(A(e(wi, w2)) I A(wl)) 
ix 
7rµ(w2 I wl) The probability of utilising path-segment µ(wi, w2) 
_ 7r(A(µ(wl, w2) I A(wl)) given that we have reached position wl 
fr A probability on a conditioned or manipulated CEG 
7rA A probability on DA 
7rdoA A probability on DdoA 
Bi An edge-probability on a CEG 
An edge-probability on a conditioned or 
manipulated CEG 
ý(w) The emphasis of w- used in Local Message 
Passing algorithms in sections 4.5 and 4.8 
re(w' ( w) The potential of e(w, w') - used in Local Message 
Passing algorithms in sections 4.5 and 4.8 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Preparatory remarks 
This thesis is concerned with the type of graphical model known as the Chain Event Graph 
(CEG), introduced by J. Q. Smith in [45][53], and featuring in [61][60][62]. The CEG is 
a graph designed to embody the conditional independence structures of problems whose 
state spaces are asymmetric and do not admit a natural Product Space structure. In this 
they differ significantly from Bayesian Networks (BNs) and other structures with variable- 
based topologies. Chapters 2 and 3 describe the construction of CEGs, and techniques 
for reading the conditional independence structure of a model from them. Both [45] [53] 
contain material on these aspects, but the work presented here is completely new, and I 
approach the subject matter in a radically different way to the approach used in these two 
papers. Chapters 4 and 5 contain major new developments in the areas of propagation on, 
and causal analysis of CEGs. In chapter 4I provide easy-to-use algorithms for CEGs that 
are directly analogous to Local Message Passing and Junction Tree propagation algorithms 
used on BNs [50][33][56]. Chapter 5 looks at how we can represent and analyse causal 
manipulations using a CEG, and contains new results analogous to Pearl's Back Door 
and Front Door theorems [40][41] for BNs. As with chapters 2 and 3, the content of these 
chapters is completely new, and my approach differs significantly from that used by Smith 
in [45][53]. Chapter 6 contains outlines of where I would hope to take this research in the 
future, as well as sketches of ideas that have been as yet insufficiently developed so as to 
appear in the main body of the thesis. 
The CEG is a very recent addition to the class of graphical models, and so the rest of 
chapter 1 is devoted to a (necessarily personal) description of their genesis and purpose. 
1.2 Graphical models 
When a statistician talks about a graphical model, they are generally referring to a model 
based on a graph or network consisting of vertices or nodes connected by edges or arcs 
(which may be directed or undirected), where the vertices are in some way associated 
with random variables and the edges indicate some sort of dependency between these 
variables. To complete the model, some probability distribution is imposed on the graph 
which satisfies the conditional independence structure implied by the graph's missing 
edges. It is this type of model which Lauritzen describes in his seminal work Graphical 
models [29]. 
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An important subset of these models is the set of Bayesian Networks. Jensen [25] states 
that a BN consists of a set of variables and a set of directed edges between variables forming 
a directed acyclic graph (DAG), together with a set of conditional probability tables 
P(A I Bl,... B, l) for each variable A with parents B1.... B,,. The BN is thus a means 
of describing models wherein counts or probabilities are assigned to cells corresponding 
to values of a vector of variables. Missing edges between vertices indicate a lack of direct 
association between variables, and directed edges between vertices indicate some sort of 
(usually temporal) ordering. 
The Bayesian Network appeared out of the mass of other graphical models in the mid 
1980s. Wermuth and Lauritzen used DAGs in [64], Pearl used the name Bayesian Network 
in [38], and introduced BNs to expert systems in [39]. They have since become a highly 
successful graphical structure, principally because one can use the graph for problem 
representation; problem interrogation (using the d-separation theorem to establish the 
conditional independence structure of the problem); probability calculation; and as a 
framework for embedding uncontrolled models into controlled ones. Their continuing 
success can largely be attributed to this combination of simple model description and 
comparatively straightforward model analysis. 
Unsurprisingly, researchers have wished to extend the scope of the BN, and this led rapidly 
to an attempt to interpret the directionality of the edges as in some way causal. These 
users needed to manipulate the topology of the BN so as to model causal interventions, 
and from this developed the theory of Causal Bayesian Networks (CBNs) in the works 
of Pearl [40][41][42], Dawid [12] and Lauritzen [30], among others. Using these graphs 
the effects of manipulations of the system (usually setting a specific variable to a specific 
value) can be analysed. 
The development of BNs has involved practitioners from many disciplines, and this has 
led to mutations and hybrid forms. In Decision Analysis BNs exist in the form of Influence 
Diagrams, which contain decision nodes and utility function nodes as well as the nodes 
representing random variables (see for example [51], [37] and also [52] where Smith equates 
BNs and Influence Diagrams in a statistical modelling context rather than a Decision 
Analysis one). 
Given the comparative ease with which the BN can be adapted for use in different areas, 
the rapid uptake in its use by researchers in many areas is hardly surprising. Probably 
the most avid users and developers of the theory are those within the AI community. 
As already noted, the title Grahical Models is usually intended to refer to the types of 
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models described above or their close relatives. We could, however, equally well apply 
the title to any graph or network onto which has been imposed a probability model. The 
simple Tree in Figure 1 is thus a graphical model, and completely describes a model 
wherein two fair coins are tossed. 
+i= H 
1i= H 
T 
H 
1/= T 
'ý' T 
Figure 1: Tree for tossing two fair coins 
Shafer in [49] reminds us that a probability tree ... includes a sample space, 
but adds 
further structure to it, so here the vertices represent states in the unfolding of the process; 
the first H means that the first coin tossed has landed Heads, and the next H on this 
branch means that both coins have landed Heads. The edges carry the information about 
how the process unfolds given the current state, so the edge connecting the root node to 
the first H indicates the landing of the first coin as Heads, and the edges connecting the 
first H and the first T to the second H on their respective branches indicate the landing 
of the second coin as Heads, given that the first coin landed Heads or Tails. The edges 
carry conditional probabilities, such as the probability that the second coin is Heads given 
that the first coin was Tails. Such trees have been used certainly since the 17th Century; 
Shafer in [49] reproduces a tree drawn by Christiaan Huygens in 1676 [22]. Like BNs, 
Trees have been used extensively in Decision Analysis (see for example [511), and also less 
extensively in the study of Causality, where Shafer [49] treads a fairly lonely path. 
Both BNs and Trees have proved useful in the representation and analysis of statistical 
models, but both have shortcomings. Trees allow an investigator to describe exactly the 
unfolding of a process, but are inevitably rather bulky which renders their use for large 
problems unrealistic. The major problem with using Trees for rigourous modelling and 
analysis is that one cannot read (conditional) independence properties from a Tree, and 
this has lead to their eclipse by BNs as graphical representations of discrete statistical 
models. 
BNs have proved very good graphical representations for many discrete joint probability 
distributions, but those distributions that are most successfully represented by a BN tend 
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to have a high degree of symmetry. Dependencies in many Bayesian statistical models 
(such as heirarchical models) exhibit an amenable type of symmetry. The state space 
for a BN is a Product Space wherein each atom corresponds to a unique vector of values 
of the problem variables. BNs have proved less successful at representing models with 
non-symmetric sample space structures. French and Insua in [15], writing about Decision 
Trees and Influence diagrams, state that: 
Decision Trees have a difficulty in that for many problems they rapidly become very 
large ... Influence diagrams are a much more compact representation. 
However their 
advantage in this respect is, in a sense, illusory. Decision trees can represent asymmetric 
problems, ie. problems in which a particular choice of action at a decision node makes 
available different choices of action at subsequent decision nodes than those available 
after an alternative choice. Such asymmetric problems are the rule rather than the 
exception in decision analysis. 
For Decision trees and Influence diagrams read Trees and BNs, and for asymmetric prob- 
lems in decision analysis read asymmetric processes in areas such as biological regula- 
tion [7], risk analysis [2] and Bayesian policy analysis [14]. 
One of the running examples in this thesis, introduced formally in chapter 2, concerns the 
treatment and effects of a particular genetic blood condition. In this example, if a patient 
does not have the blood condition we do not record whether they are Rhesus +ve or -ve, 
nor a quality of life score; if a patient does have the condition and has blood group 0, 
we record a quality of life score, but not whether they are Rhesus +ve or -ve; whereas 
if they have the condition and blood group B we record both these facets. Clearly the 
state space for this problem cannot be expressed as a Product Space. Although we can 
create variables which describe the problem, not all atoms will correspond to a vector of 
values of each variable. For some values of our root variable we know nothing about the 
values of other variables in the problem. To model this using a BN we would need to have 
variables taking a value corresponding to nothing happens, and in any contingency table 
drawn from a BN-representation of the problem we would have systematically missing 
information. 
Attempts have been made to combine BNs and Trees so as to benefit from the strengths 
of both. Probably the most significant development in this area is the context-specific 
Bayes Net [3], where tree-structured conditional probability tables are annexed to the 
vertices of a BN to allow for the analysis of context-specific independence properties (in- 
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dependence properties that only exist given certain values of specific variables). Friedman 
and Goldszmidt in [16] use a very similar idea when looking at the process of Learning a 
BN. They suggest that this is best done by learning local structure via looking at the con- 
ditional probability distributions that describe the BN. From analysing context-specific 
independencies at each vertex they produce Decision 'Rees and default tables, which con- 
tain fewer rows than the original conditional probability distribution table, for that vertex. 
The context-specific Bayes Net is not however a universal panacea - the afore-mentioned 
blood condition example could not be expressed as a context-specific Bayes Net; and in 
fact any process (such as a treatment regime) whose unfolding depends on the state of 
the system at any particular point and the values of specific covariates at that point, 
cannot be efficiently expressed as context-specific Bayes Nets, although they can always 
be expressed efficiently as Trees. 
The context-specific BN is not the only hybrid structure to have been developed. Covaliu 
and Oliver in [9] use Decision Trees to augment Influence diagrams with extra information, 
edges carrying labels about which values of variables imply dependence between two nodes. 
They call the resultant graphs Sequential Decision Diagrams. The Chain Graph [34][59] is 
a mixed graph containing both undirected and directed edges between variables. Without 
getting too involved in the subtleties of the Chain Graph, we can say that an undirected 
edge between two vertices suggests some sort of dependence which is symmetric - there 
is no temporal or causal ordering, but simply an association. Andersson, Madigan and 
Perlman in [1] have now extended the idea of the Chain Graph to represent different 
classes of Markov-equivalent graphs. 
Other graphical representations have been proposed in response to problems encountered 
in using existing representations to perform particular tasks. Since a BN is an inefficient 
representation of an asymmetric problem, propagation of information in such a problem 
using a BN is comparatively slow. Jaeger's Probabilistic Decision Graph [23] [24] uses a 
Tree-like structure to allow fast propagation of information, but cannot express all the 
conditional independencies of a BN. 
Causal analysis on BNs can also become problematic even with highly symmetric problems 
- many manipulations are simply not expressible as the setting of a specific variable to a 
specific value. Furthermore the nature of a manipulation is often dependent on the state 
of a system and the values of covariates at a specified time. In [41] section 4.2, Pearl briefly 
touches on this idea. He notes that interventions may involve policies whereby a variable 
X responds to some other variable(s) Z through either a functional relationship x= g(z), 
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or a stochastic relationship whereby X is set to x with some probability dependent on the 
value(s) z. If we follow causal analysis convention and describe an unmanipulated system 
as idle, we can see that even a symmetric idle system can give rise to a highly asymmetric 
structure given a particular manipulation rule or policy. 
1.3 Bayesian Networks, pees and Chain Event Graphs 
It is clear that there is a vital need for a simple graph which, without the need for further 
modification, will allow us to represent and analyse discrete asymmetric processes. That 
the graph must be less bulky than a Tree for large problems is a prerequisite. If the use 
of this graph by researchers and data analysts is to become widespread, we really need 
to be able to replicate the principal results established for BNs. In particular we need 
to be able to use the graph for problem representation; problem interrogation (using an 
analogue of the d-separation theorem to establish the conditional independence structure 
of the problem); probability calculation; and as a framework for embedding uncontrolled 
models into controlled ones. We will also want to be able to use the graph for efficient 
propagation of information, and will want analogues of Pearl's Back Door and Front Door 
theorems [40][41] for causal analysis. 
It should be fairly clear from the above that most researchers looking to solve this problem 
have started with a BN, which as we know provides a highly successful way of describing 
and analysing symmetric processes. The Chain Event Graph, first proposed by Smith 
in [45], is developed instead from a Tree. Our graph can be used for problem repre- 
sentation (and is much less bulky than a Tree for large problems). We can interrogate 
it to read conditional independence properties (work on a full d-separation algorithm is 
ongoing). We have demonstrated the potential for information propagation and causal 
analysis in [61][60][62]. 
A probable reason that no-one has yet been completely successful in modifying the BN 
for use with asymmetric problems, is simply that analysis using a BN is variable-based. 
The CEG, as its name suggests, has an event-based topology, and analysis using a CEG 
is event-based, which makes it much more appropriate for asymmetric models. It owes its 
genesis to the set of asymmetric processes that occur in risk analysis, treatment regimes, 
biological regulation, emergency support systems [54], analysis of forensic evidence [43] etc. 
described above. In eliciting such models one often starts with an Event Tree (ET) [2][49], 
which is essentially a description of how the process unfolds rather than how the system 
might appear to an observer. Event Trees reflect model asymmetry both in model devel- 
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opment and in model sample space structure. 
The CEG retains all of the ET's convenience as a description of how things happen, 
whilst typically having far fewer edges and vertices. If a tree has sufficient symmetry that 
it can be represented by a BN, then the CEG derived from the tree also expresses all the 
conditional independence properties that are inherent in the BN; whilst if our model has 
insufficient symmetry to be adequately expressed as a BN, the CEG expresses (context- 
specific) conditional independence properties that would not be readily accessible in any 
other commonly used graphical representation. 
The CEG is a mixed graph in that it contains both directed and undirected edges. Like 
the Tree (and unlike the Chain Graph [34][59]) the directed edges form root-to-leaf (in 
fact root-to-sink) paths corresponding to the atoms of the joint outcome space of the 
problem. Unlike the Tree, vertices may have more than one incoming edge, and vertices 
may be joined by undirected edges. It is these two properties that allow us to represent 
the conditional independencies of the model, as well as creating a graph less bulky than 
the original Tree. 
1.4 Chain Event Graphs: Theory and application 
In this thesis I concentrate on new developments relating to the construction and reading 
of CEGs, probability propagation on CEGs, and causal manipulation of CEGs. Chapter 
2 describes the process by which we can construct a CEG. My approach throughout this 
thesis is to emphasise the key importance of the atomic events - the root-to-sink paths 
of the CEG, and as a result my description of CEG construction is significantly different 
from that in [45][53]. 
With a BN one can read local statements about near-adjacent vertices, and interrogate 
the graph about the possible independence of two sets of vertices given a third set, via 
the d-separation theorem (see for example [41][30]). In chapter 3I develop methods for 
reading conditional independence properties off a CEG. Given the event-based topology 
of CEGs, the types of properties we can read go beyond the simple X II YIZ that one 
can read off BNs, or X II YI (Z = z) readable off context-specific BNs, to X II YIA and 
Al U A2 I A3, where the {A} are events (ie. unions of atomic root-to-sink paths of the 
CEG). 
Simple propagation on BNs [50] [56] [33] relies on the conditional independence properties 
of the BN to allow the joint distribution to be interpreted as a collection of local rela- 
tionships between variables. BNs are usually triangularised before being converted to a 
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Junction Tree, and it is to this tree that the propagation algorithms are applied. The 
new CEG propagation algorithms described in chapter 4 are analogous to these Local 
Message Passing and Junction tree algorithms, and work in a manner which will be famil- 
iar to readers with knowledge of the BN-based algorithms. Short-cuts in the algorithms, 
analogous to the Lazy propagation of [35] [6] are also described. 
The algorithms are demonstrated using the blood condition example described in 
section 1.2. As this problem does not admit a natural Product Space, it cannot ad- 
equately be described by a BN, so conventional BN-based propagation algorithms are 
inappropriate here. 
Causal manipulation as envisaged by Pearl [40] [41] and others requires the existence of 
an idle or unmanipulated system upon which one then enacts an intervention. With a 
BN this intervention is commonly of the form do X= xo for some problem variable X 
and value z; and the manipulated BN is essentially the idle BN with edges entering the 
vertex X removed. Pearl's Back Door Theorem and Front Door Theorem [40][41] give 
conditions under which the general manipulated-probability expression for the model can 
be simplified by a reduction in the number of problem variables that need to be considered. 
This is very useful when some events cannot be observed or have a very high observational 
cost. What is particularly useful is that these conditions can be expressed graphically (ie. 
on the topology of the BN). 
Chapter 5 starts with an explanation of what manipulating a CEG means, and how closely 
this relates to conditioning on a CEG. This close relationship is not restricted to analysis 
on CEGs, and this has not been commented upon in any depth before. It allows us much 
greater insight into what we mean by causal manipulation, and makes the techniques of 
causal analysis far more transparent. I then provide a Back Door Theorem for CEGs 
for general manipulations, before concentrating on singular manipulations, a class which 
contains the do X= xo interventions used with BNs as a subset. As with Pearl's Back 
Door Theorem I have been able to express one of the two conditions graphically (ie. on 
the topology of the CEG). I also provide a Front Door Theorem for CEGs for singular 
manipulations, which requires only two conditions as opposed to Pearl's three for his 
BN-based Front Door Theorem. 
The threads running through chapters 2 to 5 are drawn together in chapter 6, where I 
give some idea of what Professor Smith and I will be working on in the near future. 
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2. Construction of Chain Event Graphs 
2.1 Introduction and preliminary notation 
I noted in section 1.2 that a Tree (an ET whose edges have been labelled with probabilities) 
can be used to completely describe an asymmetric model or the unfolding of an asymmetric 
process. Our CEG is a function of a Tree, so the construction of a CEG is a two-fold 
process: (1) construct a Tree which describes our model or process, (2) convert the Tree 
into a CEG. In this chapter I concentrate on the second stage, and I start by establishing 
some preliminary notation for working with both Trees and CEGs: 
" Our basic building blocks (for both Trees and CEGs) are our atomic events which 
are single root-to-leaf paths (in our Tree or CEG). These will be denoted by A, with 
some subscript (or superscript) when necessary. 
" Compound events which are unions of our atomic events will be denoted by A, with 
some subscript (or superscript) when necessary. 
" Where a number of events {A; } form a partition of the set of all atomic events, we may 
define some random variable with outcome space equal to {A=}. Where appropriate, 
random variables may be given labels of the form A, B, C,.... The values taken by 
these variables will then be given labels of the form a, b, c,..., with some subscript 
when appropriate. 
2.2 Trees, Events and Random Variables 
In the following sections I describe the process by which we convert a Tree into a CEG. 
I then formally define the CEG. Thus consider the following motivating example: Suppose 
we conduct three experiments, the first of which has possible outcomes {ao, al), the second 
{b0, b1}, the third {co, ci}. At this stage we are not concerned with any dependence 
between the outcomes of the three experiments. We can draw a Tree to represent the 
joint outcome space of these three experiments (edge labels here do not yet represent 
probabilities, but simply the unfolding of our experiments along each root-to-leaf path). 
It would be conventional at this point to start by defining three random variables A, B, C 
which took values corresponding to the outcomes {ao, al}, {bo, bl}, {co, cl}. We could 
then draw a BN for this process if we knew the independence relationships between these 
three variables. The state space of this BN would be a Product Space AxBxC, and 
each atom of this space would be of the form (ai, b1, ck) for i, j, k=0,1. 
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V0 
Figure 1: Tree for motivating example 
Our process here is highly symmetric (at least until we put probabilities onto the tree), but 
most of the problems we might wish to represent via a CEG will not be, and as indicated in 
sections 1.1 and 1.2, the Product Space is not a natural choice of state space for asymmetric 
problems. As already noted in section 2.1, the fundamental building blocks for Trees and 
CEGs are not the measurement variables represented in BNs, but the atomic root-to-leaf 
paths {az}, and the events created by forming unions of these items. We can still label 
the atoms as aibjck, but this representation is simply a convenient label made up of the 
labels of the component edges of the path. In Figure 1, we have 8 atoms which can be 
labelled: 
A1: aoboco 0\2: aobocl 
A3: aoblco A4 aoblcl 
A5: alboco A6 albocl 
A7: aiblco A8 alblcl 
From these atoms we can construct various compound events, some of which have obvious 
meanings in the context of our 3 experiments. So for example, we can define the events: 
ao=)gU)2UA3UA4 
bo=alUA2UA5UA6 
CO = \1UA3UA5UA7 
Definition 1: The event denoted a= is defined to be the union of all atomic events Ai 
which pass through an edge which has the label ai. 
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It is important to be clear as to what is meant when we use a label such as ao, as it can be 
used as an outcome of an experiment, a label for an edge on our tree, part of the label of 
an atomic event )ti, and as the label for an event as in Definition 1. Care obviously needs 
to be taken, but a quick look at the context that the symbol ao is used in will always tell 
us which meaning we are using. 
Only now having defined our events do we introduce random variables, and we construct 
these from our compound events, So we define the random variable A to take values 
corresponding to the outcomes {ao, al }= {A1 U . A2 U A3 U A4, A5 U A6 U A7 U A8 }, and B to 
take values corresponding to the outcomes {bo, bl }= {A1 U A2 U A5 U 46, A3 U A4 U A7 U, \8}- 
Note that we are now abusing notation slightly by allowing a0 to also denote the outcome 
taken by a random variable A. Again, if we are careful this should not cause any problems. 
Having defined our events and random variables we can obviously introduce probabilities 
to our model: 
We assign probabilities (summing to 1) to each of our atomic events, so: 
7ri = ir(, \1) = ir(aoboco) etc. 
and from these calculate probabilities for our compound events, using the fact that each 
compound event is a union of disjoint atoms, so, for example: 
7r(a0) 7r1+72+73 +74 
7r(bo) = 7ri + 7r2 + 75 -i- 76 
We now have all the necessary material for constructing our CEG, and we can commence 
the process. As already noted, any disjoint set of events whose summed probability 
is 1 can be used to define a random variable, and it is very useful at this point to create 
random variables to help us with the CEG-construction process as follows: 
Consider a random variable Xl taking values corresponding to the outcomes {bo, bl}, but 
which takes these values not with probabilities ir(bo) and ir(bl), but with probabilities: 
irx, (bo) = 7r(bo ao) 
irxi (bi) = 7r (bi ao) 
We have called this variable X1 as it is associated with the vertex vl, but note that in 
this example X1 has the distribution of the conditional random variable Blao. 
It is clearly the case that having defined the probabilities of compound events, we can 
label edges with probabilities. So for example the vertex vi carries the atomic events 
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A1, A2, A3, A4, and the edge e(vl, v3) carries the atomic events Al, A2i so this edge can be 
labelled with the probability: 
7r(AiUA2 I A1UA2UA3UA4)=7r(A1UA2UA5UA6 11\1UA2UA3UA4) 
= 7r(bo I ao) 
Similarly the vertex v3 carries the atomic events al, A2, and the upper edge leaving V3 
carries the atomic event A,, so this edge can be labelled with the probability: 
7r(A1 ( illU)2)=7r(AlUA3U. \5UA7I 0\1UA2) 
= lr(co I aobo) 
where aobo is the event which is the union of all atomic events which pass through both 
an edge labelled ao and an edge labelled bo. 
The first use to which we put the variables {X=} is to assess conditional independence 
relationships existing between the variables A, B and C. 
We can clearly define X3 to take values corresponding to the outcomes {co, cl} and 
7rx3(co) = ir(co I aobo) 
7rx3(cl) = 7r(ci ( aobo) 
X3 is a variable associated with the vertex v3, and in this example has the distribution of 
the conditional variable CI(aobo). 
If we have for example 7rx3 (co) = 7rxs (co) (a 7rx3 (cl) = 7rx5 (cl)), then this tells us that: 
CIIAIb0 
7rx3 (co) = lrxa (co) 
= 7r(co I aobo) _ lr(co I aibo) 
7r1 
_ 
7r5 
lrl + 72 75 + 76 
I1 7r5 
In1 + Ire (Irl + 72 + In5 + 76) - (In1 + Ire) 
in1(in1 + In2 + In5 + In6) - in1(in1 + 1T2) = 7n5(lni + 7r2) 
7r1 7r1 '+' 75 
7T1 +7C2 7C1 +7C2+7T5+1r6 
Ir(co I aobo) = 7r(co I bo) 
If also 3rxa (co) _ 7rxe (co) we then have C II AIB. 
(2.2.1) 
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As most of our problems will be asymmetric, most of our independence properties will 
be context-specific like expression (2.2.1), and these are investigated in the next chapter. 
Having labelled our edges with probabilities, we can now look at groups of vertices and use 
the variables {X; } as described to simplify labels (so here for example we would replace 
coIaobobycoIbo)" 
We can also define variables Yl and Y2 as follows: 
Yl takes values corresponding to the outcomes {boco, bocl, b1co, bici} (where b0co etc. are 
events defined analogously with aobo above) with: 
iryi (boco) = ir(boco I do) 
iryi (boci) _ ir(boci Ido) 
Y2 has outcome space as that of Y1, with: 
irys (boco) = ir(boco I ai) 
Clearly Yl is a variable associated with the vertex vl, and in this example has the distri- 
bution of the conditional variable (B x C) Iao. As noted earlier however, when we consider 
asymmetric structures it is unlikely that our outcome space will be a Product Space, and 
hence describing random variables as (B x C) I ao or even BxC will be meaningless. 
In a sense we can use our {Xi} to analyse local conditional independencies of the form 
C II A bo. Our {Y} can be used to analyse more global properties, so for example, 
if our Tree in Figure 1 was extended by performing a further three binary experiments 
(with corresponding random variables D, E, F), and if we noted that 7ry3(ci, dj, ek, ft) _ 
lrys (ci, dj, ek, fl) for i, j, k, l=0,1, then we could deduce that (C, D, E, F) II A( bo. 
Having introduced our new variables Xi and Y, ", we are now in a position to consider the 
asymmetric processes for which our CEG will be used. Consider the Tee in Figure 2. 
Here the second experiment doesn't happen if the result of the first experiment is ai. 
Our atoms A, are defined by the root-to-leaf paths, and it is straightforward to show that 
we can define events called ao, al, co and cl with: 
lr(ao) + 7r(al) =1 
ir(co) +7r(cl) =1 
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V. 
Figure 2: A Probability Tree with some asymmetry 
NB: Edge labels do not reflect any as yet undisclosed dependence between the variables 
But if we define the events bo and bl as in Definition 1, we see that 7r(bo) + ir(bl) # 1. In 
fact: 
ir(bo) + ir(bl) + 7r(al) =1 
It is none-the-less reasonable to say that there is a random variable B whose sample 
space is the outcome space of the second experiment, if we imagine this experiment to 
have taken place. We can clearly still define X1 precisely as before, and note that it has 
the distribution of the conditional random variable Bjao. As noted in section 1.3, many 
examples in risk analysis [55], decision analysis [15], biological regulation [7] etc. exhibit 
this sort of asymmetry. 
2.3 Extending the model 
In the previous section I added probabilities to an Event Tree to produce a Probability 
Tree. A Probability Tree T is defined by its vertex set V(T), its edge set E(T) and 
its edge-probabilities. In this thesis I follow the convention that the Tree is a function 
both of the Event Tree and the probability distribution imposed on it, and hence that 
each edge-probability is greater than zero. This will mean, that when I come to de- 
fine a CEG, all edge-probabilities on this will also be greater than zero. It would be 
a fruitful line of research to consider what might happen if this condition were to be 
relaxed. In this scenario, edges with zero probabilities would represent outcomes that 
existed under some probability distributions but not under the one currently imposed. In 
chapter 4, when we update a CEG following observation of an event we prune edges with 
zero probabilities. These would be retained if we were to relax this condition. 
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Definition 2: For a Probability Tree model T(V(T), E(T)), let VI C V(T) be the set of 
non-root, non-leaf vertices of the Tree (I for intermediate). 
In this thesis I follow Shafer [49] in that our Probability Tree is essentially an embellish- 
ment of an Event Tree (we add edge-probabilities), and hence simply a graphical descrip- 
tion of how a process unfolds. It is convenient to think of this process as a sequence of 
experiments, so as in the example in section 2.2, let our model consist of a sequence of n 
experiments, with n associated criterion variables {A, B.... N}. In this thesis I impose 
the condition that all root-to-leaf paths (in Trees) or root-to-sink paths (in CEGs) utilise 
edges corresponding to the criterion variables in the same order (A, B.... N), whilst 
not precluding the possibility that some paths pass through no edges corresponding to 
some or other variable. Moreover, I also impose the condition that all root-to-leaf or 
root-to-sink paths utilise a maximum of one edge corresponding to any criterion variable. 
These conditions can be relaxed, and there is some discussion throughout this chapter of 
the possible consequences of so doing. 
To each vertex vi E {vo} U Vr assign a criterion variable from the set above. The same 
criterion variable will usually be assigned to more than one vi. Label the edges leaving 
vi with outcomes from the outcome space of the criterion variable associated with vi. 
Note that there may be outcomes in this space with no corresponding edge leaving vi. 
Using the analogy of a sequence of experiments, this would correspond to outcomes to an 
experiment that could not happen given a particular history of outcomes to the previous 
experiments. 
If there are root-to-leaf paths in our Tree which have fewer than n edges then there will 
be criterion variables (like B in the asymmetric Tree in section 2.2) whose outcome spaces 
do not partition the set {A1}. 
Definition 3: For a Probability Tree model T (V (T), E(T)) and: 
(i) vE V(T), define A(v) as the event which is the union of all root-to-leaf paths that 
pass through the vertex v. 
(ii) eE E(T), define A(e) as the event which is the union of all root-to-leaf paths that 
pass through the edge e. 
Definition 4: For a Probability Tree model T (V (T ), E(T) ), if the vertex v2 E {vo} U VI 
has associated criterion variable D (say), taking values corresponding to the outcomes 
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{do, di.... d,, (D)}, define the random variable Xi taking values corresponding to the out- 
comes {do, dl, ... dn(D) } with probabilities: 
irXi (d. 7) = 7r (dj I A(vi. )) 
Note that if there does not exist an edge labelled dk (say) leaving the vertex vi, then 
7rx; (dk) = 0. Note also that Xi (as D) may not have an outcome space which partitions 
{a; }. 
It should be noted that any criterion variable E (say) whose outcome space does not 
partition {Aj} can be made to do so by the addition of an event e4, to its outcome space, 
where: 
n(E) 
ir(e, o)=1-> ir(ej) 
j=0 
and which can be thought of as the event that the Eth experiment is not performed. 
If the vertex vj has associated criterion variable E note that 7rxj (e') = 0. 
Definition 5: For vertex v= with criterion variable D (say), the subset of the atomic 
events consisting of all root-to-leaf paths utilising an edge labelled dj (j = 0,1.... n(D)) 
is partitioned by the random variable Yi into events labelled djek ... nz 
(j = 0,1,... n(D), 
k=0,1.... n(E), c5, ... z=0,1, ... n(N), 0), where djek ... n, z labels the union of all 
paths A which pass through edges labelled dj, ek,... and nz. 
For convenience, we let (for example) drei ... flgohl ... nj denote the union of all 
paths A which pass through edges labelled dl, el, ... fl, hl, ... ni and pass through no 
edges labelled gj for any j. 
Yi takes values corresponding to the events formed by this partition with probabilities: 
Try (djek ... nz) = lr(djek... nz 
( A(vi)) 
Note that each djek... nz is simply a label for an event, and that the outcome space of 
Y is not specified as a Product space. 
Example 1: 
So in our Tree in Figure 2, we have: 
A(vo) = SZ 
A(vi) = (ao) 
A(v2) = (aobo) 
A(v3) _ (aobi) 
A(v4) = (a, ) 
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X0 takes values corresponding to {ao, al} with probabilities irxo (ai) _ ir(ai)" 
X1 takes values corresponding to {bo, b1} with probabilities irxl (bi) _ 7r(bi I ao). 
X2 takes values corresponding to {co, cl} with probabilities -7rxZ(cj) _ 7r(c;, J aobo). 
Yo takes values corresponding to {aoboco, aoboc1, aoblco, aoblcl, aobPco, aoboc1, alboco, 
alboci, a1blco, albicl, alboco, a1bocl} 
with probabilities ir(aoboco), ir(aobocl), ir(aoblco), ir(aoblcl), 0 (since ir(b4, I ao) = 0), 
0,0 (since ir(bo I a) = 0), 0,0,0,7r(alco), lr(alc1)" 
If we only list outcomes with non-zero probabilities, we get, for example: 
Y1 takes values corresponding to {boco, boc1, b1co, bic1} 
with probabilities ir(boco ( ao), ir(bocl I ao), ir(blco I ao), 7r(bicl I ao). 
2.4 Trees and CEGs 
The process of deriving the CEG from our Tree has been described in [45] [53] [61] [60] [62], 
but I intend to approach it in a radically different way. Part of the motivation for my ap- 
proach in this chapter comes from the response we had to the descriptions given in [61][60]. 
What we have here is clearly a process, a fact that is nearly always obscured by a for- 
mal definition. We found that listeners to the talk at the 11th International Conference 
on Information Processing and Management of Uncertainty in Knowledge-Based Systems 
where this process was described had a clearer understanding than those who had sim- 
ply read the paper in [61]. Consequently I intend to motivate the formal definition in 
section 2.5 by first describing the process in detail. This description is lengthy as the 
mathematics underlying the definition of a CEG is subtle. However the process described 
is actually very straightforward and quick, as can be seen in Example 4 in section 2.6. 
The descriptions in [45] [61] [60] (62] make use of maps between subtrees and between the 
Tree and the CEG. As already indicated I have chosen to approach the subject differently, 
and I intend to use our variables {X=} and {YY} to effect the conversion of the Tree into 
a CEG. I start with an informal introduction indicating the three basic steps in the 
conversion: 
" Suppose the edges leaving the vertices {vj} in the Tree can be labelled by those leaving 
a vertex vl (in that the edges correspond to the same value of a criterion variable, 
and carry the same probability) then these vertices are all joined by undirected edges. 
" If the subtrees rooted in any two vertices of the Tree are identical (both in topology 
and in probability distribution), then these two vertices are combined into a single 
vertex. 
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In practice it is often sensible to do these two steps the other way round, as it saves 
joining vertices by edges when they are later going to be combined into a single vertex. 
" All leaf-vertices are combined into one sink-vertex, and edges carrying the same out- 
comes with identical probabilities are given the same colour. 
Note that we do not need to know the probability distribution over the Tree - we only 
need to be aware of when subtrees have the same distribution or when edges have the 
same probability; we do not need to know what these probabilities are. 
We now consider these steps in more detail: 
Step 1: We first augment our Tree with a set of undirected edges. I call the resultant 
graph an Augmented Tree. 
Definition 6: A pair of vertices vi, vj E VI (i ,- j) are stage-equivalent if the variables 
Xi and X,, have the same outcome space and the same probability distribution over this 
space. 
We write Xi - X. 
Definition 7: The Augmented Tree TA(V(TA), Ed(TA), EE, (TA)) derived from a'Ree 
T(V(T), E(T)) is a mixed graph with V(TA) = V(T), Ed(TA) = E(T), and 
e(vi, vj) E E. (TA) if vi, v2 EV (T) are stage-equivalent under Definition 6. 
E,, (TA) is a set of undirected edges (so stage-equivalent vertices are connected by undi- 
rected edges in the Augmented Tree). 
Step 2: 
Definition 8: A pair of vertices va, vj E VI (i j) are equivalent if the variables 
Yý and Yj have the same outcome space and the same probability distribution over this 
space. 
We write Yf = Yj. 
NB: If vi and vj are equivalent then they are necessarily stage-equivalent, and hence 
connected by an undirected edge in our Augmented Tree. 
Using the conditions imposed in section 2.3, we can start to make substantive statements 
about the topology of our Tree. 
Proposition 1: 
Let T(V(T), E(T)) and {A, B,... N} be a Probability Tree model and a set of criterion 
variables, where (I) the existence of an edge in E(T) implies an edge-probability greater 
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than zero; (II) all root-to-leaf paths in T utilise edges corresponding to the criterion vari- 
ables in the same order, and no root-to-leaf path utilises more than one edge corresponding 
to any criterion variable. Then, if Y1 and Yj have the same outcome space and the same 
probability distribution over this space, then the sub-trees rooted in the vertices vs and 
vj are identical both in their topology and in the probabilities labelling their component 
edges. 
Note that this is not true if we allow different paths to pass through the criterion variables 
in different orders, as can be seen in Example 2. 
Example 2: 
Consider the Probability Tree in Figure 3. 
vs 
Figure 3: Probability Tree for Example 2 
The variable Yl takes values corresponding to the events {boco, bocl, blco, bi cl, b2c0, b2c1}, 
the variable Y2 takes values corresponding to the events {cobo, cob,, cob2, clbo, clbl, clb2}, 
but by our definitions, the event boco is the same event as cobo, so Yl and Y2 have the 
same outcome space. 
If we define the variables A, B, C in the obvious manner, and let A II (B, C), B II C, then 
the edge-labels in Figure 3 can be read as probabilities, and clearly Yl and Y2 have the 
same probability distribution over their common outcome space. But the subtrees rooted 
in the vertices vi and v2 are not identical in topology. 
Clearly in this case, since B II C it would be a simple matter to reorder the paths in 
Figure 3 so that the condition (II) held, and hence the result of Proposition I held. So in 
this example, the restrictions imposed by condition (II) are not overly severe. 
Proof of Proposition 1: 
(1) Consider vertices vi and vj with criterion variable E. Using (I) and (II) we have that 
there exists a vo -+ v= -4 leaf path utilising edges labelled ek, A.... nz in that order 
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if and only if Ir(ek fi ... nz I A(v; )) 0. If Yi and Yj have the same outcome space 
and the same probability distribution over this space, then 7r(ek ft ... nZ I A(vz)) 0 
if and only if n(ek fj ... n, z I A(vj)) 0, if and only if there exists a vo -4 vj -4 leaf 
path utilising edges labelled ek, fj,... nz in that order. 
As the edges leaving any vertex in the Tree are labelled with outcomes from the 
outcome space of the criterion variable associated with that vertex, no two outgoing 
edges from a vertex can have the same label. Hence the subtrees rooted in vi and vj 
have the same topology. 
(2) Suppose lr(ek fl ... n, z I A(vi)) , -E 0 for a specified k, and some values 1, m.... Z. 
Then Y- Yj implies 7r(ek ft... n, z 
I A(vz)) = 7r(ek fl ... nz 
I A(vj)), which with the 
fact that the subtrees rooted in v;, and vj have the same topology, gives us that 
El, 
m,... z ir(ekfl ... nz 
I A(vi)) = lr(ekf! ... nz 
I A(v3))" 
That is, the probability of leaving v; via an edge labelled ek equals the probability of 
leaving vj via an edge labelled ek. 
Consider also that Em, n,... z 7r(ek 
fl 
... nz 
( A(vi)) = Em, n,... z lr(ekfl ... nz 
I A(vj)), and 
hence the probability of leaving vi via edges labelled ek and fi equals the probability of 
leaving vj via edges labelled ek and f1, which implies that the probabilities associated 
with the edges fj in the subtrees rooted in vi and vj are identical. 
We can now use induction to demonstrate that the subtrees rooted in vi and v3 have 
identical probabilities labelling their component edges. 
It occasionally happens that a sequence of experiments occurs in different orders on dif- 
ferent paths. There is a good example of this in [55]. If we stick rigourously to the idea 
that our Tree is an exact description of how the process unfolds, then this might appear 
to cause problems with some of our definitions and with Proposition 1. In fact, in this 
context it is often sensible to define different criterion variables associated with the ex- 
periments happening at different points on different root-to-leaf paths, which sidesteps 
the problem. Also, if we move away from the idea that the Tree is an exact description 
of how the process unfolds, it is usually possible (as seen in Example 2) to reorder trees 
(and their resultant CEGs), without affecting the conditional independence structure of 
the model they represent. This has an analogy in BN-analysis, where several different 
BNs can display the same conditional independence structure. Smith in [45][53] uses al- 
ternative definitions of the CEG to allow consideration of CEGs with different orderings 
on different paths. 
Note that Definitions 6 and 8, together with the conditions upon which Proposition 1 is 
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predicated, have some interesting consequences: 
(i) No two vertices on the same root-to-leaf path can be equivalent or stage-equivalent. 
(ii) There cannot exist vertices v., vb, vi, vj with vi preceding vj on some root-to-leaf path, 
and vb preceding va, on some root-to-leaf path, such that vi, va are equivalent (stage- 
equivalent) and vj, vb are equivalent (stage-equivalent). 
Note that if we allow different orderings on different root-to-sink paths in a CEG, and 
hence different orderings on different root-to-leaf paths in a Tree then (ii) is no longer valid, 
at least for stage-equivalence. The validity of (i) depends on our disallowing any root-to- 
leaf path from utilising more than one edge corresponding to one criterion variable, which 
in turn depends on us disallowing the same experiment being performed more than once. 
Again, there are arguments for not imposing this condition, but equally one can argue 
that if an experiment is performed a second time it is necessarily a different experiment, 
so should be associated with a different criterion variable. 
If we accept (i) and (ii), then there is a significant further consequence: There exist natural 
partial orderings of the sets of equivalent vertices in any Augmented Tree. 
Step 2 continued: We say that a vertex v which is not equivalent to any other vertex 
forms a set of equivalent vertices by itself, and we also define the set Wo = {vo}. 
Following one of the partial orderings described above, label the sets of equivalent vertices 
in our Augmented Tree W1, W2, W3,.... For each set Wi choose (arbitrarily if W= contains 
more than one vertex) one vertex vEW; and relabel this vertex w;. 
What follows over the next page is a rigorous description of the process by which the 
Augmented Tree is converted into a Chain Event Graph. The formal definition of a CEG 
is much shorter as can be seen in section 2.5; the actual practical process of conversion is 
really straightforward (as can be seen in the examples at the end of this chapter) and can 
be summarised by the 2nd (and 3rd) bullet point at the start of this section. 
Consider all edges from vo (E Wo) to a vj E W1. The edge from vo to wl remains 
unaltered, but all other of these edges (if any exist) are replaced by vo - wl edges. 
It will now be the case that all vj E W1 except wl have no incoming edges. 
We now remove from our Augmented Tree all vertices vj E Wl except wl. We also 
remove all vertices and edges on paths leaving any vj E Wi (except those leaving wl) 
ie. we remove the sub-trees rooted in any vv E Wi (vj 54 wl). We further remove any 
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undirected edges which have at least one end connected to a vertex which has now been 
removed. 
Now consider all paths from vo (= wo) to a vertex vj E W2. These will be of at most two 
types: 
(i) vo - vj E W2 edges 
(ii) vo - Wl - v? E W2 paths 
(i) If there exists a v0 - W2 edge, this remains unaltered. All vo - vj (vj E W2, vj w2) 
edges (if any exist) are replaced by a vo - w2 edge. 
(ii) If there exists a wl - w2 edge, this remains unaltered. All wi - vj (vj E W2, vj W2) 
edges (if any exist) are replaced by a wl - w2 edge. 
It will now be the case that all vj E W2 except w2 have no incoming edges. Remove from 
our Augmented Tree all vertices v3 E W2 (except w2) and sub-trees rooted in these vj as 
before. 
The general stage in this process is: 
Consider all paths from vo (= wo) to a vertex Vj E Wk. These paths may well be of different 
lengths, but will all consist of edges joining vertices labelled wo, wd(A), ... Wn(A) 
(with a(A),... n(A) E {1,2.... k- 1} ), and an edge joining wn(A) to either wk or some 
vj E Wk (v3 54 Wk). 
If this edge joins writal to wk, then it remains unaltered. If it joins Wn(A) to V2 E Wk 
(vj 0 wk), it is replaced by an edge from wn, (A) to wk. All vj E Wk except wk now have 
no incoming edges, so remove all vertices vj E Wk except wk, and the sub-trees rooted in 
these vp Also remove any undirected edges which have at least one end connected to a 
vertex which has now been removed. 
Continue this process for all sets W1, W2.... in our partial ordering. 
Any wk, wl which before relabelling were connected by an undirected edge in our Aug- 
mented Tree remain connected by an undirected edge in our modified Tree. 
Alternatively, if v= E Wk was connected to vj E W1 by an undirected edge in our Aug- 
mented Tree, then Wk is connected to wl by an undirected edge in our modified 'Tree. 
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Step 3: 
All leaf-vertices are combined into a single sink-vertex, labelled wem. 
Note that the root vertex has already been relabelled wo, and that all intermediate vertices 
are now labelled w= in such a way that if wi precedes wj on any path within our graph 
then i<j. 
If two vertices vi, vj in our Augmented Tree are stage-equivalent then our Tree-based 
variables X2 and Xj have the same outcome space, and the edges emanating from vi, vj 
can be identified with the elements of this space. Moreover, any element x (say) of this 
outcome space is such that 7rx; (x) = 7rx1(x). 
If a vertex wk in our modified Tree corresponds to a vertex v$ in our Augmented Tree, 
then it has the same number of edges emanating from it, and these edges can be identified 
with the elements of the outcome space of X. 
So, if two vertices Wk, w1 in our modified Tree are connected by an undirected edge, then 
they correpond to two vertices vi, v? (say) in our Augmented Tree, such that Xi - X3. 
Hence the edges emanating from wk and wl can both be identified with the elements of the 
outcome space of Xi (Xj), and more-over these elements are such that 7rx; (x) = lrx, (x) 
for any x in the outcome space. We label the corresponding edges (those identified with 
the same element of the outcome space of X$ (Xj)) emanating from wk and wl with the 
same colour. 
The resulting graph is called a Chain Event Graph. The vertices {wi } are called positions. 
Collections of positions which are connected to each other by undirected edges are called 
stages. Individual positions which are unconnected to any other positions by undirected 
edges are deemed also to be stages. We show below that positions connected by undirected 
edges are stage-equivalent in broadly the same sense as stage-equivalent vertices in our 
Tree. 
It should be noted that every path in the original Tree corresponds to a path in the CEG, 
and there are no paths in the CEG that do not correspond to a path in the original Tree. 
Hence the atomic events of our model are precisely the wo -+ w,,,, paths in our 
CEG. 
We are now in a position to create random variables for use with CEGs, and as long as 
we make it clear whether we are discussing Trees or CEGs we can use the same letters to 
describe variables which have broadly similar functions in the two forms. 
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We know that for any vi, vj E Wk, the Tree-based variables Yi, Yj have the same outcome 
space and the same probability distribution over this space, so our choice of which vj E Wk 
to relabel as wk is completely arbitrary (providing there is more than one vertex vj E Wk). 
So, in our CEG, if the position wk corresponds to a vertex vj E Wk, we can create a 
CEG-based variable Yk having the same outcome space as the Tree-based Yj and the same 
probability distribution over this space. 
Also, a pair of positions w3, wt in our CEG are connected by an undirected edge whenever a 
pair of corresponding vertices va, vj are connected by an undirected edge in our Augmented 
Tree, which occurs when the Tree-based variables X= and Xj have the same outcome space 
and the same probability distribution over this space. This means that if for each position 
wk (with corresponding vertex vj) we create a CEG-based variable Xk which has the same 
outcome space as the Tree-based Xj and the same probability distribution over this space, 
then if two positions w wt are connected by an undirected edge, then we have X, _ 
Xt, 
and we call this property stage-equivalence as before. 
2.5 A formal definition of a Chain Event Graph 
Definition 9: An uncoloured Chain Event Graph derived from a Probability Tree 
T (V (T ), E(T )) is the mixed graph C(W (C), Ed (C), E,, (C) ), where W (C), Ed(C) and 
E,, (C) are defined as follows: 
(1) The set of non-leaf vertices of T ({vo} U VI) is partitioned into equivalence classes 
by the Tree-based variables {Y }. Write Yj - Yj if Y and Yj have the same outcome 
space and the same probability distribution over this space. 
Let Wo = {vo }. For vertices vj, vj E VI, if YY = Yj let vs, vj E Wk for some k, and if 
Y, " $ Yj let vi, vj be members of different equivalence classes. 
Let there be N such equivalence classes excluding Wo. 
For each Wk, arbitrarily choose a vertex Wk E Wk. Then W(C) = 
{U1=0 
wk] U woo. 
(2A) If for any vi E {vo} U V1, vi E Wm, there exist q edges from v; to vertices {vj} E Wn, 
then there exist q directed edges e(wm, wn) E Ed(C) (q > 0). 
(2B) If for any v; E {vo} UVI, vi E Wm, there exist q edges from vi to leaf-vertices in V (T), 
then there exist q directed edges e(wm, wo) E Ed(C) (q > 0). 
(3) VI is partitioned into (stage) equivalence classes by the Tree-based variables {Xi}. 
Write Xi = Xj if Xi and Xj have the same outcome space and the same probability 
distribution over this space. 
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If there exist vertices v=, vj E VI, with v; E Wm, vj E W,, (m # n) and Xi = Xj, 
then there exists an undirected edge e(wm, wn, ) E E,, (C). 
Henceforth we will, if necessary relabel the positions {wk} so that if wa precedes w,, on 
any wo -4 w,,, path, then m<n. 
Definition 10: If a position Wk E W(C) has been relabelled from a vertex vi E V(T), 
then we define the CEG-based random variable Yk to have the same outcome space as the 
'kee-based random variable Yi, and the same probability distribution over this space. 
Definition 11: If a position Wk E W(C) has been relabelled from a vertex vi EV (T), 
then we define the CEG-based random variable Xk to have the same outcome space as 
the Tree-based random variable X1, and the same probability distribution over this space. 
Definition 12: W(C)\{w,, } is partitioned into (stage) equivalence classes by the 
CEG-based random variables {Xs}, These equivalence classes are called stages and 
denoted {uff}. 
Positions wa, wn E W(C)\{w} which belong to the same stage are called 
stage-equivalent, and are such that Xm, Xn have the same outcome space and the same 
probability distribution over this space. If Wm, w,, E uj for some stage uff, we write 
Xm. = Xn. Note that wl and wn will be connected by an undirected edge 
e(wm, wn) E Eu(C)" 
We can define a coloured CEG as follows: 
Definition 13: A coloured Chain Event Graph derived from a Probability Tree 
T(V(T), E(T)) is the mixed graph C(W(C), Ed(C), E,, (C)) with coloured edges, where 
W(C), Ed (C) and E. (C) are defined as in Definition 9, and: 
(4) For any wE W(C) we define A(w) as the event which is the union of all wo --ý woo 
paths that pass through the position w. 
For any eE Ed(C) we define A(e) as the event which is the union of all wo -4 w,,, 
paths that pass through the edge e. 
Let {e;, t} be the set of edges in Ed(C) emanating from the position wL, and 
let 
e; be the edge in this subset corresponding to the element x in the outcome space 
of Xm.. That is: 
ir(A(em) I A(we)) -- irxm(x) 
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Then if there exists an edge e(w,, w,, ) E Eu(C), 
ir(A(em) I A(wm)) = 7r(A(en) I A(wn)) 
and the edges e; , and e' have the same colour in C. 
It is worth noting that whether we follow the process described in section 2.4 or use the 
definition in this section, we can always reconstruct our original Tree from our CEG. 
The ideas of equivalence and stage-equivalence are quite subtle, and can be interpreted 
in slightly different ways. When we write, for example X= = Xj, do we mean that these 
variables are the same or just that they have the same distribution? In the context of 
Definitions 10 and 11, I suggest that as Y (Xi) and Yk (Xk) are defined on different 
structures then we must mean the latter, but what about the cases in Definitions 6,8 
and 12? 
From Definition 4, if we have Tree-based variables Xi and Xj such that Xi - Xj, then 
X= and X3 may have the same outcome space and the same distribution over this space, 
but they are defined differently: 
lrX; (x) = 7r(x 1 A(vs)) 
lrX, (x) = n(x l A(vj)) where A(vj) j4 A(vi) 
and we write X; - Xj only if 7r(x I A(v=)) = ir(x I A(vj)) for all elements x of the sample 
space. So I prefer the latter interpretation. The same argument holds for the Tree-based 
variables {Yý} and the CEG-based variables {Xs}. Milan Studeny (November 2006) prefers 
the alternative interpretation, but in this thesis, when I write, for example, Xi =- Xj, 
I mean that these variables have the same distribution. One of the reasons for my choice 
comes from considering what might happen if we analysed the CEG when conditioned on 
or manipulated to an event (chapters 4 and 5). It is inappropriate to discuss this in detail 
here, but note that both these operations can destroy stage-equivalence in a CEG, so that 
Xi = Xj in the idle CEG does not imply Xi = X1 in the conditioned or manipulated 
CEG. 
2.6 The construction process in practice 
We include here examples from [60] and [61]. These examples are used to illustrate the 
process by which we construct a CEG, and to show how fast the process is in practice. 
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Example 3: 
This example (mentioned in section 1.2) is concerned with the treatment and effects of a 
particular genetic blood condition. 
A population is screened for this particular genetic blood condition, and divides into four 
groups: 
n: Patient does not have the blood condition (-ve) 
x: Patient does have the blood condition (+ve) and has blood group 0 
y: +ve and blood group B 
z: +ve and blood group A or AB 
Patients in groups y or z are also checked to see whether they are Rhesus -ve (m) or 
+ve (m'). Note that the probability of being Rhesus +ve is the same whether a patient 
is in group y or group z. 
In each of groups x, y and (z, m') the condition affects the patient in one of three ways: 
r: The condition has no effect on the patient at all 
s: Affects daily life, but patient stable, and no effect on life expectancy 
t: Affects daily life, requires treatment 
Membership of these groups is governed by: 
n(r I x) = ir(r I y, m') _ ir(r I z, m') ir(r y, m) 
7r (s x) = ir (s I y, m') = 7r (s z, m') 7r (s y, m) 
7r(t x) = ir(t I y, m') = ir(t z, m') 54 ir(t I y, m) 
Patients in groups r and s have the same life expectancy as those in n. Patients in groups 
(y, t), (z, m', t) and (z, m) have the same life expectancy, but this is different from that of 
a patient in group (x, t), which is in turn different from those in r, s or n. 
This scenario can be represented by the Tree in Figure 4, where d is some form of binary 
life expectancy indicator (such as whether or not the patient survives twelve months). As 
can be seen from the Tree, the process can be thought of as a series of four experiments 
with associated random variables: 
A with outcome space In, x, y, z} 
B with outcome space {m, m'} 
C with outcome space jr, s, t} 
D with outcome space {d, d'} 
Notice that the 2nd and 3rd experiments do not always happen. 
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VO 
V20 
Figure 4: Tree for Blood Example 
Before converting this Tree into a CEG we need to add the probability information that 
we know, and this is shown in Figure 5. If we now follow the construction process outlined 
in section 2.4, we get: 
Step 1: 
Define the variables X0,. .. X20. So for example: 
Xl and X2 take values corresponding to {m, m'} with probabilities 
7rx1(m) _ 7r(m y) = 7r(m Iy or z) 
1rx, (m') _ ir(m' I y) = 7r(m' Iy or z) 
1rx3 (m) _ ir(m I z) = ir(m I or z) 
Trx2 (m') _ ir(m' I z) = 7r (m' Iy or z) 
X3 takes values corresponding to {r, s, t} with probabilities 
1rx3(r) _ ir(r I x) = ir(r x or ym' or zm') 
7rx3(s)=ir(s I x)=ir(s Ix or ym' or zm') 
irx3(t)=ir(tI z)=ir(tI xorym'orzm') 
We then construct our Augmented Tree by connecting any pair of vertices (v2, vj) such that 
X; = Xj, with an undirected edge. So we connect by undirected edges: 
(v1, v2) Note that Xi - X2 from above 
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\v3, V4, v6 
(V7, V8, V9, V11, V12, V14, V15, V17, v18 
(v13, V16, V19, V20) 
V0 
'LO 
1: rxorym'orzm' 
2: s xorym'orzm' 
3: txorym'orzm' 
4: rym 
5: sýym 
6: týym 
7: dl norrors 
8: dý norrors 
9: dxt 
10 : d' ) xt 
11: d yt or zm't or zm 
12 : dý yt or zm't or zm 
Figure 5: Tree for Blood Example showing patient groups and equivalent probabilities 
It is important to note that we do not actually need to define any of our variables X; or 
check whether any pair X; - Xj! All we really need to do is follow the steps as described 
in the bullet points at the start of section 2.4, and all our actions can be deduced from 
the Tree in Figure 5. For example, we can read from the Tree that the edges emanating 
from vl and v2 carry identical probabilities so we can connect them with an undirected 
edge (etc). Our Augmented Tree is shown in Figure 6. 
Step 2: 
Following the construction process outlined in section 2.4, we now define the variables 
YO.... Y20. So for example, Yl takes values corresponding to {mrd, mrd', msd, msd', mtd, 
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mtd', mc0d, mcmd', m'rd, m'rd', m'sd, m'sd', m'td, m'td', m'cpd, m'cod' } 
with probabilities 
Try, (mrd) _ 7r(mrd ý y) 
iry, (mrd') _ ir(mrd' I y) 
pry, (msd) _ ir(msd I Y) 
Try, (msd') = Tr(msd' I y) 
may, (mtd) _ ir(mtd I y) 
iry, (mtd) _ ir(mtd' I y) 
lry, (m'rd) _ ir(m'rd I y) = ir(m'rd Iy or z) 
zryl (m'rd') = 7r(m'rd' I y) = 7r(m'rd' Iy or z) 
it (m'sd) = 7r(m'sd I y) = ir(m'sd Iy or z) 
lry, (m'sd') _ ir(m'sd' I y) = ir(m'sd' Iy or z) 
iry, (m'td) _ ir(m'td I y) = 7r(m'td Iy or z) 
7rß", (m'td') _ ir(m'td' I y) _ ir(m'td' Iy or z) 
1ryl (mood) _ 7ty, (mc , 
d) _ lryý, (m'o0d) = 7ty, (m'ood') =0 
V0 
: 'o 
Figure 6: Augmented Tree for Blood Example 
We now look for pairs Y such that Y- Yj, and if we do this we find: 
Y4=Y6 
Yz=ys=ý's=ý'ii=ß'i2=ý'ia=ß'i5=ß'i7=ý'is 
Y13=Yls=Y19 Y20 
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Note that the 2nd and 3rd sets of equivalences here could be deduced immediately from 
the facts that V7, V8, ... V20 lie only one edge from a leaf-vertex and that: 
X7XsXs=X11=X12X14 X15X17X18 
X13=X16=X19 =X20 
Following the construction process we identify 9 equivalence classes, and a partial order, 
so for example: 
Wo={vo} 
Wi = {vi} 
W2 = {v2} 
W3={v3} 
W4 = {v4, v6 } 
W5 = {v5} 
W6 = {v7, v8, v9, v11 i v12, v14, v15, v17, v18 
} 
W7 = {v10} 
W8 = {V13, v16, v19s V20} 
We now arbitrarily choose a vertex from each class for relabelling, so: 
VO -+ WO Vg -+ W5 
V1 wl v7 say W6 
V2 W2 vlo -4 W7 
V3 --i w3 V20 say 4 WS 
V4 say --+ w4 
The edges vO (w0) -4 vi (wl), 'U0 (WO) -4 v2 (w2) and vO (w0) --> V3 (w3) remain unaltered. 
The edge vl (wi) -+ v4 (w4) remains unaltered, but the edge v2 (w2) -+ vs is replaced by 
an edge W2 (v2) -+ w4. The vertex vs and the sub-tree rooted in v6 are removed (we call 
this process pruning as it is in effect removing branches from a Tree). 
If we continue the process of redirecting edges and pruning, we get the graph in Figure 7. 
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WO 
Figure 7: Blood Example graph following Step 2 of the construction process 
It is important to note again that we do not actually need to define any of our variables Yi 
nor check whether any pair Y- Yj, nor follow the detailed instructions given in 
section 2.4. All we need to do is follow the instructions given in the second bullet point at 
the start of section 2.4, and all our actions can be deduced from the Augmented Tree in 
Figure 6. 
For example, looking at the Augmented Tree we notice that the sub-trees rooted in v4 
and v6 are identical in both topology and the probabilities on their edges, and hence these 
two vertices can be combined into a single vertex. Similarly for {V7, vg, vg, V11, V12, V14, V15, 
v171 v18} and for {v13, V16, v191 v20}" 
Step 3: 
All leaf-vertices are combined into a single sink-vertex wem, and colours are added. So 
for example, W3 and w4 are connected by an undirected edge; the edges emanating from 
w3 and W4 represent the outcomes r, s and t; and the probabilities ir(r I x), ir(s I x) 
and ir(t I x) are identical to the probabilities 7r(r I ym' or zm'), 7r(s I ym' or zm') and 
ir(t I ym' or zm'); so the corresponding edges leaving W3 and W4 are given the same colour. 
The final CEG is given in Figure 8. 
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m Iyorz mlyorz W, 
Winf 
wo 
+ 1: rx or ym' or zm' 
i 2: stxorym'orzm' 
--º 3: tIxorym'orzm' 
m'yorz 
-f mlyorz 
4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11 & 12 as for Figure 4 
Figure 8: Final CEG for Blood Example 
Example 4: 
This example is concerned with a fault-monitoring process in a production line. 
A machine in a production line utilises two replaceable components M and N. Faults in 
these components do not automatically cause the machine to fail, but do affect the quality 
of the product, so the machine incorporates an automated monitoring system, which is 
completely reliable for finding faults in M, but which can detect a fault in N when it is 
functioning correctly. 
In any monitoring cycle, component M is checked first, and there are three initial pos- 
sibilities: M, N checked and no faults found (7rl on the Tree in Figure 9); M checked, 
fault found, machine switched off (72); M checked, no fault found, N checked, fault found, 
machine switched off (7r3). 
If M is found faulty it is replaced and the machine switched back on (vertex vi), and 
N is then checked. N is then either found not faulty (74), or faulty and the machine 
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w8 
switched off (7r5). 
If N is found faulty by the monitoring system, then it is removed and checked (vertices 
v2 and v3). There are then three possibilities, whose probabilities are independent of 
whether or not component M has been replaced: N is not in fact faulty, the machine is 
reset and restarted (7r6); N is faulty, is successfully replaced and the machine restarted (77); 
N is faulty, is replaced unsuccessfully and the machine is left off until the engineer can 
see it (ira). 
At the time of any monitoring cycle, the quality of the product produced (nlo) is unaffected 
by the replacement of M unless N is also replaced. It is however dependent on the effec- 
tiveness of N which depends on its age, but also, if it is a new component, on the age of M; 
so: ir(good product M and N replaced) _ 1r12 > ir(good product J only N replaced) 
= 714 > ir(good product IN not replaced) = 7rlo. 
This scenario can be represented by the Tree in Figure 9. 
VO 
V18 
V23 
Figure 9: Tree for Machine Example 
As before the process can be thought of as a series of four experiments with associated 
random variables (the 2nd, 3rd and 4th experiments may not happen). 
In Example 3 we conscientiously followed the construction process outlined in section 2.4, 
but suggested how the process could be made considerably quicker by following the bullet 
points at the start of section 2.4. Here we simply follow these bullet points and hence do 
not need to define the variables Xi and Y for vertices vo to v9. 
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Step 1: 
The edges leaving v2 and v3 carry identical probabilities, as do those leaving v4i V5, v6 and 
v8, so we connect these sets of vertices with undirected edges, as in Figure 10. 
vo 
V18 
V23 
Figure 10: Augmented Tree for Machine Example 
Step 2: 
The subtrees rooted in the vertices v4, v51 v6 and v8 are identical both in topology and 
in the probabilities on their edges, so we combine these vertices into a single vertex (or 
position) w4. The resulting graph is shown in Figure 11. 
Step 3: 
Finally we combine all leaf-vertices into a single sink-vertex wem, and add colour to edges 
as appropriate (colours are given by edge-labels from Figure 9). The final CEG is shown in 
Figure 12. Note that the vertices vo to v9 have been replaced by positions wo to w6 in 
such a way that if w; precedes wj on some path, then i<j. Note also that this labelling 
is consistent with that produced by following a partial ordering of equivalence classes as 
suggested in the construction process outlined in section 2.4. 
Note how fast the construction process is in practice! 
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Figure 11: Machine Example graph following Step 2 of the construction process 
W4 
WO 
Figure 12: Final CEG for Machine Example 
Winf 
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3. Reading Chain Event Graphs 
3.1 Introduction 
Probably the single most important property of the Bayesian Network which makes it 
such a powerful tool for the representation and analysis of symmetric models is our ability 
to read the associated DAG for the conditional independence properties of the system. 
The inter-relationships of conditional independence statements, and how they manifest 
themselves on BNs is a well-documented subject [10][52][58], and one can with practice, 
both read local statements about near-adjacent vertices, and interrogate the graph about 
the possible independence of two sets of vertices given a third set, using the d-separation 
theorem. The d-separation theorem for BNs appears in two distinct forms (described in 
detail in [41][30]). The following is a brief description of the form that appears in [30]: 
If we consider a vertex V in a DAG, then the parents of V are the vertices from which there 
are directed edges into V, and the ancestors of V are the vertices from which there are 
directed paths leading to V. If we wish to interrogate the graph as to whether X IIY IZ 
for sets of variables X, Y and Z, we first form the subgraph which consists of the vertices 
X, Y, Z, their ancestors and the directed edges joining these ancestors to X, Y, Z. 
Secondly, for every vertex in this ancestral graph, we connect together every parent of this 
vertex using undirected edges (technically those parents that are not already connected 
by directed edges). This process is known as moralising as it marries unmarried parents. 
We then remove all arrows from edges to give us an undirected moralised ancestral graph. 
If every path in this graph from a vertex in X to a vertex in Y passes through a vertex 
in Z, then X II YIZ. Otherwise X IL YIZ. 
As indicated in section 1.3, we are suggesting that the CEG could have the same impact 
for asymmetrical models as the BN has had for symmetric ones. We therefore need to 
show that we can read CEGs for their conditional independence properties as readily 
as one can read a BN. This means firstly that if we were to create a CEG for a to- 
tally symmetric model we would need to be able to show that any X II YZ statement 
readable from the equivalent BN (where X, Y, Z are sets of variables) is also readable 
from the CEG. Now, many asymmetric problems have conditional independence prop- 
erties of the form X II YI (Z = z) which only hold for specific (sets of) values of the 
variables Z. These cannot be represented on an unmodified BN. The context-specific 
BN [3] was created for this purpose, but even these are not really adequate for represent- 
ing conditional independence properties of the form XHYIA for some general event A. 
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So secondly, as our CEG is designed for use with asymmetric models, we will need to be 
able to read context-specific statements of the forms XUYI (Z = z) and X II YIA for 
some general event A, a union of the atomic root-to-sink paths of the CEG. In fact, not 
only can we read conditional independence properties such as these from a CEG, but we 
can also read statements of the forms X II A2 I A3 or Al II A2 A3. These expressions 
reflect the CEG's event-based nature as opposed to the variable-based nature of the BN. 
The derivation of the d-separation theorem for BNs was a slow process, and the equiv- 
alence of Pearl's theorem [41] and say Lauritzen's [30] is even now not readily apparent 
(a demonstration of this equivalence is given in [31]). Much progress has been made to- 
wards an equivalent d-separation theorem for CEGs, and this is presented in papers by 
J. Q. Smith [53][45] and also in this chapter where I present a new selection of powerful 
conditional-independence-statement types that can be read from a CEG. My emphasis 
in this thesis is on the primary importance of the wo -+ w,,,, paths of the CEG and 
event-based analysis. In particular in this chapter I am concerned with context-specific 
conditional independence which reflects the event-based topology of the CEG, so my ap- 
proach to reading CEGs differs from that in [45][53]. This approach also leads to results 
that differ from those presented in these papers, which are concerned particularly with 
the idea of cuts of the CEG. A cut of a CEG is a collection of positions or stages such 
that every root-to-sink path in the CEG passes through a position within this collection. 
There are natural sets of conditional independence statements associated with such cuts. 
I expand a little on the idea of cuts in section 3.5, and give four examples of how they 
can help in the reading of CEGs. 
It is worth noting at this point that we are not the first people to use the conditional inde- 
pendence properties of a model to attempt to modify the topology of a tree-representation 
of that model, with the hope of increasing the tree's usefulness as an analytical tool. Call 
and Miller in (4] (looking at Decision Trees) describe a process they can coalescence, 
whereby one can reduce tree size by taking advantage of the replication of subtrees. They 
spot that this property allows for some reading of the conditional independence struc- 
ture, but they do not pursue this idea sufficiently to realise that there are essentially two 
distinct types of conditional independence within the tree, reflected in our equivalence 
(roughly corresponding to their coalescence), and our stage-equivalence. They note that 
the difficulties in reading conditional independence structure from trees has meant that 
analysts using trees have not fully taken advantage of the idea of coalescence. 
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They also, like French and Insua [15] compare the use of Decision Trees and Influence 
diagrams, and note that the ability to exploit asymmetry can be a substantial advantage for 
trees. If trees could naturally exploit coalescence, the efficiency advantage is even greater. 
I believe that in this thesis I demonstrate that the CEG is both the ideal representation for 
asymmetric problems, and also the ideal graph for the analysis of such problems. In this 
chapter I show how the topology of a CEG, and in particular its positions and stages, can 
be used to read the conditional independence properties of the model that it represents. 
3.2 Basic ideas 
This chapter contains the derivations and proofs of three significant results appertaining to 
the Reading of CEGs. The results themselves (given in section 3.3 and 
Proposition 5 in section 3.6) are easy to interpret and to use, but the proofs are rather 
long! Their significance (particularly that of Proposition 5) will become more evident in 
chapters 4 and 5 which are more concerned with the practicalities of analysis on CEGs, 
as opposed to the more theoretical apparatus discussed in this chapter. In this section I 
illustrate the basic ideas of the chapter through a running example. I start however with 
a useful result based on Definition 11 from chapter 2. 
If a position in a CEG has more than one incoming edge (in fact if it has more than one 
incoming path), then it must be representative of an equivalence class of vertices in the 
original Tree which has more than one element. So, if in our Tree Wk = {vi} for iEI, 
then: 
A(wk) =U A(vi) 
iEI 
where Wk is defined in Definition 9, A(w) is defined in Definition 13, and A(v) is defined 
in Definition 3 in chapter 2. 
Now if v vt E {v; }IEI, then the Tree-based variables X, and Xt (from Definition 4) are 
such that X, - Xt. Also, from Definition 11, the CEG-based variable Xk has the same 
sample space as X. (Xt) and the same probability distribution over this space. 
Proposition 2: 
Suppose each of the vertices v; E Wk and the position wk has the criterion variable D say. 
Then: 
7rXk (d) = 7r (d I A(wk)) 
for each outcome d of D. 
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Proof: 
A(wk) =U A(vi) 
iEI 
so: 
ir(d I A(wk)) _ ir(d U A(vi)) 
iEI 
_ 
1r(d, UiEr A(yi)) 
7r(UiEI A(vi)) 
EIEI7r(d, A(yi)) 
EiEI 7r(A(vi)) 
since the events {A(vi)} and {d, A(vi)} are disjoint 
EiEI 7r(d I A(yi)) 7r(A(vi)) 
EiEi ir(A(vi)) 
_ 
Eigr irx: (d) ir(A(yi)) 
EIEI 7r(A(vi)) 
But 7rx, (d) = 7rxt(d) V vs, Vt E {vi}iEI, so this equals: 
>IEI 1rx, (d) 7r(A(vi)) 
Ei ir(A(vi)) 
for some specific v3 E Wk. 
rXe (d) ýtiEI ir(A(y£)) 
EIEI ir(A(vi)) 
= 7rX. (d) 
= 7r(d I A(v8)) for v3 E {v;, }iEI 
= lrxk(d) 
since Xk has the same sample space as X. and the same probability distribution over this 
space. 
Hence: 
lrxk (d) = 7r(d I A(wk)) 
0 
An exactly analogous result can be proved for the CEG-based variable Yk: 
ryk(de... n) = ir(de... n 1 A(wk)) 
Example 1: 
In this example we see how the conditional independence properties of a model are re- 
flected in the topology of the CEG used to represent it. So, consider the Tree in Figure 1. 
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As in chapter 2 we can label our atomic events by Al = aobocodo etc., and we can define 
variables A, B, C such that: 
6 12 
ao=UA2 al =UAj 
i=1 i=7 
b0=\1U)2UA3UA7UA8UA9 
b1 =i14UA5UA6UA10U. \11UA12 
CO =Al UA2UA4UA5UA7UA8UA10UAll 
C1= A3U\6U\9UA12 
VO 
-1 
Figure 1: Tree for Example 1 
We can also define the variable D taking values corresponding to the outcomes {do, dl, d0}, 
where do is used to represent the event that is the union of all paths passing through an 
edge labelled do (= Al U A4 U A7 U A10), dl represents the event that is the union of 
all paths passing through an edge labelled dl (_ A2 U A5 U A8 U all), and d4, represents 
the event that is the union of all paths not passing through an edge labelled do or dl 
=)3U)6UAgUA12=C1ý. 
It is often stated that Trees do not illustrate any of the conditional independence structure 
of a model, but in fact for asymmetric models, some of this structure is actually apparent 
in the Tree. For example, we can see here that: 
7r (do I a= bi co) =0 `d i, j 
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7c'(do I aibjcl) =1Vi, j 
and also that 7r(d;, I ajbkcl) =0 for i, j, k=0,1 
These are of course context-specific conditional independence properties. Suppose we now 
impose some further conditional independence structure on our model, and require that: 
7r(cj I aobj) = lr(cj ý albj) for i, j=0,1 
7r(d: I aoboco) = 7r(di aiboco) for i=0,1 
Hence: 
ir(co I aobo) = lr(co aibo) = ir(co bo) 
r(co aobi) = 7r(co aibi) = ir(co bi) 
7r(c1 aobo) = ir(ci I aibo) = 7r(ci bo) 
7r(ci I aobi) = -7r(ci I aibi) = lr(cl I bi) 
7r(do I a0boco) _ ir(do aiboco) = ir(do I boco) 
ir(di I aoboco) = ir(di 1 aiboco) = ir(di I boco) 
Figure 2 shows our Tree with all this information added, and Figure 3 our resultant CEG. 
An unmodified BN for this model would consist of 4 vertices A, B, C, D with directed edges 
joining A to B and D, B to C and D, and C to D. The only conditional independence 
property that could be read from this graph would be C II AIB. The context-specific 
property that D II AI (bo, C) (for example) cannot be read off the BN. 
V7 dolboc 
vs colbo 
bol% d, lboco 
V, Cl lbo 
dolaob, co 
colb1 
b, lao d11a0b1Co 
c, l b, 
o doI boc 
colbo 
a, V2 
bob, 
la, d, la, b, co 
c, Ib, 
Figure 2: Example 1 Tree with probabilities added 
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Note that in our Tree, W3 = {v3, v5}, so: 
A(w3) = A(V3) U A(v5) 
= {A1 U A2 U A3} U {A7 U A8 U Ag} 
= bo 
W6 
w; = u3 colbo 
bola, 01 
w, 0' 'ý6 ö 
bola1 
ao ct Ibo 
b, lao 
colb, 
w7 dolaobico 
w4 t u4 d1Iaob, c 
a, c, lb, 
ýaob1Go WS do 
w2 colb1 
b, la, d, la, b, co 
w5 U4 c, lb, 
Figure 3: CEG for Example 1 
winf 
We saw in chapter 2 that it was possible to define random variables on Trees and CEGs in a 
way that helped us to derive the CEG from a Tree. As we have seen, the variables {Xi} and 
{Y } from Definitions 10 and 11 have natural interpretations as variables associated with 
the 
position w2 having the distribution of some conditional variable where the conditioning is 
upon A(w; ). We now introduce some further random variables to help us in reading the 
CEG. These variables are similar in some ways to Xi and Yj and have very straightforward 
natural interpretations. 
Definition 14: The set {)i} is partitioned by the variable X(um) as follows: 
Let the position wk in our CEG correspond to a vertex v in our Tree, and let the vertex v 
have criterion variable D say (see section 2.3). Let positions wk, wl be such that Xk - XI 
(see Definition 12). and let wk, wI E U.,,,, for some stage u,. Then the set {A2} is partitioned 
by X (um) into events labelled dj (j = 0,1, ... n(D)) and do, where 
dj labels the union of 
all paths a; which pass through an edge labelled dj, and dm labels the union of all paths 
that pass through no edges labelled dj for any j. 
ao 
a, 
W, 
W 
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X (u,,, ) takes values corresponding to the outcomes {do, dl, ... dn(D), do}, and takes the 
value corresponding to the outcome dj with probability equal to the sum of the probabil- 
ities of all A in the subset dj. 
lrx(,,, n)(dj) = ir(dj) 
for j=0,1,... n(D) 
n(D) 
7rx(um) (do) = 7r(do) =1-E ir(d1) 
j=o 
Definition 15: The set {Aj} is partitioned by Y(wk) into events labelled djek ... nZ 
(j = 0,1, ... n(D), 
0; k=0,1.... n(E), 0; ... z=0,1,... n(N), 0), where djek ... nz 
labels 
the union of all paths A which pass through edges labelled dj, ek,... and nz (where for 
example diel ... 
figohl 
... nj should 
be read as the union of all paths Ai which pass 
through edges labelled dl, ei, ... fl, hl, ... nl and pass through no edges labelled gj 
for 
any j). 
Y(wk) takes values corresponding to each of these events, and takes the value correspond- 
ing to the outcome djek ... nz with probability equal to the sum of the probabilities of all 
a; in the subset djek ... nx. 
For j=0,1, ... n(D), ý; k=0,1,... n(E), 0; ...... z=0,1'... n(N), 0, 
7ry(+ok)(djek... n, ) =7r(djek... n, ) 
It could be argued that we have (through the addition of 0 to the list of values taken by 
j, k.... z) just defined the outcome space of Y(wk) as a Product Space. However, Y(wk) 
is a variable defined on the topology of the CEG - specifically it is associated with a 
particular position in the CEG and the sub-CEG rooted in that position, so we read each 
djek ... n, z here simply as a label for an event. 
Definition 16: The set {as} is partitioned by Z(Wk) into events labelled ajbk ... cz 
(j = 0,1.... n(A); k=0,1, ... n(B), 0; ... z=0,1, ... n(C), 0). 
Z(wk) takes values corresponding to each of these events, and takes the value correspond- 
ing to the outcome ajbk ... cZ with probability equal to the sum of the probabilities of all 
A in the subset ajbk ... cz. 
For j=0,1, ... n(A); k=0, l,... n(B), 0; ...... Z=0, l,... n(C), 0, 
7rz(Wk) (ajbk ... cZ) = 7r(ajbk ... cz) 
Definition 17: The set {Ai} is partitioned by Z(ua) into events labelled ajbk ... cz 
(j=o, 1,... n(A); k=o, 1.... n(B), 0;... z=o, 1,... n(C), 0). 
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Z(u,,, ) takes values corresponding to each of these events, and takes the value correspond- 
ing to the outcome ajbk ... cz with probability equal to the sum of the probabilities of all 
A in the subset a3 bk ... cx. 
For j=0,1.... n(A); k=0,1.... n(B), 0; ...... z=0,1, ... n(C), 0, 
1CZ(um) (aj bk 
... 
CZ) = lr(ajbk ... CZ) 
Definition 18: For u,,, = {wj}, jEJ, define: 
A(im) =U A(wj) 
jEJ 
NB: As in section 2.3 these definitions assume that all root to sink paths have a consistent 
ordering. 
3.3 Two important results 
We can use these new variables to express two of the most fundamental properties of a 
CEG, which take the form of context-specific conditional independence statements. These 
statements, which are described for the first time here, are refinements of the concept of 
a cut described in [45][53] (and mentioned in section 3.1). 
The first of these results can be expressed as follows: 
Result 1: Any event defined on the outcome space of X(u, ) is independent of any event 
defined on the outcome space of Z(uL) given the event A(um). 
So, for example, if the criterion variable for u, is G then the outcome space of X(u, ) 
is {go, gl.... }, and events defined on the outcome space of Z(um) will have labels that 
refer to the levels of a, b, c, d, e, f. An event defined on the outcome space of Z(um) might 
therefore be labelled by (ao, b=d, f2) for example. If now A(un,, ) = (bocof2), then we get: 
7r(90 I (ao, b=d, f2), A(um)) = r(90 I A(um)) 
7r (9o I (ao, b=d, f2), (bocof2)) = 7r (9o I aobocodof2) 
= 7r (9o I bocof2) 
Result 2: Any event defined on the outcome space of Y(Wk) is independent of any event 
defined on the outcome space of Z(wk) given the event A(wk). 
We can write these results as conditional independence expressions: 
Xýumý H Z(um) I A(um) 
Y(wk) Il Z(wk) I A(wk) 
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As the outcome space of Y(wk) represents the whole of the possible development of the 
CEG beyond wk, then Result 2 tells us that we need nothing beyond the information 
contained in A(wk) in order to calculate the probability of any sub-path wk -4 w.. ) in 
the outcome space of Y(wk). In this sense A(wk) can be thought of as the history of the 
position wk, and indeed in [60] we called this event q(wk) (Q(X) being typically used in 
BN-based analysis for variables which are parents of the variable X, and q(x) being a 
value of Q(X) evaluated at X= x). 
Similarly, the outcome space of X(u,,, ) represents the possible immediate development 
of the CEG beyond the positions {w} E um,,,, so Result 1 tells us that we need nothing 
beyond the information contained in A(u,,,, ) in order to calculate the probability on any 
edge leaving a position wE um. 
Clearly these two results are related to the d-separation theorem for BNs, as they allow 
us to use the topology of the CEG to establish elements of the conditional independence 
structure of the problem being represented. The results are proven in section 3.6, but 
I illustrate their importance below. 
Definition 19: Analogously with Definitions 6,8 and 12, if X (u,, ) and X (u,, ) have 
the same outcome space and the same probability distribution over this space, we write 
X (um) -X (un). 
Definition 20: If Y(wk) and Y(wj) have the same outcome space and the same proba- 
bility distribution over this space, we write Y(wk) = Y(WI)- 
Note that if wk and wl have the same criterion variable then Y(Wk) = Y(wj) by Defini- 
tion 15. 
Example 2: 
Consider the CEG from Figure 3 in section 3.2 (used to illustrate Example 1). Reading 
this, we see that X (U3) -X (U4), taking values corresponding to the outcomes {co, ci }, 
with: 
lrX (U3) 
`Ci) - 
1rX(u4)`Ci) - lr(Ci) 
Similarly Y(w3) - Y(w4) - Y(w5), taking values corresponding to the outcomes 
{codo, cods, cldO}, with probabilities 7r(codo), 7r(codl), 7r(cl). 
And Z(w3), Z(w4), Z(w5), Z(u3), Z(u4) take values corresponding to the outcomes 
{aobo, aobj, ajbo, albl}, with probabilities 7r(aobo), 7r(aobl), 7r(albo), 7r(albl)" 
A(w3) = A(u3) = b0 
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A(w4) = aobl 
A(w5) = albl 
A(u4) = aobl U albs = bl 
SO X(u3) 11 Z(u3) I A(u3) gives us: 
lr(cj 1 (aibk), bo) = lr(ci 1 bo) 
7r(cj 1 a,, bo) = lr(cj 1 bo) 
= CIIA 1 bo 
as detailed below Figure 1 in section 3.2. 
Similarly X(u4) II Z(u4) I A(u4) gives us: 
lr(c I (ajbk), bi) = lr(c bi) 
lr(ci I ajbl) = lr(ci bi) 
CIIA J bl 
as also detailed in section 3.2. 
Note that we can use the structure of the CEG in Figure 3 to write this as: 
7r(ci I aobi) = lr(ci I albs) = lr(ci I bi) 
7r(ci I A(w4)) = Ir(Ci A(w5)) _ lr(ci I A(u4)) 
This result can be generalised as follows: 
Proposition 3: 
Suppose each of the positions Wk E u,,. +, and the stage um. has the criterion variable D say. 
Then: 
ir(d I A(um)) = ir(d I A(wk)) Vwk EU 
for each outcome d of D. 
Proof: 
This proposition clearly has much in common with Proposition 2. Unsurprisingly the 
proof follows a similar path: 
A(um) =U A(wk) from Definition 18 
k 
so: 
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ir(d I A(um)) _ ir(d U A(wk)) 
k 
ir(d, Uk A(wk)) 
7"(Uk A(wk)) 
Ek 7r(d, A(wk)) 
Ek 7r (A (Wk)) 
since the events {A(wk)} and the events {d, A(wk)} are disjoint 
Ek 7r(d I A(wk)) lr(A(wk)) 
Ek ir(A(wk)) 
But ir(d I A(wi)) = ir(d I A(w3)) for all wi, wj E um, so this equals: 
Ek 7r(d I A(wl)) lr(A(wk)) 
Ek r(A(wk)) 
for some specific wl E u,,. 
ir(d I A(wi)) >k lr(A(wk)) 
Ek 7r(A(wk)) 
_ ir(d j A(wi)) 
= ir(d I A(wk)) Vwk E um 
0 
Example 2 continued: 
Note also that from the results for u3 and u4 we can here deduce that: 
7r(ci I a, bk) _ 7T(G I bk) 
and hence that in this CEG we have C II AIB, a relationship between three variables. 
Looking now at positions, we find that Y(w3) II Z(w3) I A(w3) gives us: 
lr(cidk I (albm), bo) = 7r (c2dk I bo) 
= r(c, dk I atbo) = r(cidk I bo) 
If we combine this result with that for u3 (ie: 2r(cj j albo) = 7c(cj j bo)), we get: 
lr(dk I Qtbocj) _ 
7r(cjdk I atbo) 
7r(cj I atbo) 
7r(cidkIb0) 
7r(cjIbo) 
_ 7r(dk I bocj) 
=>- D II AI (bo, C) 
a result completely consistent with those detailed beneath Figure 1 in section 3.2, but not 
(as already pointed out) readable from the unmodified BN of the problem. 
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3.4 Examples 
Example 3: Another look at the Blood condition example 
We now apply these ideas to some less artificial examples, and we start by looking at the 
Blood condition example from chapter 2. Figure 8 from section 2.6 is reproduced here to 
aid exposition. 
Winf 
wo 
1: rx or ym'or zm' 
1 2: SX or YM' or 7-M' 
'--ý 3: týx or ym' or zm' 
M' ýy or z 
Imýy or z 
Figure 4: CEG for Blood Example 
If we let ui = {WI, w2}, then we have A(ui) = y, z. 
X (ul) (which corresponds to B) takes values corresponding to the outcomes {m, m/ }. 
Z(u1) (which corresponds to A) takes values corresponding to the outcomes {n, x, y, z}. 
We can read the statement X(ul) II Z(ul) I A(ul) as: 
ir(m y) = ir(m I z) _ ir(m y or z) 
ir(m' I y) = 7r(m' I z) _ ir(m' 1y or x) 
More interestingly, if we look at the position w6, we get: 
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W2 m 
wa 
A(ws) is the union of the events n, xr, xs, yr, ys, zm'r, zm's. These are the possible sub- 
paths from wo to W6. 
Y(ws) corresponds to D and takes values corresponding to the outcomes {d, d'}. 
Z(w6) takes values corresponding to the outcomes {nboco, xbor, xbos, xbot, ymr, yms, 
ymt, ym'r, ym's, ym't, zmco, zm'r, zm's, zm't}. As the criterion variable for w6 
is D, these are the events labelled by values of A, B and C. They are the possible 
subpaths from wo to W6, w7 or w8. 
Now the statement Y(w6) II Z(w6) I A(w6) means that any event defined on the outcome 
space of Y(w6) is independent of any event defined on the outcome space of Z(w6) given 
the event A(w6), but the amount of detail we have given above can often obscure the 
picture. If we look at Figure 4, we can say almost immediately that: 
If a patient is neither in group t nor zin then we need no further knowledge of their values 
for A, B or C when assessing their life expectancy. 
In fact, as ir(d I zm) = ir(d I yt) = ir(d I zm't), it would suggest that all patients in the 
group zm automatically require treatment, and so we could say that if a patient does not 
require treatment then we would need no further knowledge of their values for A, B or C 
when assessing their life expectancy. 
Example 4: Another look at the Machine example 
With practice we can read the CEGs without recourse to the detail, as we did for reading 
w6 in the Blood example. We do so again here. 
Figure 5 below reproduces Figure 12 from chapter 2. If we let u2 = {w2iw3}, then we 
have: 
A(u2) =N indicated as faulty by monitoring process. 
X(u2) takes values corresponding to the outcomes IN not actually faulty, N faulty and 
replaced successfully, N faulty and not replaced successfully}. 
Z(u2) takes values corresponding to the four possible combinations of M and N 
faulty/not faulty. 
So the statement X (U2) II Z(u2) I A(u2) tells us that knowledge of whether or not M was 
faulty is of no assistance in determining what happens to N once it has been indicated as 
faulty by the monitoring process. 
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W4 
WO 
Figure 5: CEG for Machine Example 
If we now consider the position W4, we get: 
Winf 
A(w4) =N is not actually faulty. 
Y(w4) takes values corresponding to the outcomes {good product, bad product}. 
Z(w4) takes values corresponding to all possible monitoring and replacement paths. 
So the statement Y(w4) II Z(w4) I A(w4) tells us that knowledge of the results of the 
monitoring process is of no assistance in determining product quality if we know that 
N is not actually faulty. 
3.5 Cuts and Chain Event Graphs 
In Example 2 in section 3.3 we found that for binary B, if: 
ir(cz I a3bo) = 7r(cti I bo) 
and lr(cj I ajbl) =7r(cz I bi) Vi, 7 
then we could write: 
lr(cj I ajbk) _ 7r(Ci I bk) Vk 
CIIA IB 
and hence a pair of conditional independence relationships between (variables and) events 
could be written as a single conditional independence relationship between variables. This 
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idea, which is related to the concept of a cut (described in section 3.1), is dealt with in 
detail in [45][53], and referred to in [61][60]. As indicated in section 3.1, a cut of a CEG 
is a collection of positions or stages such that every root-to-sink path in the CEG passes 
through a position within this collection. There are natural sets of conditional indepen- 
dence statements associated with such cuts. I provide here four context-free examples 
which illustrate ideas absent from, or only touched upon in the analysis in the papers 
cited above. To keep the CEGs simple, I have used binary variables, and models with 
a fair degree of symmetry. For non-binary variables, we simply need the property that 
7r(ci I aibk) = a(ci I bk) Vk to be able to write C II AIB. 
Example 5: 
Figure 6 gives the BN and CEG for a totally symmetric model with four binary variables. 
colbo 
W W, bolao a wI 
/\/a, lb0 
bola, d+(bo 
dolbo 
Wo w,,,, 
ABb, lao dolb+ 
a, colbt 
d, lb1 
W1 býlaý 
W, 
Ws 
a1lb1 
Figure 6: BN and CEG for Example 5 
Looking at the CEG, we clearly have A(w3) = ao, bo U al, bo = bo, so reading the 
position W3, we get: 
Y(w3) Il Z(w3) I A(w3) 
(C, D)II (A, B) I bo 
(C, D)III AI bo 
ir(cidj I akbo) _ ir(cjdj I b0) Vi, j, k 
It is often very useful to label positions in a more detailed fashion; and in simple near- 
symmetric CEGs there is a straightforward labelling process whereby we would label 
W3 = w(*, 0), where the * indicates that the value taken by A is immaterial to A(w3), and 
the value taken by B corresponds to the outcome bo for all wo -+ W3 paths. Similarly, we 
would label w4 = IV (*11). 
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A W-cut of C (Smith calls this a fine cut in [45][53]) is a collection W of positions {w} 
such that every root-to-sink path in C passes through exactly one wEW. A W-cut 
divides a CEG into upstream and downstream components. 
So {w31 W41 forms a W-cut. As B is binary, we can combine the statements: 
-7r(cidj I akbo) = r(cidj I bo) 
and 7r(cidj I akbl) = 7r(czdj I b1) 
into 
7r(cidj I akbl) = 7r(cidj I bi) Vl 
(C, D)11 AI B 
a fairly typical sort of conditional independence statement produced by a W-cut. Similarly 
we can consider the W-cut {w5, W61 to give D II (A, C) I B. These are the two conditional 
independence properties we could read off the BN using the d-separation theorem. 
Example 6: 
Consider the BN and CEG in Figure 7. This is again a totally symmetric model with 
binary variables. 
W. 
cIb 
A B 
D C 
wb eilbi 
Figure 7: BN and CEG for Example 6 
,h , f 
Before looking at the variables Y(w), Z(w) etc., it is useful here to look back at the 
variables {Y; }, since as they are closely related to the Tree-based construction variables, 
they can often tell us a lot about the conditional independence structure of the graph. 
Consider the positions w3 and w4. Note that w3 and w4 are different positions (with 
A(w3) = (ao, bo), A(w4) = (al, b0)), and hence we automatically have that: 
Y3 Y4 
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(Y3 and Y4 have the same outcome spaces as two different Tree based variables Y2 and Yj, 
and the same probability distributions over these spaces. As the positions W3 and W4 are 
distinct then we cannot have Y- IT, (see Definition 9), and hence Y3 0- Y4) 
So there must exist at least one pair (i, j) for which iry, (ci dj) 54 iry4 (cjdj) 
ie: there exists at least one pair (i, j) for which ir(cidj ý A(w3)) ir(cjdj I A(w4)) 
ie: there exists at least one pair (i, j) for which r(csdj ý aobo) 7r(cidj I albo) 
(C, D)VAjbo 
(C, D)VAI B 
whereas in Example 5, we had this statement as true. This fact may well be obvious from 
the BN, but the reading of context-specific dependencies (such as (C, D) I, AI bo) is 
impossible from an unmodified BN used to represent an asymmetric problem. This BN 
may give us (C, D) VAIB, but this doesn't always mean that (C, D) l, I AI bo. 
In Example 5 we described a TV-cut. Here we consider a U-cut (a cut in [45][53]). A 
U-cut of C is a collection U of stages {u} such that every root-to-sink path in C passes 
through exactly one wEu for some uEU. A U-cut divides a CEG into upstream and 
downstream components. 
So let u3 = {w3i w4}, U4 = {w5i w6}, and consider the U-cut {u3, u4}. Note that: 
A(u3) = aobo U albo = bo, A(u4) = bl 
X(u3) - X(u4) correspond to C and take values corresponding to the outcomes {co, cl}, 
with probabilities lo(co), ir(cl) 
Z(u3), Z(u4) take values corresponding to the outcomes {aobo, aobl, albo, albs} with 
probabilities ir(aobo), 7r(aob1), n(albo), ir(albl)" 
So: 
X(u3) II Z(u3) I A(u3) 
ýC II (A, B) I bo 
ýCH AIbo 
Similarly, looking at u4 gives us: 
CHAb1 
CIIAB 
even though 
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(C, D)11A IB 
Note that a TV-cut through the penultimate positions in the CEG gives us DHBI (A, C), 
which together with C II AIB are the conditional independence properties we could read 
off the BN using the d-separation theorem. 
Example 7: 
For the models in Examples 5 and 6 it is obviously quicker to use the BN than the CEG, 
but the CEG is principally designed for asymmetric models, so we now turn our atten- 
tion to problems that cannot be adequately represented by BNs. Consider the CEG in 
Figure 8, and note that our four variables here all take the values 0 or 1. 
W D--OIA=G, C=O 
W12 
Figure 8: CEG for Example 7 
The only two interesting positions here are w7 and w12. We have: 
A(w7) = (A = 0, C= 0) (hence we could label W7 as w(0, *, 0)) 
A(w12) = (A = 1, C= 1) 
If we look at the IV-cut through w7, w8, ... w12, there is no obvious variable-based con- 
ditional independence statement that we can write, but we can see from W7 and W12 
that: 
Y(w7) II Z(w7) I A(w7) 
1 Y(W12) II Z(w12) 1 A(w12) 
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f DII(A, B, C) ( (A=O, C=0) 
tDU(A, B, C) I (A=1, C=1) 
DIIB 1 (A=O, C=0) 
D(AC1 
= DIIB I A=C 
which although expressed in terms of variables, is actually an event-based expression as 
A=C represents an event (= Al U A2 U 1\5 U 1\s U 
All U 0\12 U 
Ais U A16)" 
Note that this conditional independence statement would be very difficult to deduce from 
a Bayesian Network - the CEG in Figure 8 is only slightly asymmetric, but the model it 
represents cannot be adequately represented by a 4-vertex BN. 
Example 8: 
Consider the CEG in Figure 9, and note that our four variables again all take the 
values 0 or 1. 
W- 
B=1 IA=1 
Figure 9: CEG for Example 8 
Looking at w3 and w4i we get: 
A(w3) = (A = 0, B= 0) (so could label W3 as w(0,0)). 
A(w4)=(A=0, B=1)U(A=1, B=0)U(A=1, B=1). 
Y(w3) = Y(w4) correspond to C and take the values {C = 0, C= 1}. 
Z(w3), Z(w4) take values corresponding to the outcomes {A = 0, B=0; A=0, B=1; 
A =1, B=0; A=1, B=1}. 
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So: 
which we could write as: 
This is actually 
D= Max (A, B): 
Y(w3) II Z(w3) I A(w3) 
1Y(w4) Il Z(w4) I A(w4) 
CII(A, B) 1 (A=0, B=0) 
C II (A, B) 1 ((A, B) (0,0)) 
fC 11 (A, B) I (Max (A, B) = 0) 
lC II (A, B)' (Max (A, B) = 1) 
CU (A, B) I Max (A, B) 
a variable-based expression, as we could define a variable 
f D=0 A=B=O 
1D=1 otherwise 
D has a deterministic dependency on A and B. However, the model that the CEG in 
Figure 9 represents could not be adequately represented by either a 3-vertex or a 4-vertex 
BN, and this fact is reflected in the asymmetry of the CEG. 
Note that the ideas introduced in this example can of course be developed for variables 
with more than two possible outcomes. 
3.6 Semantics 
This section deals with four important results first given in [61], but with perspective 
altered to reflect the emphasis on root-to-sink paths of this paper. 
Throughout this section we will use the notation that wl N W2 means that there is a 
directed edge joining the positions wi and w2i and w1 -< w2 means that there is a root- 
to-sink path that passes through both wi and w2, and wl precedes w2 on this path. We 
will also use the shorthand 7r(W2 I wl) to mean ir(A(w2) I A(wl)). 
Result 3: 
For wl N w21 wl -< w2, let 7re(w2 I wi) be the probability labelling the (specified) edge 
e(wl, w2). Note that there may be more than one edge joining wl and W2. 
Then, following Definition 13 (4) from chapter 2, if we let A(e(wl, w2)) be the event that 
is the union of all wo -+ w. paths that pass through the (specified) edge e(wl, w2), we 
have: 
ne(W2 I wi) = ir(A(e(w1, w2)) I A(wi)) 
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Example 9: 
Consider the abbreviated CEG in Figure 10. Note that I am here using the position- 
labelling shorthand described in Example 5 in section 3.5. 
Figure 10: Abbreviated CEG for Examples 9,10 and 11 
Let wl = w(0, *, 0) and w2 = w(0, *, *, 0). Then: 
A(wl) = aoc0 
A(w2) = a0dp 
A(e(wi, w2)) = aocodo 
So the probability associated with the edge e(wl, w2) is: 
ire(w2 I w1) = ir(A(e(wl, w2)) I A(wi)) 
ir(A(wl), A(e(wl, w2))) 
7r(A(wi)) 
ir(aocodo) 
7r(aoco) 
_ ir(do I aoco) 
Recall that each atomic event A is a wd -+ w,,. path, and that we use A for unions of such 
paths. It is also very useful to consider path-segments (sometimes referred to as subpaths), 
which bear the same relationship to wo -+ w,,. paths as line-segments do to lines. So a 
path-segment is defined to be a specified set of edges joining two positions wa, wb say, 
where wa -< wb and either wo wa or wb -< w,,, or both. We will use the symbol it for 
such a path-segment: For wl -< W2, (wi not necessarily adjacent to w2), let a(wi, w2) be 
a (specified) path-segment from wl to w2. 
Definition 21: For wl -< W2, (w1 not necessarily adjacent to W2), let A(p(wl, w2)) be the 
event that is the union of all wo --º w... paths that utilise the (specified) 
path-segment µ between wl and w2. 
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w(O) W(0.0) w(O. , o) W(O. ". ". o) 
Result 4: 
For wl -< w2i (wi not necessarily adjacent to w2) and specified path-segment µ(wi, w2), 
let 7rµ(w2 I wl) be the probability associated with the path-segment µ(w1iw2). Then: 
ßµ('w2 I wi) = ir(A(µ(wi, w2)) I A(wi)) 
Example 10: 
In the abbreviated CEG given in Figure 10, let wl = w(0), w2 = w(0,0), and the 
specified path-segment µ(wl, w2) be the one comprising the edges joining w(0) to w(0,1) 
to w(0, *, 0) to w(0, *, *, 0). Note that as in Example 9, we are considering a very simple 
situation where there is never more than one edge joining any two positions. 
Then: 
A(wi) = ao 
A(w2) = aodo 
A(µ(w1, w2)) = aobicodo 
So the probability associated with the path-segment µ(w1, W2) is: 
7µ(m2 I wi) _ ir(A(µ(wi, w2)) I A(wi)) 
ir(A(wi), A(µ(wi, w2))) 
7r(A(wi)) 
_ 
ir(aoblcodo) 
7r(ao) 
_ 7r(bicodo I ao) 
Definition 22: For wi -ý w21 let A(wl, w2) be the event that is the union of all wo -4 w00 
paths that pass through both wl and w2. 
Note that A(wi, w2) = A(wl) fl A(w2). This result is obvious if we think of A(w) as a 
union of atoms: If A(wl) = UiA , 
A(w2) = UjA3, then A(wl, w2) = (Uiat) n (UjA, ) 
A(wl) fl A(w2). 
Proposition 4: 
For wl -< W2, with M= {µ(w1, w2)}, the set of all path-segments connecting wl and W2: 
7r(w2 I wi) _ 7ra(wz I wi) 
LEM 
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Proof: 
7r(w2 I wl) = n(A(w2) I A(wl)) 
= ir(A(wi, 'w2) I A(wi)) 
But we can write A(wi, W2) = UJAEM A(µ(wl, w2)), so: 
ir(w2 I w1) _ 7r(U A(µ(wl, w2)) I Awl)/ 
µEM 
7r(U_EM(_(wl), A(p(w1, W2))) 
ir(A(wi)) 
_ 
E, 
EM i(A(wi), 
A(j (wi, w2))) 
ir(A(wi)) 
since the events {A(wi), A(µ(wi, w2))} are disjoint 
_ 
7rln(w1), A(ji(w1, w2))) 
ir(A(wl)) µEM 
_ ir(A(i(w1, w2)) 
I A(wl)) 
µEM 
_E iµ(w2 
I wl)) 0 
LEM 
Example 11: 
In the abbreviated CEG given in Figure 10, let w1 = w(0), tu2 = w(0, *, *, 0). Then: 
A(wi) = ao 
A(w2) = aodo 
A(wi, W2) = A(wi) n A(w2) = aodo 
and: 
ir(w2 I wl) - n(A(wl, w2) I A(wl)) 
ir(A(wi), A(w2)) 
^ ir(A(wi)) 
7r(aodo) 
lr(ao) 
= 7r (do I ao) 
Or from first principles: 
Let µ1(w1, w2) be the path-segment between the positions w(O) and w(0, *, *, 0) which 
consists of the edges labelled bo, co, do; µ2(w1, w2) be the path-segment between the po- 
sitions w(O) and w(0, *, *, 0) which consists of the edges labelled bo, cl, do; 113(w1, w2) be 
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the path-segment between the positions w(O) and w(0, *, *, 0) which consists of the edges 
labelled bl, co, do; and µ4(w1, w2) be the path-segment between the positions w(0) and 
w(0, *, *, 0) which consists of the edges labelled bl, cl, do. 
So: 
A(pi(wi, w2)) = aobocodo 
A(µ2(w1, w2)) = aobocido 
A(µs(wi, w2)) = aoblcodo 
A(j 4(wi, w2)) = a0blcido 
and: 
ir\w2 I WO _E 7rµ(w2 
I WO 
µEM 
_1 r(A(µ(wj, w2) I A(we)) LEM 
_ 1: ir(aobcdo I ao) 
b, c 
_ ir(do I ao) 
Definition 23: For wl -< w2 -< w3i let: 
7r(w3 I wi, w2) A ir(A(w3) I A(wi, w2)) 
We are now in a position to express another fundamental property of the CEG, which 
will be invaluable in proofs of propositions in both chapters 4 and 5. As with Results 1 
and 2, this property is described for the first time in this thesis. Proposition 5 below 
verifies for CEGs a well-known result for Trees, which however has a somewhat more 
significant meaning in the context of a CEG. 
Proposition 5: 
For wl -< w2 -< w3: 
7r (W3 I w1, w2) _ lr(w3 I 'w2) 
I provide two proofs to this proposition. The first is possibly more mathematically pleasing 
as it respects the path sigma-algebra of the CEG by not splitting atoms. It is however, 
very long, and rather subtle, being based on the topology of the Tree from which the CEG 
is derived. 
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Proof of Proposition 5: 
Throughout this proof we use the word path not to mean an atomic root-to-leaf path, but 
simply to mean a route along edges. When we wish to refer to a root-to-leaf path this will 
be made explicit. 
In our CEG consider positions wl, w2i w3 such that wl -< w2 -< w3. We know that the 
position w= (i = 1,2,3) in our CEG is representative of an equivalence class Wi of vertices 
in our original Tree. So let: 
Wi = {vl } 
W2 = {v2} = {v2} if individual vertices need to be identified 
W3={v3} 
Now, because the subtrees rooted in each vl are identical, there will be at least one path 
from each vl of the form vl -< v2 -< v3. Similarly, since the subtrees rooted in each v2 
are identical, there will be at least one path from each v2 of the form v2 -< V3. In fact, 
if there are m distinct paths from W2 to w3 in our CEG, there will be m distinct paths 
of the form v2 -< v3k (k = 1, ... m) 
for each v2 E W2. Note however that there may be 
WO -< w2 paths not passing through wl, so there may exist v2 E W2 for which there exist 
no vi E W1 such that vl -< V2. 
Let W2 = {v2 E W2 13 vi E W1 such that vl -< v2}. 
Since the subtrees rooted in each v2 are identical, it is logical to index those v3 E W3 
such that v2 -< V3 for some v2i in the same order for each v2. Then the corresponding 
path-segments from each uz to v3k (k=1.... m) will have the same probabilities for each 
E tiW2" We write: 
7rk = 7r(A( 
k) 1 A(v )) 
= ir(A(v3) I A(v2)) 
a constant not dependent on which V2 E W2 is being considered. 
For (specified) vi E W1, v2 E W2 , v3 E W3 such that vl -< v2 -< V3, consider the event 
A(vl, v21 V3) which is the union of all root-to-leaf paths passing through vl, v2 and V3, and 
which has the appearance of a path-segment vo -< vl -< v2 -< V3 conjoined to the subtree 
rooted in v3. 
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But in a Tree there is only ever one path from vo to any other vertex, so the path 
VO -< v1 -< v2 -< v3 is the only path vo v3. Moreover, for specified v1, v2i V3, we have 
that: 
ý(vi, v2, v3) = A(vi, V3) = A(v2, V3) = A(v3) 
Similarly, for specified vi E Wi, V2 E W2 such that vl -< v2i we have that: 
A(vl, v2) = A(v2) 
Now for wi -< w2: 
A(wl, W2) =U A(vl, v2) 
vi E W1, v2 E W2 
so: 
ir(A(wi, w2)) _7(U A(vi, va)) 
vj E W1, v2 E W2 
_ 1: ir(A(vl, v2)) 
vi E WI, v2 E W2 
since the events {A(v , v2)} are disjoint 
E 
ir(A(vl, v2)) 
V2EWä, Vl <V2 
since 7r(A(vl, v2)) =0 for any v2 ý W2, and any vl A v2 E W2 
_ 1] ir(A(v2)) EW20 
(3.6.1) 
(3.6.2) 
using (3.6.2), and noting that for each v2 E W2 there is only one vl E Wl such that 
VI -4 V2. 
Similarly, for wl -< W2 -< w3: 
(w1, w23 W3) =U A(v1, v2, v3) 
vl EW1, v2E W2, v3EW3 
so: 
ir(A(wl, w2i w3)) = 7r 
(U 
A(vi, V2, V3)) 
V1 E Wl, v2 E W2, v3 E W3 
_E n(A(vl, v2, v3)) 
vl E Wl, v2 E W2, v3 E W3 
since the events {A(vl, v2, v3)} are disjoint 
E 
ir(A(vi, v2, v3)) 
V2E Wz , vi<v2, V3»v2 
since 7r(A (vi, v2 i v3)) =0 
for any v2 ý W20, and any v1 V2 E W20, and any V3 ý v2 E W2 
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_ 
1] 
ir(A(v2, v3)) 
v2EWZ, v3}v2 
using (3.6.1) above. 
m 
ir (A (v32,3 
EW20 k=1 
m 
_E1: 7r(A( k) A(v)) 2r(A(v)) 
2EWz k=1 
m 
_ 7k 1r(A(V)) 
EWz k=1 
where irk is not dependent on which vE W2 is being considered 
m 
7rk E ir(A(v)) 
k=1 v 12* EW2 
Substituting into the expression for 7r(w3 I Wi, W2), we get: 
7T(W3 wle w2) = 7r(A(w3) IA wl, w2)) 
ir(A(wi, w2), A(w3)) 
7r(A(wi, w2)) 
_ 
ir(A(wi, w2, w3)) 
7r(A(wi, w2)) 
k=1 7k 
E 
Cwo 7r(A( 
4)) 
Fv2EW2 ir(A(t4)) 
m 
=E 7rk 
k-1 
Now, also: 
A(w2) =U A(v2) 
v2EW2 
so: 
ir(A(w2)) _ ir( 
U A(v2)) 
v2EW2 
_E ir(A(v2)) 
V2EW2 
since the events {A(v2)} are disjoint. 
And for w2 w3: 
A(W2, w3) =U A(V2, V3) 
V2EW2, V3EW3 
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so: 
ir(A(w2, w3)) = ir 
(U A(V2, v3)) 
v2EW2, V3EW3 
_> 7r (A(v2, v3)) 
v2EW2, V3EW3 
since the events {A(v2, v3)} are disjoint 
_ 
1: 
ir(A(v2, v3)) 
V2 E W2, V3»v2 
since a(A(v2, v3)) =0 for any v3 V- v2 
m 
_ ir(A(v, v3k)) 
ZEW2 k=1 
m 
_ 7r (A( k) A(v )) ir(A(v)) 
yEW2 k=1 
m 
_E E1rk 7r(A(v)) 
i4EW2 k=1 
where ik is not dependent on which v32 E W2 is being considered 
m 
= 7rk 1] ir(A(v)) 
Vý EW2 k=1 2 
Substituting into the expression for 7r(w3 I w2), we get: 
lr(w3 I w2) = ir(A(w3) I A(W2)) 
ir(A(w2), A(w3)) 
ir(A(w2)) 
_ 
ir (A (w2, w3)) 
7r(A(w2)) 
Ek=1 irk r EW2 ir(A(v)) 
ý 
EW2 ir(A(v)) 
m 
Irk 
k=1 
Hence: 
ir(w3 I wi, w2) _ 7r ('w3 I W2) 1: 1 
a result which is trivial for Trees, but obviously not so for CEGs! It is worth noting that 
whilst a CEG is an elegant way of representing a problem and an ideal structure for the 
topological checking of conditional independence statements, it is often worth thinking of 
them as equivalence classes of Trees if we wish to prove fundamental results. 
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My second proof to Proposition 5 is much shorter and relies on the idea that a root-to-sink 
path in a CEG can be expressed as the conjunction of a set of subpaths. Before I proceed 
to the proof I discuss in more detail the terms 7re(w2 I w1) and 7rN, (w2 I wl) introduced 
in Results 3 and 4. A(e(wl, w2)) is the event that is the union of all wo -+ w.. ) paths 
that pass through the edge e(wi, w2). That is, it is the event that one passes along the 
edge e(wl, w2) on one's progress from wo to wem. The probability on this edge (ie. the 
probability used to label the edge) is the probability that one passes along the edge given 
that one passes through the position wl; that is: 
lre(W2 I wi) = 7r(A(e(wi, w2)) I A(wi)) 
As we have defined irµ(w4 I W3) analogously, this is clearly the probability of utilising 
the subpath p(w3i w4) given that one passes through the position W3, and we can express 
7r1(w4 ` w3) as the product of terms ire(wj I wi) for the edges {e(wi, wj)} comprising the 
subpath µ(w3, w4). 
So consider now a wo -+ w,,. path: 
A= \(wo, ea, wi, eß t w2, ey, W3, eb, woo 
We can express: 
ir(A) =1ra(w. 1 wo) = ir(A(wo, woo) 1 A(wo)) 
as the product of the probabilities on the edges e, e, 8, e y, ea. That is: 
ir(A) - Ire. 
('wl 1 w0) Ireß (W2 1 Wl) rey (w3 1 W2) irea (woo 
1 W3) 
Suppose now that A consists of 2 conjoined subpaths: 
{Aa = µn (wo, ea, wi, eß, w2) and 
116 = µ6 (w2, e7, w3, e6, w,,,, ) 
Then the probability of getting from wo to w2 via Pa is the probability of utilising the 
subpath µ6(WO)W2) given we start at wo, which is 1r (w2 I wo); and the probability of 
getting from W2 to w,,. via µb is the probability of utilising the subpath pb(w2i w") given 
that we pass through w2i which is lr, L6(wO I W2). As already noted we can express both 
of these as the products of the probabilities on their component edges, so: 
irpa (w2 1 wo) = irea (wi 1 wo) lreß (w2 1 wl) and 
7Tµb (w I W2) _ 7re1(w3 I w2) 7res (Woo I w3) 
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Hence we can see that: 
7r(A) = 7C,, a 
(w2 I wo) rµb (woo I W2) 
This idea can clearly be generalised to wo -4 w,,. paths A of any length, comprising any 
number of conjoined subpaths, themselves of any length. 
We now proceed to the second proof of Proposition 5. 
Alternative Proof of Proposition 5: 
Consider a single wo -+ w,,. path A passing through w1, W2 and W3. This path can 
be thought of as four conjoined path-segments po(wo, wl), µl(wl, w2), µ2(w2, w3) and 
JL3 (w3, Woo) i so: 
7r(A) _ 7'juo ('+vi 1 WO) 7µi (w2 1 wi) i'µ2 (w3 1 w2) ßµs (woo 1 W3) 
Considering the event A(wi, w2i w3), which is the union of all wo -+ w,,,, paths passing 
through the positions wl, w2 and W3i we get: 
ir(A(wl, W2, w3)) _Z irµo(w1 1w0) 7r1`3(w2 Iw1) 7r{L2(W3 1W2) 1r1z3(woo 1 w3) 
%b, /L1,112, L3 
=Z 7rßo (w1 1 w0) 
Z 
1rµ1(w2 1 wl) 
E7Cµ2 (w3 1 W2) 
Z 
iµa (woo 1 W3) 
/%0 µ1 µ2 FL3 
= ir(wl 1 w0) ir(w2 1 wl) ir(w3 1 W2) ir(woo 1 W3) 
using the result from Proposition 4 
= ir(A(wi)) x ir(A(w2) I A(wi)) x 7r(A(w3) I A(w2)) x1 
Similarly: 
ir(A(wi, w2)) = ir(A(wi)) x ir(A(w2) I A(wi)) x1 
So: 
7r(w3 I wii'w2) - 
ir(A(wi, w2), A(w3)) 
7r(A(wi, w2)) 
_ 
ir(A(wl, w2, w3)) 
7r(A(wi, w2)) 
ir(A(wl)) x ir(A(w2) I Awl)) x ir(A(w3) I A(w2)) x1 
ir(A(wi)) x ir(A(w2) I A(wi)) x1 
_ ir(A(w3) I A(w2)) 
= ir(w3 I w2) 0 
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The result of Proposition 5 can readily be extended to give us a class of numerous similar, 
but slightly different results; for example: 
7r(11(e(w3, w4)) I A(wi), A(e(wi, W2)), A(w3)) = ir(A(e(w3, w4)) I A(w3)) 
for wl -C W2 < W3 < W4. 
This class of results proves very useful when doing causal analysis, and in chapter 5 
I will use a number of them without proof. This is simply so that the reader does 
not get swamped in detail - the proofs of all results in this class follow the proof of 
Proposition 5 closely, the proof of the above result can be pared down to: 
ir(A(e(w3, w4)) I A(wl), A(e(wl, w2)), A(w3)) 
ir(A(wl)) ire(w2 I wl) 7r(A(w3) I A(w2)) lre(w4 I W3) X1 
7r(A(wl)) lTe(W2 I wl) ir\A(w3) I A(w2)) X1 
= 7Ce(w4 I W3) 
_ ir(A(e(w3, w4)) I A(w3)) 
Corollary 1: 
For wl -< w2 -< W3: 
7r(w21W3 ( WO = 7r(w3 I w2) ir(w2 I w1) 
Proof: 
7r(W2, W3 I wi) _ r(A(w2, w3) { A(w1)) 
7r(A(wi), A(w2, w3)) 
i'(A(wi)) 
_ 
ir(A(wi, w2, w3)) 
ir(A(wi)) 
ir(A(wi, w2, w3)) 7r(A(wi, w2)) 
ir(A(wi, w2)) ir(A(wi)) 
_ ir(A(w3) I A(wi, w2)) ir(A(w2) I Awl)) 
= ir(w3 I w1, w2) ir(w2 I Wi) 
and the result follows from Proposition 5. 
0 
We are now in a position to prove Results 1 and 2 from section 3.3. 
Proposition 6: 
For A(wk), Y(v, k), Z(wk) defined as in Definitions 13,15 and 16: 
Y(wk) Il Z(wk) I A(wk) 
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Proof: 
Consider a single element Ay in the outcome space of Y(wk), and the event Ay n A(Wk)- 
If the criterion variable for wk is D say, then this event is the union of all wo -4 w... paths 
passing through wk which utilise edges labelled dj, ek, ... n, z 
for some specified j, k, ... z 
(with do taking its usual meaning). This can be considered as the union over all wo -+ Wk 
subpaths, of paths each of which consists of a wo -4 wk subpath conjoined to a specific 
Wk --> woo subpath. 
Consider also a single element A, z in the outcome space of Z(wk) (for which 
AZ n A(wk) # 0), and the event Az fl A(wk). This event is the union of all wo -- w,,, paths 
passing through wk which utilise edges labelled a,,,, b,,,... cq for some specified m, n,... q 
(with ao taking its usual meaning). This can be considered as the union over all wk -+ w... 
subpaths, of paths each of which consists of a specified wo -+ wk subpath conjoined to a 
Wk -* woo subpath. 
Clearly the event Ay fl Az fl A(wk) will be a single specified wo -4 Wk -+ woo path. 
Denote this path A and let its component conjoined path-segments be pco (wo, wk) and 
µ1(Wk, w00). Then: 
1r(A , Az, A(wk)) _ te(a) _ 7rß, 0 (wk 1 wo) ißß (woo 1 wk) 
1r(A++ A(wk)) _Z lr, Lo 
(wk 1 w0) 7Wi ('woo 1 Wk) 
µ0 
1r(Az, A(Wk)) _ lrpo(wk I w0) 
Z 
iµß (woo 1 wk) = 7r 0(wk 
I 'wo) 
ui 
since Eµl 7ru. l 
(woo 1 Wk) - 1" 
Now 7r(A(wk)) = 7r(wk I Wo) _ Eµo7ruo(Wk I wo) from Proposition 4, so consider: 
7r(Av I Az, A(wk)) _ 
7r(ny, Aze A(wk)) 
7r (A, A(wk)) 
_ 
Irpo (Wk I w0) 1µl (woo I Wk) 
7rluo (Wk I WO) 
= 7rµi (woo 1 Wk) 
Furthermore 
ir(A, { A(wk)) = "(Ay, 
A(wk)) 
7r(A(wk)) 
Epo 7uo (wk I w0) 1rµß (woo 1 wk) 
>µo Irmo (wk 1 W0) 
_ iµl (woo 1 wk) 
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Hence 
7r(Ay I AZ, A(wk)) = 7r(Ay ( A(wk)) VAy, A,, in the outcome spaces of Y(wk), Z(wk) 
and 
Y(wk) II Z(wk) I A(wk) 
0 
Proposition 7: 
For A(u,,, ), X(um), Z(um) defined as in Definitions 18,14 and 17: 
X 
\ýmý 
H Z(um) I A(um) 
Proof: 
Consider a single element Ay in the outcome space of X(um, ), and the event Ax fl A(u.. ). 
If the criterion variable for {w} E u, n is D say, then this event is the union of all wo -+ w,,, 
paths passing through some wE um which utilise an edge labelled dj for some 
specified j. If we let the edge leaving w labelled dj terminate in the position wj, then 
Ax fl A(ufz) can be considered as the union over all wEu,,,, over all wo -+ to subpaths 
and over all wj -4 woo subpaths, of paths each of which consists of a wo -3 to subpath 
conjoined to an edge e(w, wj) labelled dj, conjoined to a wj -+ woo subpath. 
Consider also a single element AZ in the outcome space of Z(um) (for which 
Az fl A(u,... ) zA ¢), and the event A. fl A(u,, a). This event is the union of all wo -* w,,,, 
paths passing through some specific wEu,,,, which utilise edges labelled am, b., ... cq for 
some specified m, n.... q, with bo taking its usual meaning (NB: If A,, is a single element 
in the outcome space, then each of m, n.... q is specified, and hence one can only pass 
through a single to E u,,,, ). This event (Az fl A(ut)) can be considered as the union over 
all w -+ woo subpaths (for some specific wEu,,,, ), of paths each of which consists of a 
specified wo -+ to subpath conjoined to a to --ý woo subpath. 
The event Ax fl A, z fl A(um) will be the union over all wj -+ woo subpaths, of paths which 
consist of a specified wo -+ to subpath (for some w) conjoined to an edge e(w, wj) labelled 
dj, conjoined to a w2 -> woo subpath. 
If we denote the specified wo -4 to subpath by p *(wo, w) then we have: 
ir (Ax, 
Az, A(um)) = irµö (w I w0) ire(wj I w) 
E 
irµ(woo I wj) 
= irµa (w I w0) ire(wj I w) 
since E. irli (woo 
I w. 7) =1 
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Similarly: 
And: 
Also: 
7C(11xýAýusn)) = 
[irtzo(w 
I wo) ire(w9 1 w) 
Z 
woo 1 w. 1) 
wEu, n µo {d 
ý 
[1r/10(w 
1 w0) Ire (wj 1 w) 
WEum µo 
ir(Az, A(um)) = 7rµp (w 1 w0) 
E 
irµ' (woo ( w) 
µ' 
_ ýµö(w 1 w0) 
ýiýium)) =E ir(A(w)) WEum 
from Definition 18 
So: 
And: 
= Z, 
[Eo(w 
1 wo) 
W Eum µ0 
n(Ax 1 Az, A(um)) _ 
ir(Ax, Az, A(um)) 
ir (Az, A(um)) 
_ 
Irµö(w I w0) ire(wj I w) 
7ruö (w I wo) 
= Ire (wi 1 w) 
ir(Ax 1 Alum)) - 
ir(A.  
A(um)) 
r(A(um)) 
EWEum {ILO imo(w 1 wo) ire(wj 1 w)] (3.6.3) 
EwEum [Elio 7rµo (w 1 wo)] 
But for all wE u1., 7r(d1 I A(w)) = 7r(dj I A(um)) by Proposition 3, and e(w, wj) is the edge 
leaving w labelled d3, so ire(wj I w) _ ir(d? I A(w)) = ? r(dj I A(u1.. )), and so the numerator 
of expression (3.6.3) is equal to: 
L. ýZµo(w 
1 WO) 7r(d? 1 A\u» 
Wµo 
11 
and so: 
7r(A, I A(um)) = 7r(dj I A(um)) 
_ 7re(wj I w) 
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Hence: 
r(Ay I A, z, A(um)) = 7r(Ax I A(u7z)) VA., Az in the outcome spaces of X (u,,, ), Z(um) 
and: 
X lumý II Z(um) I A(um) 
0 
We now have a set of three extremely useful properties: 
Y(wk) II Z(wk) I A(wk) 
X (um) u Z(um) Alum 
and lr(w3 I wi, w2) = 7r(w3 I w2) which could be written as: 
A(w3) U A(wi) I A(wz) 
for wl -< W2 < W3. 
In the proofs of Results 1 and 2 we have noted that -7r(A(w)) = Eµo 7r,, o 
(w I wo), where 
the sum is taken over all subpaths p0(wo, w); and that 7r(A(u)) =Eu A(w): ie. both 
7r(A(w)) and 7r(A(u)) are functions of information contained solely within the subpaths 
wo -> w or wo -ý wEu. This is actually rather interesting as A(w) is defined as the 
union of all wo -* w,, paths passing through w, which would appear to be a function of 
information contained in the subpaths both upstream and downstream of w. 
What we are seeing is that, despite the way they are defined, A(w) (and A(u)) convey to 
us no information about the CEG beyond w (or u), and that, as suggested in section 3.3, 
we can think of A(w) as the history of the position w. 
But although A(w) carries no information about the CEG downstream of w, Result 2 none- 
the-less tells us that we need nothing except A(w) (and the distribution of Y(w) I A(w)) 
in order to calculate the probability of all w -+ wc,, subpaths. 
Results 1 and 2 give us almost conventional conditional independence statements - the 
regular X II YIZ statement where X, Y, Z are (groups of) variables has been replaced by 
a context-specific statement of the form XUYIA. Recall that what they tell us is that: 
. If we know at what stage (u) we are in a process, then the distribution of the possible 
immediately following steps (7rX(u)) is determined solely by the history of the process 
upto that stage (A(u)), or alternatively, the information stored in that stage. 
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" If we know at what position (w) we are in a process, then the distribution of the 
whole possible further development of the process (7ry(w)) is determined solely by the 
history of the process upto that position (A(w)), or alternatively, the information 
stored in that position. 
Our third result is much less conventional, as it gives us a conditional independence 
statement expressed solely in terms of events. What it tells us is that reaching a position 
(w3 in the given expression) given that we have passed through an earlier position (w2) 
is independent of the path taken to that earlier position. 
In Figure 4 for example, a patient requiring treatment (w8), given that they are 
Rhesus +ve (w4) is independent of whether or not they have blood group B (wl) or 
A or AB (w2) (ir(t I ym') _ ir(t 1 zm')). Our exemplar CEGs in this chapter are a little 
small to allow us to appreciate the power of this result, but its usefulness will become 
apparent when looking at probability propagation on, and causal analysis of CEGs, in 
chapters 4 and 5. 
We can use these results to express context-specific conditional independencies in asym- 
metric models, which we could not derive from a BN, even using the d-separation theorem 
which will allow expression of all (variable-based) independencies if a model is symmetric. 
As we can use a CEG to represent types of asymmetric model not readily describable via 
a context-specific BN, we can also express context-specific independencies which would 
not be yielded by a context-specific BN. However, these results, and those in [53] [45] are 
not yet a d-separation theorem for CEGs (a necessarily more sophisticated animal than 
that for BNs), so we still have work to do on the reading of CEGs. 
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4. Probability propagation on Chain Event Graphs 
4.1 Introduction 
There is a considerable literature on the subject of propagation on Bayesian Networks 
(propagation of evidence, information, probabilities etc. ), as well as on the related topic 
of Learning BNs. Typically, such propagation (as described in [56] for example) relies 
on the fact that the analyst can use the conditional independence properties of a BN to 
reinterpret the joint distribution as a collection of local relationships between groups of 
variables. 
The BN tends to undergo some form of modification before any propagation algorithm 
is applied, and this usually involves the DAG of the BN being moralised (by adding 
undirected edges between the parents of unmarried vertices); having its arrows removed; 
and triangularised by adding further edges. Ideally the analyst will be able to repre- 
sent the resultant graph as a Junction Tree, and it will be to this tree that the prop- 
agation algorithm is applied. The algorithm will typically consist of a series of local 
computations associated with adjacent vertices (corresponding to adjacent cliques in the 
triangularised BN). 
Such algorithms are described in [50] (for the propagation of belief functions), and in [33], 
wherein it is emphasised that it is unnecessary to fully calculate conditional distributions 
associated with vertices, and that one can instead work with non-normalised probabilities 
or evidence potentials (simply potentials in [56] [36] etc. ), only calculating normalising 
constants at the end of the process. This type of algorithm, where one can calculate 
marginals without computing the joint distribution is usually described as Local Message 
Passing. 
Developments of the basic process include the penniless propagation of [5], an adaptation 
of Shafer-Shenoy propagation in which Probability Trees are used to represent both the 
message and the potentials stored in the vertices of the Junction Tree. Lazy propagation, 
described in [35] (and also in [6]) attempts to avoid unnecessary computational operations 
in the propagation algorithm, and allows the updating of probabilities for small subsets 
of variables given a particular set of evidence. 
In [35], Madsen and Jensen suggest that inference algorithms which use the structure of the 
BN directly (especially the directionality of the edges), are often much more efficient than 
the Junction Tree algorithms mentioned above. The propagation algorithms described in 
this chapter work with the CEG topology as it stands without the need for any initial 
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topological modification as required for Local Message Passing on BNs. Lazy shortcuts 
to our algorithms are described in section 4.3, and as will be seen, the algorithms often 
simplify the topology of the CEG. 
In [36] the authors develop the ideas of Cano, Moral and Salmeron, and note that subtrees 
of the Probability Trees associated with the vertices of a graph may be proportional, 
and hence that a large Probability Tree can often be represented as the product of two 
smaller Trees. It should be noted that their proportionality is a product of their use of 
non-normalised posterior probabilities (potentials), and that in fact their proportional 
subtrees are identical in the sense described by me in chapter 2. Martinez, Rodriguez and 
Salmeron use this idea to simplify calculations in their propagation algorithm. As I have 
shown earlier in this thesis, the idea can be extended to the creation of a structure (the 
CEG), whose topology reflects this proportionality. 
The process of Learning a BN (as described in for example [18]), involves the production 
of (and choice between) possible posterior BNs given a prior BN and some data. We 
are not concerned here with Learning CEGs, but note that there are similarities between 
propagation on CEGs and learning BNs. In our propagation algorithms we assume we 
know the structure of the CEG, unlike when learning a BN, but other aspects of the 
process are similar: In learning BNs, Greedy hillclimbing [16] involves starting with some 
initial network and making local changes (adding or removing edges) which maximise 
the improvement in some score. In propagation upon CEGs, our observation does (like in 
learning BNs) lead to us revising the structure or topology of the CEG, and this revision is 
essentially a combination of local changes such as removing edges or combining positions, 
similar to those described above. 
As mentioned in section 1.2, BNs are not the only graphical model which have been 
used for propagation. Jaeger's Probabilistic Decision Graph [23][24] was designed for the 
purpose of fast propagation of information. As already noted this graph cannot express 
all the conditional independencies of a BN, whereas a CEG can not only do this, but 
can also express many context-specific conditional independencies that BNs struggle to 
represent. 
In this chapter I focus on the propagation of probabilities on CEGs, by which I mean the 
updating of the topology and of the edge-probabilities of a CEG, following the observation 
of some event. I start by considering events whose component paths all pass through a 
specified collection of positions, before demonstrating how to propagate probabilities fol- 
lowing the observation of a more general event. The processes described are also expressed 
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in the form of Local Message Passing algorithms directly analogous to those produced 
for BNs. 
4.2 Observation of a set of positions 
The early sections of this chapter are based on (61] and [62]; and are concerned with 
updating CEG edge-probabilities following a particular type of observation. The notation 
has been modified to reflect my interest in root-to-sink paths. Also, in this thesis I have 
the space to present concepts and techniques more formally than in the afore-mentioned 
papers. 
Recall that we use the notation wl -< W2 to mean that there exists a root-to-sink path 
passing through wl and w2 with wl preceding w2 on this path. In this section the expres- 
Sion W2 >- wl, wl A W21 wl 7k w2 and wl -$ W2 will take their obvious meanings. 
We start by supposing that an event occurs and is observed; that is we know that we have 
followed one of a subset of root-to-sink paths within the CEG. The simplest sort of events 
for our purposes are those whose component paths all pass through a specified collection 
of positions (and where all paths that pass through these positions are elements (atoms) 
of our event). 
We also require at this stage that no paths in our CEG pass through more than one 
position in this specified collection of positions. This set of positions can therefore be 
thought of as a subset of a W-cut across the CEG (see section 3.5). 
Any event A of this type can be expressed as: 
A= U A(w) 
WEWx 
for some collection of positions WX, where A(wa,, Wb) _0 for Wa, Wb E Wx, Wa # Wb. 
Events that can be expressed in this way are often the type one would be analysing if 
one was working with a BN. For example, in Example 6 in section 3.5, if we were to take 
A= A(w5) U A(ws), then this is clearly the event {B = bl}, which has meaning both in 
our CEG and the BN-representation of the CEG (section 3.5 Figure 7). 
In the sections of this chapter where we are dealing with a collection of positions WX, 
the symbols wQ and Wb will always indicate positions in Wx, and w1, w2 etc. will always 
indicate positions not in Wx. Throughout the chapter I will also use the symbol in for 
brevity, but whenever this symbol is used, I will specify whether or not such positions 
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have any especial characteristics; so for example in sections 4.2 and 4.3 I will be using to 
for general positions in the set WX. 
Definition 24: Consider a position wl such that wl ?w for any wE Wx. Then let: 
r(A I wl) _ ir( U A(w) I A(wl)) 
W EWx 
_ 
1: 
ir(A(w) I A(w1)) 
wEWx 
since the requirement that no paths in our CEG pass through more than one wE Wx 
means that the events {A(w, wl)}wEww, are disjoint. 
Now wi w for any wE WX means that for specified w, either: 
" wl -< w, or 
" there is no root-to-sink path in our CEG which passes through wl and w; that is: 
A(w, wi) =0 
7r(A(w) I A(wl)) =0 
Hence: 
ir(A I wi) = L; ir(A(w) I A(wi)) 
WEWX, w>-wl 
Let any updated probability in our CEG (following observation of our event), be 
denoted fr. These probabilities are essentially posterior probabilities, so if wl to for 
any wE Wx, for example, we can write: 
*(w1) = 7r(wi I A) 
= 7r(A(wi) I A) 
r(A I A(wi)) ir(A(w1)) 
7r(A) 
EWEWx ir(A(w) I A(wi)) ir(A(wi)) 
EWEWX ir(A(w)) 
since the events {A(w, wl)}-Eww, are disjoint. 
Proposition 8: 
For wl, W2 such that wl -< w2 and w2 w for any wE Wx: 
A 
ýr(w2 I w1) = 
irýA w1) 
ir(w2 I w1) 
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Proof 
*(w2 I w1) _ ir(w2 I A, w1) 
= ir(A(w2) I A, A(wl)) 
ir(A, A(wl), A(w2)) 
7r(A, A(w1)) 
ir(A I A(wl), A(w2)) ir(A(wl), A(w2)) 
ir(A I A(wl)) ir(A(w1)) 
_ 
Ew¬w 7r(A(w) I A(wi), A(w2)) ir(A(w2) I Awl)) 
ir(A I A(w1)) 
since the events {A(w, wl, w2)}WEWX are disjoint. 
Now, for given wE Wx, if there is no root-to-sink path passing through wl, w2 and w 
then ir(A(w) I A(wl), A(w2)) = 0, so the summation in the numerator of this expression 
can be taken over wE WX such that wl -< w2 -< w. 
But, from Proposition 5 in chapter 3, if wl < w2 -< w, then: 
7r(A(w) I A(wl), A(w2)) = ir(A(w) I A(w2)) 
Hence: 
* WX, wi-Cw2-ýw 
ir(A(w) I A(w2)) ir(A(w2) I A(wl)) 
(w2 I WO 
EWE 
7r(A I A(we)) 
Now recall that wl and w2 are specified positions, and that wi -< W2, so: 
{wEWX I wi-< w2-<w}-{wEWX I w2-< w} 
Hence: 
ß('w2 (wi) _> 
WEWx, w}w2 7r(A(w) I A(w2)) ir(A(w2) I Awl)) 
ir(A I A(wi)) 
ir(A I W2) lr(w2 I Wl) 
ir(AIwl) 
Proposition 9: 
For specified Wb E WX and wl ?w for any wE Wx: 
ýr(wb I w1) = 
7r(wb I Wi) 
7r(n I wi) 
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Proof. 
fr('wb I WO _ 7r('wb I A, w1) 
_ 7r (A(wb) I A, A(w1)) 
lr(A, A(wi), A(wb)) 
7r(A, A(we)) 
7r(Uw¬w A(w), A(wl), A(wb)) 
ir(A, A(wl)) 
7r(UwEw (A (w, w1, wb))) 
7r (A, A(wi)) 
Now for w= Wb, A(w, wl, Wb) = A(wl, Wb), and for w# Wb, A(w, wl, Wb) = 0, since we 
have required that no paths in our CEG pass through more than one wE Wx. So: 
*(wb I wl) _ 
ir(A(wl, 1Db)) 
7r(A, A(wl)) 
_ 
7r(A(wb) I A(wi)) 
ir(A I A(wi)) 
lr(wb I wl) Q 
7r(A I w1) 
With my emphasis in this thesis being on root-to-sink paths, it might appear sensible to 
find an analogue of Proposition 8 for such paths. In fact we will find that such an analogue 
is not very useful, but it is possible to produce a generalised version of the proposition 
which works for path-segments. 
Corollary 2: 
For wl -< w2 such that w2 w for any wE Wx, and specified path-segment p(w1, w2): 
ýrµ(w2 I wi) = 
7r(A i 
w1) 
7µ(w2 I w1) 
Proof: 
*µ(w2 I w1) = f'(A(µ(wi, w2)) I A(wi)) 
(Result 4 from section 3.6) 
_ ir(A(µ(wi, w2)) I A, A(wi)) 
_ 
ir(A, A(wl), A(µ(wi, w2))) 
7r(A, A(wi)) 
2r(A I A(w1), A(p(wi, w2))) lr(A('wi), A(µ(wi, w2))) 
ir(A I A(wi)) ir(A(wi)) 
EwEwx 7r(A(w) I A(wi), A(µ(wi, w2))) ir(A(µ(wj, w2)) I A(wi)) 
ir(A I A(we)) 
since the events {A(w, wl, 1(w1, w2))} are disjoint. 
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Now, as in the proof of Proposition 8,7r(A(w) I A(wl), A(µ(wi, w2))) =0 if there is 
no root-to-sink path passing through w1, w2 and w. So consider a position w such that 
wl -< w2 w, and: 
i-(A(, ni I Ai, Pn, i A((f . 4I V\- 
ir(A('wi), A(µ(wi, W2)), A(w)) 
.. ý.. ýw, I "-ýwý "-ýrýýw, ý wý,,, - ir(A(wi), A(µ(wi, w2))) 
ir(A(wj, µ(wß, w2), w)) 
ir(A(wi111(wi, w2))) 
NB: That 7r(A(wl), A(µ(wl, w2))) = ir(A(wl, µ(w1, w2))) etc. can be shown in much the 
same way as that A(w, wy) = A(wy) fl A(wy). 
As in the first proof of Proposition 5 in section 3.6, we can think of the event 
A(wl, p(wj, w2)) as the union of all wo -+ w.. paths passing through wl, the specified 
path-segment µ(w1i W2) and w2. Similarly A(wl, p(wi, w2), w) is the union of all wo -+ w00 
paths passing through wl, the specified path-segment µ(w1, w2), w2 and w. So, following 
the afore-mentioned proof (but omitting much of the detail for brevity), we get: 
ir(A(wi, p(w1, w2))) _ Ir(wi 1 WO) iµ(w2 1 w1) ir(woo 1 'n2) 
= ir(A(wl)) x iµ(w2 I w1) x1 
And: 
ir(A(wi, p(wi, w2), w)) _ 7r (wi 1 WO) irµ(w2 1 w1) 7r (w 1 W2) 7r (w. 1 w) 
= ir(A(wi)) x 7ru(w2 I wi) x ir(A(w) I A(w2)) x1 
So: 
ir(A(w) I A(wi), A(µ(w,, W2))) _ 
ir(A(wi)) x lrµ(w2 I wi) x ir(A(w) I A(w2)) x1 
7r(A(w1))xirµ(w2lWO x1 
= 7r(A(w) I A(w2)) 
This result should not surprise us, as I stated in chapter 3 that reaching a position 
(w say) given that we have passed through an earlier position (w2 say) is independent of 
the path taken to that earlier position. 
So we have: 
frµ(w2 I wl) = 
EWEWx, 
wi-w2-<w ir(A(w) 
I A(w2)) 7r(A(jL(wl, w2)) I A(wl)) 
ir(A I A(wi)) 
which using the same argument as in the proof of Proposition 8, is: 
_ 
EWEWX, 
W»W2 r(A(w) I A(w2)) 7r(A(µ(wi, w2)) I A(wi)) 
7r(A I A(wj)) 
n(A I A(w2)) ir(A(lz(wl, w2)) ( A(wl)) 
7r(A I A(wi)) 
7r (A I W2) 
7r(A ý wl) iµ(wa 
I wi) 0 
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Corollary 3: 
For wl N w21 wl -< W2, w2 w for any wE WX, and specified edge e(wl, w2): 
*e(W2 I WO 
ir(A 
I 
w2) 
ire(w2 I WO 
Ire 
7rr 22 II WWI) 
ý(w2 I WO (2) 
Proof: 
Result (1) follows immediately from Corollary 2 by considering e(wl, w2) as a path- 
segment of length 1 edge. Also: 
irýA 
I 
wl) 
ýe(w2 I wl) - irýA I w1) 
ß`w2 (wl) x 
lr(w2 II wl) 
= *('U12 I wl) 
lre(W2 I w1) 0 
ß(w2 I w1) 
We are now in a position to update the probabilities of the paths within the CEG, but 
it transpires that for practical purposes it is actually more sensible to update edges one 
at a time using the results of Propositions 8 and 9 for pairs of adjacent positions, and 
Corollary 3 when there is more than one edge joining any two adjacent positions. 
I briefly decribe two further useful results before specifying the algorithm: 
We have considered positions wl such that wl -< w for some wE Wx. We need also to 
consider positions wl such that: 
" w1 Aw and wi w for any wE Wx 
" wl >- wQ for some wQ E WX 
Lemma 1: 
For w1-A w, wi Vw for any wE Wx: 
fr(A(wi)) =o 
Proof: 
fr(A(wi)) = ir(A(wz) I A) = 
ir(A, A(wi)) 
ir(A) 
EW¬WX 7r(A(w), A(wl)) 
7r(A) 
since the events {A(w, wl)} are disjoint 
And if wi w and wl )4 w then A(w, wl) = A(w) f1A(wl) _ q5, and this expression equals 
zero. 
0 
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Proposition 10: 
For w2 }- wa for some W. E Wx: 
ßµ\w2 I Wa) - 7r 
(w2 I Wa 
Proof 
frµ(w2 ( wa) _ fr (A (p (wa7w2)) I A(wa)) 
= 7r(A(Fi(wa, w2)) I A, A(wa)) 
7r(A, A(wa), A(p(wa, w2))) 
n(A, A(wa)) 
r(UWEWx A(w), A(wa), A(, a(wa, w2))) 
7r(UZEWX A(w), A(wa)) 
lr(UWEWX A(w, wa) EL(wa, w2)) 
7r(UWEWjr A(w, Wa)) 
But if w= wa then A(w, wa) = A(wa), A(w, Wa, µ(wa, w2)) = A(wa, µ(wa, w2)); and 
if w0 wQ then A(w, wa) = 0, A(w, wQ, µ(wa) W2)) = 0, since we have required that no 
paths in our CEG pass through more than one wEW. So: 
irµ(w2 I wa) _ 
ir(A(wa1 µ(wa, w2))) 
7r(A(wa)) 
ir(A(li(wa, w2)) I A(wa)) 
_ irµ(w2 I Wa) true for all W2 > Wa Q 
Corollary 4: 
Any edge on a path-segment µ(w, wem) (with wE Wx) has the same probability post- 
observation as pre-observation. 
Proof: 
This follows immediately from Proposition 10. 
Algorithm 
Following our observation of A= UWEWX A(w), we update the edge-probabilities on our 
CEG as follows: 
(1) Remove all undirected edges from the CEG 
(2) If a position wl does not lie on a wo to wE WX to w,., path then wl and all edges 
entering or leaving wl are pruned (Lemma 1) 
(3) All edges on path-segments p(w, w,, ) (with wE Wx) retain their probabilities from 
before (Corollary 4) 
We now work back from each wE WX towards wo, updating each wo -- w path-segment 
edge by edge: 
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(4) For wi ¢ WX, wE WX, wi ti to (ie. wi adjacent to w), wl -{ w: 
*(zIwl)-"(wlwi) 
7r(A I wi) 
(Proposition 9) 
If there is more than one edge joining wl to w, then: 
ýe(w ý wi) = ýýw ýI wi) 
*(z" I wi) 
(Corollary 3) 
(5) For wl -< w2 -< wE WX, wi N w2 (ie. wl adjacent to w2): 
fr(w2 I w1) - 
7r(n l W2) 
7r(w2 I wi) 
ir(Awi) 
(Proposition 8) 
If there is more than one edge joining wl to w2, then: 
fre(w2 I WI) = 
ýý 
22 II 
WI *(w2 I WO 
(Corollary 3) 
Once we have updated all edge-probabilities on all wo -* wE WX path-segments, we need 
to check that our resultant graph is a CEG: 
(6) In our updated graph any positions which are now equivalent are combined into a 
single position. Any positions which are now stage-equivalent are connected by an 
undirected edge, and edges are coloured as appropriate (see Definition 13). 
4.3. An Example 
Example 1: Another look at the Blood condition example 
To illustrate the ideas of section 4.2 we return to the Blood Condition example from 
chapters 2 and 3. Figure 1 gives the original CEG, and Figure 2 shows the CEG with 
pre-observation probabilities. Note that: 
48 11 
Eei 
= 
Eei 
= 
j: ei =1 
i=1 i=6 i=9 
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W6 
Figure 1: CEG for Blood condition example 
w ..: 
We noted in section 3.4 that it was probable that all patients in the group zm would 
require treatment and that therefore A(w6) represented all patients who did not require 
treatment. If we accept this reading then observing the event A= A(w6) is equivalent to 
observing that a patient does not require treatment. 
WE 
we 
Figure 2: CEG with pre-observation probabilities 
w, , 
Can we use the algorithm from section 4.2 to update the probabilities in our CEG having 
observed this event? 
Algorithm step (1) gives us the graph in Figure 3, and steps (2) and (3) the graph in 
Figure 4. 
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WW 
R 
WW 
8 
W6 
W 
'ö 
wo 
w 
Figure 4: Graph following Algorithm steps (2) and (3) 
Algorithm step (4) give us the graph in Figure 5. Note that: 
(i) 01 = ýre(ws I wo) _ ße((66 o) ýr(W6 
I wo) 
01 
- 
7r(A(w6)) 
X1 
ir(A(w6)) 
W 
... 
W "If 
where ir(A(ws) = e1+02(06+e7)+0305(06+07) +03(1-05)(09+01o)+9405(06+e7). 
(z2) *(ws w3) . 
7r (W6 ) 
7r (n Iý w3) =1 
and for the upper edge e(w3, ws): 
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Figure 3: Graph following Algorithm step (1) 
/ ýe(w6 w3) 06 = 7fe\w6 I W3) - ýws w33 
*(w6 I W3) 
r 
06 
X1- 
06 
06 + 07 06 +07 
Similarly: 
B7 09 09 
ý7 = 06+07 ý9 = 09+010 ýýý = 09 +ego 
wc 
w, 
Figure 5: Graph following Algorithm step (4) 
wt 
Step (5) applied to the first edges in the wo -+ W4 and wo -* W5 path-segments gives us 
the graph in Figure 6: 
Wo 
Wý 
W, 
nf 
Figure 6: Graph following first application of Algorithm step (5) 
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Note that: 
05 = 7r(w4 I w1) 
7r (w6 I w4) 
lr(w4 I wl) 
7r(w6 w1) 
= 
06+07 
x 05 
05(06 + 07) + (1 - 
05)(09 + 010) 
Once we have applied step (5) to the final edges in the wo -a w6 path-segments we get 
the graph in Figure 7: 
`o 
W 
Wins 
Figure 7: Graph following final application of Algorithm step (5) 
Note that: 
0a=*(ws I wo) 
7r (w6 wo) 
ß(w3 wo) 
06 +07 
xe 
7r (A(w6)) 
2 
where an expression for 7r(A(w6)) was given beneath Figure 4. 
Similarly: 
03 ='k(wl 1 Wo) 
\ws 
I wo) 
7w1 wo) 
= 
95(06 + B7) + (1 - 05) (09 + 010) x 03 ir(A(w6)) 
09 = *(w2 1 wo) 
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7r(w6 wo) 
ß(w2 I wo) 
05(96 + 07) 
X e4 
7r(A(w6)) 
We note that the positions wl and w2 are no longer stage-equivalent, but that the positions 
W3 and W4 which previously were stage-equivalent are now equivalent, so step (6) gives 
us the CEG in Figure 8. Note that the combining of positions w3 and w4 requires us to 
relabel the positions w5 and w6. 
W5 
WC 
w, 
Figure 8: CEG following completion of our algorithm 
w- 
Figure 9 shows our updated CEG in the same format as the original CEG in Figure 2. 
W5 
Wo 
Figure 9: Final CEG 
Winf 
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4.4 Lazy short-cuts 
There are several highly useful refinements that we can make to the algorithm given in 
section 4.2 which allow us to avoid unnecessary computational operations. In this sense 
they are analogous to the refinements present in Lazy propagation on BNs ([35][6]). These 
refinements rely on the result given in the following corollary: 
Corollary 5: 
If all paths from the position wi ¢ WX to any component positions of Wx pass through 
an intermediate position w3 i% Wx, then: 
ir(A I w1) = ir(A I w3) ir(w3 I w1) 
Proof. 
Consider a specific position wE WX, such that wl -< to. Now, every path joining 
wl to to must pass through w3i so: 
ir(A(w) I A(wi)) _ 
r(A(w1, w)) 
7r(A(w1)) 
ir(A(w1, w3, w)) 
7r(A(w1)) 
_7r(w3, w I w1) 
= ir(w I w3) ir(w3 I WO 
using Corollary 1 in section 3.6 and its proof. So: 
ir(A I wi) _E ir(A(w) I A(wi)) 
WEWx 
=E ir(w I W3) lr(w3 I Wi) 
WEWx 
= 7r(A I w3) 2r(w3 I wl) 0 
Now consider a position w2 such that wl w2 -< W3. Since w2 lies on a wl to WX path and 
w2 -< W3 then all w2 to WX paths must pass through w3. So 
ir(A I w2) = ir(A I w3) lr(w3 I w2)" 
Substituting into the expression given in Proposition 8, we get: 
*(w2 I wi) = 
ir(A 
i w1) 
7r(w2 wi) 
__ 
ir(A W3) ir(W3 I w2) 
7r(A I W3) lr(w3 I wl) 
ß(w2 I WO 
ir(w3 I W2) 
7r(W2 I wl) 
7r(W3 w1) 
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This result is very useful, as when applying Algorithm step (5), if there is a position 
w3 ¢ WX such that all wl to Wx paths pass through W3i we can replace the updating 
formula given there by the one above and save a considerable amount of work: 
Condider the abbreviated CEG in Figure 10, where A= A(ws), and all wi -ý ws paths 
pass through w5. 
WI 
Figure 10: Abbreviated CEG 
Here: 
Mw2 1 wl) - 
7r(n 1 w2) 
Ir(w2 1 wl) 
7r(A 1 wl) 
0306 
(0103 + 02)06 x el 
03 
x 01 0103+02 
7r (W5 W2) 
ý lr(w2 
1 w1) 
7r(w5 w1) 
The result's usefulness doesn't stop there. Suppose all paths leaving wl (not just all 
wl to Wx paths) pass through w3. Then: 
A(wi) = A(wi, w3) 
ir(w3 I w1), = 7r(A(wi, w3)) =1 ir(A(wi)) 
Also, if a position w2 is such that wl - w2 -< w3i then all paths leaving w2 must also pass 
through W3, so lr(w3 I W2) = 1, and hence: 
*(w2I w1)-i x7r(w2I w1) 
= 7r(wa I wi) 
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W3 1_04 
Applying the result of Corollary 3 in this case, we get: 
fre(W2 I wl) _ 
7re(w2 WI) fr(w2 I wl) 
7r(w2 w1) 
= lfe(W2 w1) 
and by induction along each wl -+ W3 path-segment we get that the probabilities of all 
edges on all wl -4 W3 path-segments remain unchanged. 
Suppose, in Figure 10, that all paths leaving w3 pass through w5; then: 
fre(w4 I w3) _ fr(w4 I W3) 
7r (A I W4) ;! A I W3) w3ý 
06 
X 04 
= 7te (W 4I W3) 
lr(w5 I W4) _ 
ir`n w5/ 
ir(w5 ý w4) 
7r(A (w4) 
=es X1 =1 
so for the upper edge e(w4i w5) 
ýre(W5 I w4) _ 
lre`w5 I W4) ß(w5 I W4) 
7r (w5 ý W4) 
=05X1 
_ lre(w5 I W4) 
Thus we can augment Algorithm step (5) as follows: 
(5A) If all wl -4 Wx paths pass through w3i and wl - w2 -< W3, W1 N W2, then: 
ýýw2 I W1) _ 
7(w3 I w2) 
7r(w2 I WI) 
7r(w3 w1) 
and if there is more than one edge joining wl to w2, then: 
*e(W2 I WI) _ 
Ire(w2 ý wl) 1 
7r(w2 ý wl) 
*(W2 I wl) 
(5B) If all paths leaving wl pass through w3, and wl wZ -< w31 wl ' W2, then: 
*(w2 I WO - 7r(w2 I w1) 
and if there is more than one edge joining wl to W2, then: 
&(W2 I Wi) _ lre(w2 I Wi) 
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(5C) If there is only one edge leaving wl which lies on a wl -* Wx path, and if 
wl -<w2-< wEWX, w1Nw2ithen: 
*e(W2 I w1) =1 
In Figure 2 (from section 4.2) the only edge leaving w2 which lies on a w2 --* ws path is 
the edge e(w2i w4), so step (5C) gives us that *e (W4 I w2) = 1, as we can see on Figure 6. 
Clearly this is quicker than using step (5) here. 
4.5 Local Message Passing: Observation of a set of positions 
It is sensible at this point to rewrite our algorithm so that it is more directly comparable 
with the Local Message Passing algorithms used for propagation on BNs. For ease of 
exposition I will exercise the flexibility of notation described in section 4.2 and let positions 
from W(C) be labelled simply as w, positions downstream from but adjacent to a specified 
w will be labelled w'; and where it is necessary to distinguish wE WX, such positions will 
be labelled wa,. 
Local Message Passing Algorithm: 
We follow the algorithm from section 4.2 for steps (1), (2) and (3), before introducing a 
variation which can be thought of as a Backward step followed by a Forward step (or as 
per [26] a collecting step and a distributing step). 
(1) Remove all undirected edges from the CEG 
(2) If a position wE W(C) (w V Wx) does not lie on a wo to wa E WX to w,,. path 
then w and all edges entering or leaving w are pruned 
(3) All edges on path-segments µ(w,,, wem) retain their probabilities from before, for 
all Wa E WX 
Backward step: 
(4) For any wE W(C) remaining following step (2), let 
yVw = {w' E W(C) ( w' w, w- w'}. Define the emphasis of w as: 
10 forw$WX 
ý(w)= 1 forwEWx 
EW'EWw ir(w' I W) 'D(W) for w -< WX 
where w -< WX means w -< wa for some wa E WX etc. 
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(4A) Considering only w in the set {w E W(C) Iw -< wa, for some wa, E Wx} (a subset 
of the set of w remaining following step (2)), replace each edge-probability 7re(w' I w) 
by the potential Te(w' ( w) = 7re(w' I w) (D(w'). 
(4B) Repeat steps (4) and (4A) until all edges remaining upstream of WX have been 
assigned a potential, and all positions remaining upstream of WX have been assigned 
an emphasis. 
Forward step: 
(5) Considering only w in the set {w E W(C) Iw -< wa for some wa E WX }, replace 
each potential re(w' I w) by the updated edge-probability: 
fre(w w) = Te(w' 
I W) 
(D(w) 
We then follow step (6) from the algorithm in section 4.2: 
(6) In our updated graph any positions which are now equivalent are combined into a 
single position. Any positions which are now stage-equivalent are connected by an 
undirected edge, and edges are coloured as appropriate (see Definition 13). 
We claim that ýre(w' I w) as assigned in step (5) above is the correct updated edge- 
probability. That is: 
fre(W' I w) _ 
r(A II 
w) 
7re(w' I W) (Corollary 3 expression (1)) 
Before proceeding to a proof of this, I illustrate how it works by applying it to the example 
from section 4.3 
Example 1 continued: 
In this example I use our new LMP algorithm to update a selection of the 
edge-probabilities on the CEG in Figure 2 (in section 4.3) following observation of the 
event A(w6). The steps of the algorithm are not illustrated here by figures, but it should 
be noted that the process is very fast, and leads to the same CEG as given in Figures 8 
and 9 in section 4.3. 
First note that as WX = {w6}, we get 410(W6) = 1. 
Following the Backward steps (4) and (4A) we get: 
4D(w5) = 7r(w6 I w5) 1)(WO = (09 + 0io) X1 
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ß(w4) _ 706 1 W4) ' (W6) _ (06 + 07) x1 
'CXWO - 7r(w4 I wl) 4Nw4) + ir(w5 I WO '(w5) 
= 05(96 + 07) + (1- 05)(09+e1o) 
etc. 
Note that as w8 has been pruned in step (2) of the algorithm, we do not need to include 
in, for example, the expression for 1)(w5), the term ir(w8 I w5)ý(w$). 
Also, for the upper edge e(w4, ws) 
Te(W6 I W4) _ Ire(w6 I W4) «(w6) 
=06x1=06 
Similarly, for the upper edge e(w5, w6) 
Te(W6 I w5) _ lre(w6 
I w5) 'ýD (w6) = 09 
and 
Te(W4 I wl) _ lre(w4 I WO (1'(w4) 
= 05(06+ 07) 
Te(w5 I WO = lre(w5 I WO ((WO 
= (1 - 05(09+ e10) 
etc. 
Applying the Forward step (5) to the edges leaving wl, we get: 
*e(W4 I wl) - 
Te(w4 I w1) 
-1)(wi) 
05(06+07) 
 
85(06 + 07) + (1 - O5)(09 + elo) 
etc. 
We now proceed to the proof of our Local Message Passing algorithm. 
Proof of LMP algorithm: 
We are claiming that ie(w' I w) as assigned in step (5) of the algorithm is equal to 
aAW, 
ITe(WI 1 w). 
But *e(w' I w) as assigned in step (5) is equal to He(" Iw 
wý 
, so it is sufficient to show 
that -(D(w) = ir(A I w) for all wE {w E W(C) Iw< wa for some we, E Wx}. We do this 
by induction: 
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Step 1. 
Suppose wE Wx. Then: 
7r(A I w) _ 
ir (A, A(w)) 
7r(A(w)) 
_ 
ir(UwaEWX A(wa), A(w)) 
ir(A(w)) 
ir(A(w)) 1= (D(w) 
ir(A(w)) 
from step (4) of the algorithm. 
Step 2. 
Suppose w (w -4 Wx) is such that -1)(w') = 7r(A I w') V w' E W1,. Then: 
4D(w) _E 7r(ui w) `D(WI) 
w'EWw 
_ 1: ir (w' I w) ir (A I w') 
w'EWw 
_ 
1: «r(A(w) I A(w)) 7r (A I A(w')) 
w'EWw 
E ir(A(w') I A(w)) ir(A I A(w), A(w')) 
w'EWW 
since A= UwaEWX A(wa) and w -< w' -. < wo, for some Wa E Wx 
[ If w< w' -< wQ then 7r(A(wa) I A(w')) = ir(A(wa) j A(w), A(w'))" 
If w -< w' wa then ir(A(wa) I A(w')) =0= ir(A(wa) I A(w), A(w')), so: 
ir(A I A(w')) _ 7r( U A(we, ) l A(w')) 
Wa EWx 
_E 7r(A(wa, ) A(w')) 
wa EWx 
> ir(A(wd) I A(w), A(we)) 
WaEWx 
_ ir(A I A(w), A(w')) 
Hence: 
ý(w) _E 7r(A, A(w') I A(w)) 
w'EWw 
7r(A, U A(w) I A(w)) 
w, EWw 
_ 7r (A, A(w) I A(w)) 
= ir(A I A(w)) 
= ir(A I w) 0 
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Now we know that Junction Tree algorithms for BNs are very efficient; and as our al- 
gorithm is directly analogous to these, this suggests that even for very complex CEGs 
our algorithm will be very quick. Note also that useful fast Junction Tree algorithms 
assume that observations need to be subsets of the variables depicted by the vertices of 
the Bayesian Network. This is not the case with a CEG, where our observation (in this 
section) can be of any event that can be expressed in the form UWEWX A(w) for some 
set WX. 
4.6 Propagation with general observation sets 
In section 4.2 we constructed events of the form A= UWEwx A(w), and specified that no 
paths in our CEG should pass through more than one wE WX. At first sight we should 
have no real problems relaxing this latter condition, but consider the expression: 
7r(A I wi) _ lr( U A(w) I A(wi)) 
WEWX 
_ 
lr(UwEWX A(w, wl)) 
7r(A(wi)) 
Now having relaxed the condition that A(wa., Wb) =0 for Wa, Wb E WX, Wa # wb, it is 
possible that we can find wi ¢ WX, Wa, Wb E WX, such that wi -< Wa -< Wb. Consider 
then: 
. 7r(A(wi, wa) U 
A(wi, wb)) = ir(A(wi, wa)) + 7r(A(wi, wb)) - ir(A(w1, wa) n 
Awl, wb)) 
= ir(A(wi, wa)) + 7r(A(wi, wb)) - lr(A(wi, Wa, Wb)) 
In general therefore: 
7r( U A(w, wi)) _ ir(A(w, wi)) wEWW WEWx 
E 
ir(A(wi, wi, wj)) 
wi, wj EWx, ii4j 
+E 7r(A(w1, wi, wj, wk)) 
WI, wj , Wk EWx 
iAj, k, jg6k 
where many, but not all of these terms may be zero. 
This expression increases in complexity exponentially with the number of 
positions wE Wx" 
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There may well be circumstances where the arithmetic is not onerous, but it does not 
really make sense to attempt to generalise the results of sections 4.2 to 4.5 to the case 
where we allow A(wn, wb) 00 for wa, Wb E Wx. 
The set of events of the type A=U. CWX 
A(w) (where we may or may not impose 
the condition that A(w,,,, wb) _ 01 Wa, Wb E Wx, Wa wb) is a restriction of the set 
of general events (ie. the path sigma-algebra of the CEG), where a general event can 
be characterised by A= U{EIA for some subset of the atomic events JA j}. We have 
hitherto considered propagation of probabilities following observation only of events that 
could be characterised as U A(w) for some set of positions {w}. We now move on to 
develop methods for general observation sets of the form: 
A=UAi 
iEI 
where {a=} are, as usual, the wo -+ w,,,, paths in our CEG. 
If we follow the same approach as in section 4.2, we would get: 
ir(A I wl) _ lr(U Ai I A(wl)) iEI 
_ 
ir(UiEI Ai' A(wl)) 
7r(A(w1)) 
_ 
ir(Ui¬I(Aj, A(wl))) 
7r(A(wi)) 
But Ui¬I(Ai, A(wi)) is simply those Aj that are both elements of A and of A(wl), that 
is those Aj that are elements of A and which pass through wl. These are clearly disjoint, 
so: 
7r(A I wl` _ 
EIEI ir(Ai, A(wl)) 
ir(A(wl)) 
= 7r(ai I A(wl)) 
iEl 
If we continued with this approach, we would then attempt to produce expressions for 
*(wl) (= 7r(A(wl) I A) ), *(w2 I wi), and finally for *e(w2 I w1). Note that once we 
have defined A= UiEI \i, then we no longer have a special set of positions WX. Positions 
labelled wl, W2i Wi, w, etc. from hereon are simply positions from W(C) which have been 
given the subscripts 1,2, j, r etc. for notational convenience. 
However, when we write *(w2 I w1) we are making the implicit assumption that the 
positions wi and w2 exist in our CEG when we condition on A, and that they have the 
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same characteristics (such as histories) as in our unconditioned CEG. This is not a valid 
assumption for general observation sets A. 
As we saw in section 4.2, conditioning on A actually alters the structure of the CEG, since 
edges are pruned, undirected edges may be permanantly removed, and positions combined 
(as in the Blood Condition example). These types of alteration do not generally affect our 
ability to calculate post-observation probabilities, but it is none-the-less more accurate 
to say that the process is really the production of a new conditioned CEG, rather than 
simply the updating or propagation of probabilities on our original CEG. 
This description of the process is given further weight when we see that there are some 
events which if conditioned upon radically alter the structure of the CEG by splitting 
positions (just as there are some events which if conditioned on alter the structure of 
a BN). If we condition on these types of events, we can no longer safely assume that 
if we can write ir(w2 I w1) in our unconditioned CEG, we can write fr(w2 I wl) in our 
conditioned CEG and expect this to have a valid meaning, or a meaning that corresponds 
to that of the expression ir(w2 I wl). 
Example 2: 
Consider the CEG in Figure 11 which represents two independent binary variables A, B, 
each with outcome space {0,1}. We could if we wished, envisage this as the tossing of 
two biased coins, with the variables taking the value 1 when the outcome of the toss is 
heads. 
A=O B=O 
wo 
Figure 11: CEG for Example 2 
W. ,, 
Consider the event Al = {A = 0} (the outcome when tossing the Ist coin is tails). Then 
the CEG conditioned upon Al (which we will call CA1) is given in Figure 12: 
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O2 04 
04 
Figure 12: CEG conditioned on the event Al 
The edge probabilities in Cpl are given by: 
fr(el) =1 
ir(e3) = 7r(B =0A= 0) 
= 7r(B = 0) = 7r(e3) since AIl B 
*(e4) = ir(B = 1) = ir(e4) 
Consider now the event A2 = {A = B} (the outcomes when tossing the two coins are the 
same), and let us look at the underlying Tree: 
Al 
A2 
A3 
A4 
Figure 13: Tree showing the event A2 
Clearly A2 = Al U A4, and: 
h( fl) = 
ir(A 0, B 0) 
7c((A=0, B=0)U(A=1, B=1)) 
_ 
ir(A = 0) ir(B = 0) 
ir(A=0) ir(B=0)+ir(A= 1) ir(B=1) 
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A=O B=O 
_ 
7r(el) 7r(e3) 
7r(el) 7r(e3) + 7r(e2) 7r(e4) 
since A II B. Also: 
*(f3) = (f6) =I 
Our conditioned CEG CA2 is given in Figure 14, and we can see that conditioning on A2 
has split the position w(*) into two positions w(O) and w(1). The reason for this is that 
in our original CEG, we had A II B, but we do not have A II BI A2. Conditioning on an 
event A will split positions if independence relationships in our original CEG do not hold 
when conditioned on A. 
w(O) 
wo 
ý, 
w(1 ) 
Figure 14: CEG conditioned on the event A2 
w.,, r 
Definition 25: For a CEG C(W (C), Ed(C), E,,, (C)), and event A=U Et Ai, let 
GA(C)(V(GA(C)), E(GA(C))) be the subgraph of C with: 
(a) V(GA(C)) C W(C) contains exactly those vertices (positions in C) which lie on a path 
Ai E {Ai}iEI 
(b) E(GA(C)) C Ed(C) contains exactly those edges which form part of a 
path Ai E {Ai}iEJ [Note that E(GA(C)) fl Eu, (C) 
(c) Edges in E(GA(C)) have no probability labels. 
We will call this graph the subgraph (of C) defined by A, and normally denote it by 
GA(C). Note that it can be obtained from C by (i) removing all probability labels 
and undirected edges, (ii) retaining all positions and directed edges consistent with A 
(ie. lying on some path AE A), and removing all other positions and edges. GA(C) is not 
normally a CEG. 
Definition 26: An event A= Uzi Ai is intrinsic to a CEG C if: 
(i) Every Ai (i (z- I) is a wo -4 w,,, path in GA(C), the subgraph defined by A, 
(ii) Every wo -+ woo path in GA(C) is a Ai for some iEI. 
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So for example, for the CEG in Figure 11, the subgraph defined by Al is given in 
Figure 15. Note that it contains two wo -* wa, paths, each of which is an 
element of Al. 
Figure 15: Subgraph of C defined by the event Al 
Also, each element of Al is a wo -4 w.. path in GA1(C), so Al is intrinsic to C. Note 
that in this case GA1 (C) has the same structure as CA1. The two wo --> w,,, paths here 
correspond to getting tails on both coins; and getting tails on the 1st coin, heads on the 
2nd coin. 
But the subgraph defined by A2 (given in Figure 16) contains four wo --p w.. ) paths, only 
two of which ((A = 0, B= 0), (A = 1, B= 1) or (tails, tails), (heads, heads)) are elements 
of A2, so A2 is not intrinsic to C. Note that GA2(C) has a different structure to CA2. 
Figure 16: Subgraph of C defined by the event A2 
It is worth at this point spending a little time considering conditioning on BNs. Typically 
we would not concern ourselves with the complete conditional independence structure of 
the problem, as our observations will be of subsets of the measurement variables, and 
the triangularisation process inherent in BN-based propagation removes those conditional 
independence statements that are not closed under sampling. This simplification of the 
process should be reflected in CEG-based propagation. 
But for many processes, the variables one can measure (the BN's vertices) are not the un- 
derlying variables on which the process functions. Hence a BN based on the measurement 
variables may not adequately describe the underlying conditional independence structure 
of the process; and so the analyst may need to transform the BN's variables before he/she 
can perform propagation (or indeed any analysis) upon the BN. 
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In a CEG we have much more flexibility. Firstly, the CEG is a description of the process, 
so any variables we create may well be more appropriate than the measurement variables 
of the BN. Secondly, the fact that we can create variables is obviously an advantage over 
having to use variables provided. Thirdly, when we construct our CEG we can consider 
not only what conditional independence structure a problem has before we observe an 
event, but also how the topology of the graph might be affected by potential observations. 
By only encoding those conditional independence statements that will not be destroyed 
by our observations, we can ensure that the observations which we attempt to propagate 
are intrinsic to our CEG. This will be very useful as will be seen later in this section. 
Note that not encoding some of our conditional independence statements will produce a 
more Tree-like CEG, with fewer positions with more than one incomimg edge, and fewer 
positions joined by undirected edges. 
Returning to the development of our toolbox for propagation with general observation sets, 
we now define CA, the CEG conditioned upon the event A, but we do not do this from the 
subgraph GA(C). Instead we note that our CEG C is a function of a Probability Tree T 
(section 2.5), and use this fact to define our CA. We start by creating TA, the Tree 
conditioned upon A: 
Recall that A has been defined on our CEG as a union of wo ---+ w,,, paths (A = UiEI A2). 
However, there is a one-to-one correspondence between these paths and root-to-leaf paths 
in the Tree T. When we define A on T it is therefore totally unambiguous to write 
A= U=E1 A where {A, } is the set of root-to-leaf paths in T, and {. 1i}jEj is the set of 
paths in T corresponding to the wo -4 w., paths in A defined on C. 
Definition 27: For a Tree T(V (T), E(T)), and an event A, let TA(V(TA), E(TA)) be 
the subgraph (subtree) of T with: 
(a) V(TA) C V(T) contains exactly those vertices which lie on a path Ai E {ai}jEr 
(b) E(TA) C E(T) contains exactly those edges which form part of a path ai E {)i}iEI 
(c) Probabilities in TA (denoted by fr) are governed by the formula: 
; r(aL) _ _(Ai) 7r(A) 
Hence, for v,., vs EV (TA) such that there exists an edge (e(vr, vs)) E E(TA): 
e(vs 
1 v, -) _ 
EI ir(Ai, A(e(yr, ys))) 
EIEI ir(Ai, A(vr)) 
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Note that TA can be obtained from T by (i) removing any edges that do not form part 
of some Ai for iEI, (ii) replacing all edge probabilities 7r(e) by *(ej) in accordance 
with (c) above. 
Definition 28: Define CA to be the CEG derived from the Tree TA (see Definitions 9 
and 13). 
Proposition 11: 
If A is intrinsic to C then CA can be obtained from C by a sequence of. 
(1) pruning directed edges and positions, 
(2) combining positions, 
(3) removal and addition of undirected edges. 
(ie. by a process similar to that described in the algorithm in section 4.2) 
If A is not intrinsic to C then CA cannot be so obtained. CA will contain positions not 
present in C. 
We might choose to describe this property as Intrinsic events respect positions, but this 
is probably an oversimplification. 
Proof (part 1) 
Suppose CA can not be obtained from C by a sequence of: 
(1) pruning directed edges and positions, 
(2) combining positions, 
(3) removal and addition of undirected edges. 
Then CA must contain either additional directed edges or additional positions or both. 
Now consider corresponding positions wi in C and CA, and the edges emanating from 
these positions. There cannot be more edges emanating from wi in CA than emanating 
from wi in C, since this would require that the outcome space of Xi in CA was larger than 
that of Xi in C, which is impossible given the derivation of CA from the Tree TA, which 
is a pruned version of the Tree T. 
So if CA cannot be obtained from C by a sequence of pruning directed edges and positions, 
combining positions, and removal/addition of undirected edges, then there must exist 
additional positions in CA, which can only have been produced by not combining positions 
in T when producing CA which would have been combined when producing C. That is, 
there are position(s) in C that are split in CA. 
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Consider a position w in C corresponding to a set of vertices in T. Without loss of 
generality, let this set of vertices in T correspond to two distinct positions w,. and w3 
in CA. Let vi be a representative of the vertices in T corresponding to w,., and vj be a 
representative corresponding to w8. Then, since w,. and w3 are distinct in CA, we must 
have: 
Y, 0Yt in CA 
Note that as Yk etc. (Definition 5 in section 2.3 and Definition 10 in section 2.5) are 
defined on a specific CEG or Tree, there is no ambiguity in making this statement. 
Hence: 
Y #Yj in TA 
and either: 
(i) Yt and Yj must have different outcome spaces in TA, or 
(ii) Y and Yj have the same outcome spaces in TA, but have different probability distri- 
butions over these spaces. 
Consider case (ii): 
Then for every element of the outcome space of Yj in TA there is a corresponding element 
in the outcome space of Yj in TA. As these elements correspond to v; -+ leaf or vj -+ leaf 
path-segments, we will use the symbols p and µý to represent these elements. 
Now Y- Yj in T (since the vertices vi and vj both correspond to the position w in C). 
So in T: 
it (IL) = 7rYj (jLj) 
for corresponding p and µj'. Hence, in T: 
? r(µl I A(vz)) = r(µ; I A(v, )) 
Now, as we are working with Trees we can clearly write this as: 
_(A(yi, Iti )) 
_ 
7r (A(y7' it, )) 
ir(A(vi)) 
- 
7r(A(vj)) 
where A(v;, psi) is the event which is the set of paths passing through vi and utilising the 
path-segment µs. But we are working on a Tree so this is a single path, which we can 
denote A,!, and we can write: 
7r(n(vi)) ir(A(vj)) 
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If we now denote probabilities in TA by fr, we get, using (C) of the definition of TA 
(Definition 27): 
7r(A) *(A) 
_ 
7r(A) fr(, \j)) 
ir(A(vi)) 7r(A(vi)) 
*(aj)) = 
ir(A(vi)) 
- 
ir(A(vj)) 
_(A(yi__i)) "(A(yj°µj)) 
7r(A(vi)) 
_ 
ir(A(v1)) 
/ 
fr(A(yi)) 
7Clpi I A(v: )) 
l/n(vi)ý 
g ý(A(yj)) fr(µ'' I A(v7)) 
ir(A(v7)) 
But ir(A(vi)), c(A(vi)) etc. are constants, so we get: 
7(({L9 I A(vi)) =k *(p I A(v2)) 
? Cys ýiýiý _ lC 7ryß (µj) 
1=* (µi)_k 7ryj (µj)_lC 
ss 
fcy: ýfýi J= fry, (Aj) Vs 
=Y= - YY in TA 
which contradicts our premise. 
So case (ii) is impossible, and we must have case (i): Y1 and Yj have different outcome 
spaces in TA. 
Without loss of generality, let there exist one vi -- leaf path-segment in the outcome space 
of Y in TA that has no corresponding vj -4 leaf path-segment in the outcome space of Yj 
in TA. 
Now v; corresponds to wEC, so in GA(C) there must exist aw -+ woo path-segment 
corresponding to this v1 -+ leaf path-segment. 
But vj also corresponds to wEC, so in GA(C) there will be a wo -+ w,,, path that consists 
of a wo -* w path-segment corresponding to the vo -+ vv path-segment in T conjoined to 
the above w -4 w00 path-segment. This wo -+ w00 path corresponds to no vo --3 leaf path 
in TA. 
Hence there exists a wo -4 w,, path in GA(C) which is not an element of {a%}ZEI" 
Hence A is not intrinsic to C. 
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Proof (part 2) 
Suppose A is not intrinsic to C. Then either: 
(i) There is a wo -+ w,,,, path in GE(C) which is not an element of {ai}iEI, or 
(ii) There is an element of {A }iE1 which is not a wo -4 w... path in GA(C)- 
Now case (ii) is impossible by (b) of the definition of GA(C) (Definition 25). Hence there 
exists a wo -> woo path in GA(C) which is not an element of {a=}iEl- 
By (b) of the definition of GA(C), this path must consist totally of edges which are utilised 
by some element(s) of {X; }QEi. Therefore there must exist a wo --5 w,,,, path in C which 
utilises only A-consistent edges (edges which are part of some wo -+ w... path Ai E A), 
but which is itself not an element of A. 
Can we obtain CA from C by a sequence of: 
(1) pruning directed edges and positions, 
(2) combining positions, 
(3) removal and addition of undirected edges? 
To be able to answer Yes to this question we must be able to remove this wo -+ w. path 
from C by such a sequence, since this path cannot exist in CA. So consider each aspect 
of the process in turn: 
(3) Our wo -- w,,. path does not utilise any undirected edges, so removal or addition of 
such edges will not help us to remove our wo -- w,, path, 
(1) All edges on our wo --4 w. path are used by elements of A, so we cannot prune 
them. Similarly all positions on our path separate edges used by elements of A, so 
are themselves needed by elements of A, and so we cannot prune them, 
(2) Combining positions cannot decrease the number of wo -+ w,,,, paths in a CEG (or 
replace wo -a w. paths by others), so we cannot remove our wo -4 w,,. path by 
doing this. Neither can we combine combining of positions with pruning some edges 
entering or leaving these positions, since the edges will still be required by elements 
of A. 
Therefore, we cannot remove our wo -4 w,,. path by a sequence (1), (2), (3). Therefore we 
cannot obtain CA from C by a sequence (1), (2), (3). 
13 
Note: We have already shown that if we cannot obtain CA from C by a sequence (1), (2), (3), 
then CA has additional positions which are the result of splitting positions in C. 
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What does this mean? 
It means that when we observe A (or condition on A), what we actually need to do 
is produce a conditioned-CEG CA. If and only if A is intrinsic to C, can we produce 
CA directly from C by a sequence (1), (2), (3), rather than having to go back to the 
original Tree. 
So, if A is intrinsic to C, we can create an algorithm which allows us to obtain CA from 
C in a way which could be described as updating C following observation or propagating 
probabilities on C. 
4.7 An algorithm for propagation following observation of intrinsic events 
Proposition 12: 
For an event A=U E1 Aj, intrinsic to a CEG C, and where the expression *e(W2 I wl) (the 
edge-probability of the edge e(wl, w2) in the conditioned CEG CA) has a valid meaning: 
/ iris I A(e(wl, w2))) / *elw2 I w1) - ýA Aýwl)ý ýelw2 I WO (A) ý 
_ 
EiEI 7r(? i, A(e(w1, w2))) (B) 
-EiEI 
7r('\i, A(wl)) 
Note that the positions w1, w2 in the expression *e(W2 I wl) will be those in CA that 
correspond to the positions w1, w2 in C- they may not have the same labels! 
Proof: 
7re(w2 I w1) = 7r(A(e(wl, w2)) I A(wl)) (Result 3 from section 3.6) 
So: 
*e(W2 I w1) _ ir(A(e(wl, w2)) 
I A, A(wl)) 
_ 
ir(A, A(wi), A(e(wi, w2))) (4.7.1) 
7r (A, A(wi)) 
ir(A I A(wi), A(e(wl, w2))) ir(A(e(w1, w2)) I A(wi)) 
7r(A I A(wi)) 
But A(e(wl, w2)) C A(wi), so A(wi) f1 A(e(wl, W2)) = A(e(wl, w2)), implying that 
7r(A j A(wi), A(e(wi, w2))) _ 7r(A I A(e(wi, w2))) and hence: 
ýe(W2 I w1) = 
_(A I 
A(e(wl, w2))) 
Ire(w2 I wi) (A) 
ir(A I A(wi)) 
We have already noted that A(e(wl, w2)) C A(wl). One consequence of this is that 
A fl A(wl) fl A(e(wl, W2)) =A fl A(e(wl, w2)), and hence we can rewrite expression (4.7.1) 
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as: 
ýre(w2 I wi) _ 
ir1A, A(e(wi, w2))) 
ir(A, A(wi)) 
_ 
r(UiEI Ai, A(e(wi, W2))) 
lr(UiEI %i, A(wl)) 
ir(UiEI(A , 
A(e(wi, w2)))) 
ir(UiEI(Ai, A(wi))) 
since the events JA i} are disjoint 
Ei¬i ir(, \i, A(e(wl, w2))) (B) 
F, 
iEI ir(, 
Ni, A(wl)) 
since the events {(Ai, A(e(wl, w2)))} and {(Ai, A(wl))} are disjoint. 
0 
Note that if Ak does not utilise the edge e(wi, w2) then 7r(? k, A(e(wl, w2))) = 0. Similarly, 
if Ak does not pass through wl then 7r(Ak, A(wl)) = 0. Hence E EI 1r(Ai, 
A(e(wl, w2))) 
is simply summing the probabilities of those .vEA that utilise the edge e(wi, w2), 
and Fjc j ir(ai, A(wi)) is simply summing the probabilities of those ?EA that pass 
through wl. 
These facts make both the construction and use of an algorithm for propagation following 
observation of Intrinsic events very straightforward. 
Algorithm 
Following our observation of the event A= Uic, A intrinsic to the CEG C, we construct 
CA, the CEG conditioned on the event A, as follows: 
(1) Remove all undirected edges from the CEG 
(2) All positions and edges which do not lie on a wo -+ w,,. path )E{? i}iE!, are pruned 
(3) Each remaining edge is updated as: 
ire(w2 I wl) = 
EIEI ir(? i, A(e(wl, W2))) 
LEI 7r(Ai, 
Awl)) 
(4) In our updated graph any positions which are now equivalent are combined into a 
single position. Any positions which are now stage-equivalent are connected by an 
undirected edge, and edges are coloured as appropriate (see Definition 13). 
Note that if all AE{. 1, }; EI which pass through wl, also pass through e(wl, w2), then we 
have An A(wi) = Aft A(e(wi, w2)) and hence fre(w2 I w1) = 1. 
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Example 3: Another look at the Blood condition example 
Returning to the Blood Condition example from section 4.3, and considering the obser- 
vation that a patient is in group yr or zr, can we use our new algorithm to construct a 
CEG conditioned on this event? 
We 
Wln! 
w, 
Figure 17: CEG showing component paths of A 
Now A= U6_ 1 , \i, where: 
Al = ym'rd A3 = ymrd A5 = zm'rd 
A2 = ym'rd A4 = ymrd' A6 = zm'rd' 
The subgraph GA(C) defined by A is given in Figure 18 (with the addition of edge numbers 
to aid the analysis): 
w6 
Wint 
w, 
Figure 18: The subgraph GA(C) 
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Now every Ai EA is a wo -+ w,,. path in GA(C), and every wo -+ w,, path in GA(C) is a 
A, E A, so A is intrinsic to C, and we can use our algorithm. 
Algorithm steps (1) and (2) give the graph in Figure 18. Algorithm step (3) gives: 
frea(woo I W6) - 
7(A1) + 7r(A3) + ir(A5) 
7r(A) 
030506012 + 03(1 - 
05)09012 + 040506012 
030506012 + 0305061 - 012 + 03(1 - 05 09012 +"""+ 040506012 + 
= 012 using probabilities from Figure 2 
kq(w I w6) =1- 012 
Also: 
irer(w6 I w5) = 
r(A3)+Ir(e\4) 
=1 7r(A3) + 7r(A4) /1A4) 
ire6(w6 I W4) = 
ir(A1) + ir`A2) + ir1A51 + ir() 
-1 
7r(A1) + 7r(A2) + 7r(, \5) + 7(A6) 
irea (W4 I W2) = 
Ir (/, \5) +'9(, N6) 
=1 
7r(A5) + -7r(A6) 
'rea (w5 I wl) _ 
7r(A3) + 7r(A4) 
, 
\1) + 7r(A2) + 7r(A3) + 7r(A4) 
_ 
03(1 - 05)09012 + 03 1- 05)091 - 012) 
030506012 + 030506(1 - 012) + 03(1 - 05)09012 + 03(1 - 05)09(1 - 012) 
_ 
(1-05)09 
0506 -i' (1 - 85)09 
7r(k) 
ýea(w4 I w1) 
7r(k) + 7r(-\2) 
7r(A1) + 7r(A2) + 7C(A3) + 7r(A4) 
05e6 
8506+ (1 - 05)89 
42(W2 I WO) = 
lr(A5) + ir`A6) 
7r(A) 
_ 
040506 
030506 + 03(1 - 05)09 + 040596 
7r(, \1) + 7r(, \2) + 7r(, \3) + 7r(, \4) 
ýel / lwi 
(wo) = 
7r(, \1) 
ir(A) 
_ 
030506 + 03(1 - 05)09 
830506 + 03(1 - 05)09 + 049596 
The graph following algorithm step (3) is given in Figure 19 (where 03 = Orel (WI I wo), 
04 = ire2(w2 I wo), and 05 = Ire3(w4 I w1) ): 
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(Z)5 
Figure 19: Graph following Algorithm step (3) 
ý^', ý. 
Algorithm step (4) (with relabelling of positions) gives us Figure 20; and Figure 21 shows 
our conditioned CEG CA in the same format as the original CEG in Figure 1: 
Wi 
V% 
W2 
Figure 20: CEG following completion of our algorithm 
Wi 
w 
W2 
Figure 21: Conditioned CEG CA 
wirf 
Went 
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We have stated that the graph produced by this new algorithm is CA. This statement 
needs to be justified: 
Steps (1) and (2) of the algorithm give us a graph with the same topology as GA(C) (see 
Definition 25). A is intrinsic to C so this graph is such that: 
(i) every At EA is a wo -+ w... path 
(ii) every wo -+ w. path is a Ai EA (see Definition 26) 
So the graph after steps (1) and (2) is one that contains exactly those positions and edges 
from C which lie on wo -+ w.. ) paths Ai E {Ai}iE1. 
Step (4) uses the principles of equivalence and stage-equivalence from chapter 2 to combine 
positions or add undirected edges between positions as appropriate. Hence the graph 
produced after step (4) is a CEG. 
As this graph is derived from C, it has the same ordering as T and hence as TA. From 
Definition 9 in chapter 2, it is clear that for any Tree T, there exists only one possible 
CEG C(T) whose ordering is consistent with that of T. Hence there is only one possible 
CEG CA(TA) with ordering consistent with TA, so the CEG resulting from our algorithm 
is CA. 
This is in fact sufficient, but we can readily demonstrate that the edge-probabilities given 
in Proposition 12 and in our algorithm are exactly those that we would get if we started 
solely with Definitions 27 and 28: 
Consider a set {(v,., v;. )},. ER of pairs of adjacent vertices in TA, such that the edges 
{e(vr, v; )} in TA all correspond to the edge e(wl, w2) in CA. Then by the definition 
of CA: 
fre(w2 I wl) _ ýre(vr I vr) Vr ER 
Consider two pairs (v v', ) and (vt, v't) from our set of pairs. Then: 
te(va I vs) ýre(vt I Vt) 
EIEI 7r(%i, A(e(y3, ya))) 
_ 
EiEj ir(Aii, A(e(yt, yt))) 
EIEI ir(A1, A(v3)) EIEI ir(A1, A(vt)) 
Letting the respective numerators and denominators in this expression be A, B, C and D, 
we get: 
ABA A+B 
e= i5 ... C=C+D 
Generalising this result we get: 
ýr (VI I vs) _ 
ý; 
rER 
EiE7 7rl, \i, =_(e(yr_ ür))) 
ErER EIEI ir(Ai, A(vr)) 
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Now, for fixed i, r: 
So: 
Ai f1 A(vr) -{ 
ýi 
7r(A n A(Vr)) _{ 
"(O i) 
if A2 passes through v, 
otherwise 
if ai passes through v, 
otherwise 
By the relationship between the set {v,. } and the position wi, Ai can pass through no 
more than one yr for rER (Note: This relies on the assumption that two vertices in a 
Tree lying on the same path cannot be equivalent - see chapter 2). So for fixed i: 
1: ir(Ai) if )ti passes through one of the yr (r E R) ý(ai fl A(vr)) 0 otherwise 
rER 
1: 
7r(Ai f A(vr)) = 7r(Ai, 
U A(vr)) 
rER rER 
and similarly for Al (1 A(e(vr, 
v)). 
So: 
te(va ý vs) 
EiEI7rl>i, UrER A(e(yr, yr))) 
EIEI 7r(Ait Ur¬R A(vr)) 
7fe(w2 wl) - 
EiE7 7r(Ai, UrER A(e(yr, yr))) 
EIEI ir(Ai, UrER A(vr)) 
But A(wi) = UrER A(vr) (section 3.2) and analogously 
A(e(wi, W2)) = UrER A(e(vr, vT)) , giving: 
ýe(w2 I wi) _E 
EI 7r1Ai, 
A(e(wi, W2))) 
EIEI 7r(, \i, A(wi)) 
as required. 
4.8 Local Message Passing: General observation Sets 
As with our previous algorithm (sections 4.2 and 4.5) we can rewrite our new algorithm 
so that it is more directly comparable to the LMP algorithms used for propagation on 
BNs. Interestingly, we cannot easily adapt our original LMP algorithm from section 4.5 
for use with general observation sets, and the reason for this is as follows: 
We have noted that if A is of the form A= UW EWX A(wa), then we can write 
, P(w) = ir(A J w) for any w -< Wx. We can do this because for wl -< W2 - Wa and 
Wi ' W2 we have: 
7r(A(wa) I A(e(wi, w2))) = ir(A(wa) I A(wi), A(e(wi, w2))) 
since A(e(wi, W2)) C 
A(wl), so A(wl) fl A(e(wi, W2)) = A(e(wi, w2)) 
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_ ir(A(wa) I A(w2)) 
(see proof of Corollary 2 in section 4.2) 
So for A= UW Eßt-. V 
A('u ). expression (A) from Proposition 12 in section 4.7 reads: 
*e(w2 I WI) - 
7r (A ý A(w2)) 
7fe(w2 I WI) 
7r(n A(wl)) 
(which is expression (1) from Corollary 3 of section 4.2). But if A 54 A(wa) for some 
wl -< W2 wQ (or a union of such events), we cannot in general write: 
7r(A I A(e(wi, w2))) = ir(A I A(w2)) 
and cannot consequently simplify expression (A) from Proposition 12 in section 4.7. 
Example 4: 
0.5 
WO 
W, 
Figure 22: CEG for Example 4 
Consider the values of ir(A I A(e(wl, w2))) and T(A I A(w2)) for the CEG in Figure 22, 
where A is the event outlined in green: 
7r(A I A(e(w,, w2))) 
7r (A, A(e(wi, W2))) 
7r(A(e(wi, w2))) 
0.2 
_=1 0.2 
whereas 
ir(A I A(w2)) _ 
_(A, A(wa)) 
ir(A(w2)) 
0.3+0.2 
=1=0.5 
In fact, as we will see, we can use an almost identical process for general observation 
sets, but the justification of the method is very subtle and requires us to consider the 
underlying Tree T of our CEG C. 
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So, consider a CEG C, and an event A intrinsic to C. Let T be the Probability Tree 
associated with C (see Definition 9), TA the Probability 'Tree associated with CA, and 
T(A) the subtree of T containing only those root-to-leaf paths in A. T(A) differs from TA 
in that the former retains the edge-probabilities from T. 
Recall that GA(C) is C with all undirected edges removed, and all positions and edges 
not lying on a wo -+ w,,,, path in A removed (Definition 25 from section 4.6). As in 
section 4.5, positions from W(C) are here labelled simply as w, and positions downstream 
from but adjacent to a specified w are labelled w'. 
The Algorithm: 
(1) Produce GA(C). 
Backward step: 
(2) Let the emphasis of wem, D (wem) = 1. 
(3) For any edge e(w, w00) in GA(C) terminating in wem, let the potential 
Te(woo I w) = 7Te(woo ( W)- 
(4) For any position w whose outgoing edges all terminate in wem, let the emphasis 
4D(w) = Ee re(w,, o I w). Once a position w has been assigned an emphasis we say 
that w is accomodated. 
(5) For any position w whose outgoing edges all terminate in accomodated positions, let 
, r, -(w' 
I w) = ire(w' I w) 1(w'). 
(6) For any position w whose outgoing edges all terminate in accomodated positions, let 
«v) = EeTe(w' W)- 
(7) Repeat steps (5), (6) until all positions are accomodated. 
Forward step: 
(8) For any edge e(w, w') in GA(C), replace -re(w' I w) by: 
fre(w, w) = 
re(W' 1 w) 
41) (w) 
(9) In the graph produced by steps (1) to (8), any positions which are now equivalent 
are combined into a single position. Any positions which are now stage-equivalent 
are connected by an undirected edge, and edges are coloured as appropriate (see 
Definition 13). 
Note that as we move forward through GA(C) (step (8)) the updated probabilities of 
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wo -+ w subpaths will be of the form: 
irµ(w 1 w0) - 
Ilire(wii-1 1 wi) 
i=0 
and we get: 
irµ(w I wo) 
µE{µ(wo, w)} 
A version of this algorithm also appears in [63], which also includes a pseudo-code version 
of the algorithm. 
We claim that *e(w' I w) as assigned in step (8) is the correct updated edge-probability; 
that is: 
*e(w w) - 
7r (A I A(e(w, w'))) 7re(w w) 7r(A I A(w)) 
from Proposition 12 in section 4.7. 
Proof: 
Consider a position wEC (w E GE(C)) corresponding to a set of situations/vertices 
{v; } E T. Then the subtrees rooted in each vi are identical both in topology and in their 
edge-probabilities. 
If there is a subpath p(wo, w) which is not part of a wo -+ wc,,, path in A (ie. µ(wo, w) 
exists in C, but not in GA(C)) then there will exist a subset of {vj} which does not exist 
in TA (or T(A)). We split the set {vi} into: 
{vi}{EI vertices existing in TA 
{v1}=EJ vertices not existing in TA 
Because A is intrinsic to C, the subtrees in T(A) rooted in each vi E {vj}jEI are also 
identical both in topology and in their edge-probabilities that they retain from T. 
Suppose there exists an edge e(w, w') in C, then for each vi E {vi}, there exists an edge 
e(v;, v; ) in T corresponding to this edge. Note that: 
A(w) =U A(vi) 
iEIUJ 
A(e(w, w')) =U A(e(vi, vs)) 
iEIUJ 
Note also that: 
We(viI vi)_ý'e(w w) ViEIUJ 
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and since the subtrees in T(A) rooted in each vi E {vz}jEI are identical, we also have: 
7r (A I A(vi)) _ 7r (A I A(vj)) for i, jEI 
(zr(A I A(vi)) is the sum of the probabilities of all the µ(v;, vleu f) subpaths in T(A)] 
Clearly therefore also: 
7r (A, A(e(vi, v: )) I A(vi)) = 7r (A, A(e(vj, vj)) I A(vj)) for i, jEI 
[ir(A, A(e(v;, vs)) ( A(vi)) is the sum of the probabilities of all the µ(vs, e(v=, v=), vý, vieaf) 
subpaths in T(A)] 
So: 
ir(A I A(e(w, w'))) 
ire(w I w) _ 
ir(A I A(w), A(e(w, w'))) ir(A(e(w, w')) I A(w)) 
ir(A I A(w)) 7r(A I A(w)) 
since A(w) J A(e(w, w')) in C 
_ 
ir(A, A(w), A(e(w, w'))) 
ir (A, A(w)) 
_ 
ir(A, UiEJUJ[A(vi), A(e(vi, vi'))]) 
7r(A, UiEIUJ A(vi)) 
(an expression evaluated on T) since A(vi) fl A(e(vj, vsj)) _0 for ij 
F, 
iEtUJ ir(A, 
A(yi), A(e(vi, y))) 
r-iEIUJ ir(A, A(vi)) 
But A fl A(vi) _ for vi E {vi}iEJ , so this equals: EiEI ir(A, A(y1), A(e(vi, vi))) 
EIEI r(A, A(vi)) 
E 
17r(A, 
A(e(yi, yi)) I A(yi)) ir(A(yi)) 
EiEI7r(A I A(vi)) ir(A(vi)) 
7C(A, A(e(vj, vj)) I A(vj)) EIEI 7r(A(yi)) 
7r(A I A(vj)) EiEI 7r(A(vi)) 
for any vj E {vi}iEI 
ir(A, A(e(yj, yj)) I A(yj)) 
7r(A I A(vj)) 
for any vj E {vi}iEI 
We now turn our attention to the terms in the algorithm: 
Consider positions wE GA(C), all of whose outgoing edges terminate in w... Then: 
ý(w) 
_ 
1: 
Te(Woo I w) 
_ 7re(woo I w) in GA(C) 
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Now each edge e(w, wem) in GA(C) corresponds to an edge e(vi, viea f) in T(A), and has the 
same probability as this edge. So this sum is equal to the sum of the probabilities of all 
the e(vi, vie6 f) edges in T(A). That is: 
(P(w) = ir(A I A(vi)) 
for any vi E {vi}iEl 
We claim that '(w) = 7r(A I A(vf)) (vi E {v=}=EI) for all wE GE(C), where {va}iEl is the 
set of vertices in T(A) corresponding to w. 
We prove this by induction: 
Step 1. 
Let vlea f be a vertex in T(A) (corresponding to wem). Then (D(w,,, ) =1= ir(A I A(vje(f)). 
Also, as we have just seen, if w is such that all of its outgoing edges terminate in w00, 
then 4ý(w) = ir(A I A(v; )). 
Step 2. 
Suppose wE GA(C) has a set of outgoing edges {e(w, w')} terminating in a set of 
positions {w'}. Each of these edges in turn corresponds to a set of edges {e(v;, vi')} 
in T(A). So, if we choose a specific v2 corresponding to w, then we will have a specific v. ý 
corresponding to w'. 
But, as with w, w' will correspond to a set of vertices in T some of which exist in TA, and 
some of which do not. Let the former set be {vZ}jEp. 
Now suppose that for each w' E {w'}, we can write D(w') _ 7r(A I A(vi')), for 
any vý E {vý}; EI'. Then if we choose a specific vi E T(A) corresponding tow E GA(C), then 
our consequent v; corresponding to w' will exist in T(A), and so be a member of {V3tEjr. 
Hence we can write' (w') = ir(A I A(v! )) for this vti. 
So: 
ý(w) _ 1: TeW I w) 
e 
E ire `w' I W) "D (WI) e 
As the edge e(w, w') E GA(C) has the same probability as the edge e(vi, va) in T(A), and as 
there is a 1: 1 correspondence between edges e(v2, va) and vertices vý (since we are working 
on a Tree), we can therefore write: 
ý(w) _ E7re(v= I vi) 7r(A I A(v=)) evaluated on T(A) 
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for any v; E {v; }IEl and vý E {vt I e(vi, vý) exists in TA}. 
So: 
ir(e(vi, vi)) I A(vi)) 7r (A ý A(vi)) 
Vf 
But A(v'j) = A(e(vi, v'j)) C A(vi) in a Tree, so this equals: 
7r(A(e(vi, vi)), A(vi) 1 A(vi)) ir (A 1 A(vi), A(e(vi, vi)), Awi)) 
vi 
= ir (A, A(e(vi, vi)), A(vi) 1 A(vi)) 
= ir(A, A(e(vi, vi)) ( A(vi)) 
vz 
lr(A, U A(e(vi, vý)) I A(vi)) 
V! 
But as this union is over {vj' I e(vi, v; ) exists in TA}, An 
[Uvý A(e(vi, vy))] =A fl A(v1), 
and hence: 
4)(w) = ir(A, A(vi) I A(vi)) 
= 7r (A I A(v=)) 
We now turn our attention to the potentials: 
Te(w' I w) = ire(v I w)'DW) 
= 7re(vi I vii) ir(A I A(v)) 
for any vi E {vi}; EI and vý E {vs I e(vs, vi') exists in TA} 
= ir(A(e(vi, vti)) I A(vi)) ir(A I A(vti)) 
But A(vi) = A(e(vi, vs)) C A(vi) in a Tree, so this equals: 
7r (A(e(vi, vi)), A(vi) I 
A(vi)) 7r (A ( A(vi), A(e(vi, vi')), A(vi)) 
= 7r(A, A(e(vi, vi)), A(vi) I A(vi)) 
_ 7r (A, A(e(vi, vý)) A(v2)) 
o 
Substituting our new expressions for the emphasis i(w) and the potential Te(w' I w) into 
the expression in step (8) of the algorithm, we get: 
*e(w' I w) _ 
r, (W, I w) 
, qý(w) 
_ 
ir(A, A(e(yi, yi )) I A(yi)) 
,r (A I A(vi)) 
_ 7r(A 
I A(e(w, w'))) ire(w I w) 0 ir(A I A(w)) 
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We conclude this section with a context-free example illustrating our new LMP algorithm. 
A slight variation of this example appears in [63]. 
Example 5: 
Consider the CEG in Figure 23: 
e, 
WC 
Figure 23: CEG C for our example 
w n, 
Note that each edge has been labelled with a probability ire(w' I w), and each position 
with a probability 7r(A(w)). We consider the event A outlined in green in Figure 24: 
e4 
WO 
Figure 24: CEG C with event A indicated 
Wint 
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W3 M3) W5 (8207 + 8309) 
W3 W5 
Step (1) of the LMP algorithm gives us GA(C), shown in Figure 25: 
W- 
WS 
Figure 25: GA(C) for the event A 
Went 
Steps (2) through (7) give us the graph in Figure 26, in which the potentials Tr(w' I w) 
and emphases 4)(w) have been added to the edges and positions of GA(C): 
64 "' e15010 + 011) 
a 
Wi 
70 
0^; 
a1, ß 810 + e 
w4 s, o 
0 egý6, o g,, 
we 
66(8,0+e)+679,3 wý 
02[6. (6,0+ell) +e7e, 3l 
eýýea + 05(810 + 
+ 02[06(0,0 + e) + 876,3] 
WS e, 3 
Figure 26: GA (C) with potentials and emphases added 
Step (8) puts updated probabilities 2re(w' I w) onto the edges of GA(C) to give us the 
updated CEG shown in Figure 27: 
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841 094 4 85(810 + (1)) 
W 
Wint 
e, [e4 t es(e, o + e)] 1 (e, (e4 + es(010 + ell)] + 82(06(9,0 + e) + e7e, al) I' WS 
02[06(0,0 + e) + ", sl 1(01[84 + 85(810 + e)l + 82[96(0,0 + (1) + (4013]) 
Figure 27: Updated CEG (with unchanged position labels) 
We can check these updated edge-probabilities using the expression: 
ýe(w' I w) _ 
7r (A I A(e(w, w'))) 
, re(w' I w) 
7r (A I A(w)) 
so for example: 
ir(A I A(e(wi, w4))) *e(W4 I wl) _ ir(A A(wl)) ýe(w4 wl) 
_ 
ir(A, A(e(w1, w4))) 
x 7re(w4 I WO 
(A(e(wl, w4))) 
j 
[ir(AA(wi)Y11 
(A(wi)) 
[[0105(910+011)1 (01(04+05(010+011))11 
x05 
0105 J IL e1 JJ 
05(010 + 011) 
 
04 + 05(010 + ell) 
It is interesting to compare the CEG C with the Tree T (shown in Figure 28, with T(A) 
outlined in green). Note that: 
W4 corresponds to {v4 } and that v4, v4 exist in TA, but that v4 does not. 
Notice that the subtrees rooted in v4 and vy in T(A) are identical. 
Note also that: 
w5 corresponds to {v5} and that v5 exists in TA, but that v5 does not. 
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Vinf 2 
vc 
Figure 28: Tree T with T(A) outlined in green 
We see that: 
11w4) =1910+811=7r(A Iv4) =ir(A Iv4) 
ir(A v4) _0 ß(w4) 
7f(A w4) = 
(0105 + 0206)(010 + 011) 
4D(w4) 0105 + 9206 + 0308 
Similarly: 
ýýw5ý = 013 = 7r(A I v5) 
ir(A ý v5) =0 ýý(w5) 
0207013 
/ irýA w5ý - j4 ý(w5) 0207 + 0309 
So, for wEC corresponding to {vi} E T, 1(w) = 7r(A vi) for v2 E {vj}iEI, vertices 
existing in Tx (r(A I vi) =0 for vi E {vZ}iEj, vertices not existing in TA). But unlike for 
events of the type described in section 4.5, -1)(w) is not in general equal to ir(A I w). 
It has been argued (for example by Finn Jensen, in discussion with Jim Smith), that 
from a computing point of view, changing the topology of a graph is more expensive than 
changing probabilities on the graph's topology. Now, the pruning of vertices and edges in 
the early steps of our algorithms is not a major difficulty, but the combining of positions 
in the final step of our algorithms will be computationally expensive. 
As it happens, this is not really a problem, as the updated graph prior to this final 
step, although not usually a CEG (as I have defined one), none-the-less contains all the 
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information present in the final graph (combining positions, adding undirected edges and 
colours is done by the analyst from observation of the penultimate graph), and hence for 
propagation purposes at least, can be used instead of the final CEG. In fact this graph has 
many useful theoretical properties as we will see in the next chapter, where it is formally 
defined as the Derived Graph conditioned on A. 
4.9 Dynamic propagation on CEGs 
Typically, BNs are static in that they represent the relationships between variables either 
at some specific time, or for all time. Many processes however involve changes in the 
values of some variables over time, and this has led to the development of Dynamic BNs 
(DBNs), which typically might look like the graph in Figure 29 below: 
Figure 29: A Dynamic Bayesian Network 
This DBN consists of a sequence of time slices - static BNs connected by temporal 
links [26]. The static BNs each obey the same set of conditional independence state- 
ments (ie. they have the same topology). Note that the edges joining the time slices only 
connect together a subset of the vertices in any time slice. 
In principle, one could draw the complete DBN, but for obvious reasons analysis tends 
to concentrate on a window of two or more time slices, from which previous time slices 
have been pruned. We could visualise this as taking a sequence of camera snapshots 
along the length of the DBN. For this reason these graphs are often called Dynamic 
time-sliced BNs. 
Note that any information present in the pruned part of the DBN that is needed for 
current or future analysis must exist somehow in the current window. Also, DBNs 
need to obey the Markov property that the future is independent of the past given the 
present. We can see this in Figure 29, as the time slice consisting of the static BN 
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ý. lv! C7(l) C(2) 
{A(1), B(1), C(1), D(1)} separates the static BN {A(0), B(O), C(O), D(O)} from the static 
BNs {A(i), B(i), C(i), D(i)}i>2. 
Propagation on DBNs involves the observation of values of a subset of the variables in 
the static BNs at each time point and updating beliefs about the system. Clearly, an 
observation of D(2) in Figure 29 for example, will have consequences for our beliefs about 
the values of A(2), B(2), C(2), but also about the values of variables in time slices 1 
and 3. The Junction Tree algorithms described in section 4.1 can be adapted to produce 
algorithms for propagation on DBNs. A good description of the theory of Dynamic 
Bayesian Networks is available in [27]. 
Similar principles can be applied both to create dynamic CEGs, and to propagate infor- 
mation on these graphs. In fact the two processes are effectively one as I show below. 
The remainder of this section offers an introduction to dynamic CEGs - the development 
of the theory is a task which Jim Smith and I will be tackling in the near future. 
Like the DBN, we can envisage the dynamic CEG as a sequence of connected static CEGs 
(each of whose paths have not been constrained to converge to a single sink-vertex), and 
in principle (as with DBNs) we could draw the complete dynamic CEG. The problems 
here are more severe than those encountered when attempting to draw a complete DBN: 
Obviously this latter graph represents all information at all times, but to do this in our 
dynamic CEG, it must include wo -+ w,,, paths representing all possible developments of 
the system, which would result in a vast unmanageable graph. Instead (as with DBNs) 
we consider time-sliced dynamic CEGs. 
The simplest case to consider is where our observations within each static CEG are 
of events that can be expressed in the form A= UWEWX A(w), which as indicated in 
section 4.2 are often the type of events one would be analysing if one was working 
with a BN. 
We call our first time slice or static CEG C[1], and let it be such that W(C[1]) contains 
all wE W1, where our first observation will be of the event Al = UWEW1 A(w). We then 
observe the first event A,, and update our static CEG: C'[1] = C[1] I Al. 
Note that the learning process here helps us to decrease complexity and keep the CEG 
manageable: C'[1] is always simpler than C[1] since we prune branches stemming from 
edges with zero probabilities (no such pruning process is possible on a BN). 
We now create a CEG C[2] such that W(C[2]) contains all wE W2, where our second 
observation will be of the event A2 = UWEW2 A(w). C[2] is created not by extending C[1], 
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but by extending C'[1] downstream. We then observe the second event A2, and update: 
C'[2] = C[2] I A2. 
So the learning process here actually defines our dynamic CEG, as each new time slice 
is created by conditioning an earlier time slice on our observation. Also, this is dynamic 
learning as each new observation Ai allows us to update our CEG and prune all redundant 
branches. We can of course prune previous time slices, as all necessary information will be 
stored in the set of positions W1_1 (a consequence of the results produced in chapter 3). 
As already indicated, the key point here is that learning actually reduces the complexity 
of the CEG, which is not the case for DBNs, where the triangularisation required as new 
variables arrive tends to increase average clique size, which decreases the efficiency of the 
propagation algorithm ([44]). 
Clearly, as the CEG is much more flexible than the BN, we do not have to confine ourselves 
to events that can be expressed as A=U A(w). Fast Junction Tree algorithms for BNs 
assume that observations need to be of subsets of the variables depicted by the vertices 
of the BN. This is not the case with a dynamic CEG where our observations can be of 
any set of paths within our static CEG or time slice. Moreover, there is no need for our 
static CEGs all to have the same topology - this topology could change with time, and 
in principle this would cause us no real extra difficulties in analysis. Clearly the CEG is 
an ideal vehicle for the learning of both symmetric and asymmetric models in dynamic 
contexts. 
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5. Causal manipulation of Chain Event Graphs 
5.1 Introduction 
The study of Causality dates back to Hume who published [20] in 1739 and [21] in 1748, 
but for practical purposes, the first work on the subject of major statistical significance was 
by Granger, who defined causality in terms of a type of temporal association in 1969 [17]. 
Granger-causality is still used, but others since then have developed the analysis of cause 
and effect and taken it in several different directions (for example [47][46]). 
Interest in the subject has flourished since the late 1980s, with much of the impetus 
coming from practitioners in econometrics and computer science who wished to do more 
than simply reveal correlations between variables. Much of the development of the theory 
has happened in parallel with that for graphical models, facilitated by the arrival of 
the d-separation theorem. A key publication here was Pearl's [40] which contained his 
formulation of the Back Door and Front Door theorems, as well as his rules of do calculus. 
Biometrika published nine replies to this paper and a rejoinder from Pearl. This paper, 
together with [57] by Spirtes et al (published two years earlier) and Pearl's [41], set the 
theory of Causality firmly within that for BNs. I hope however, in this chapter, to suggest 
that BNs are not the ideal graphical model for the analysis of cause and effect. 
Even in the last twenty years, researchers in different fields have approached the subject 
from many different angles. One useful line of enquiry is to attempt to deduce causes from 
observed effects. Closely related to this approach is counterfactual analysis. Counterfac- 
tuals are outcomes that would have been observed had the world developed differently - 
assertions of the form if X had been the case, then Y would have happened, when it is 
known to be false that X is the case [11]. The use of counterfactual analysis in the study 
of causality is widespread, but is not without its opponents. 
In [41], Pearl discusses a number of informal definitions of causality before focussing on 
how cause relates to control. It is this area on which I concentrate in this chapter, looking 
at the idea of cause and effect through the analysis of controlled models. 
So, in this context, what do we mean by saying that M is a cause of N? Consider 
the statement smoking causes cancer, and let A, B be random variables such that A 
takes values corresponding to the outcomes {subject is a non-smoker (ao), subject is a 
smoker (al)}; B takes values corresponding to the outcomes {subject does not develop 
lung cancer (bo), subject does develop lung cancer (b1)}. 
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Then our statement clearly does not mean ir(bl I al) = 1. But neither, in the sense used 
by most statisticians (and lawyers! ), does it mean 
7r(bi I al) > ir(bi I ao) 
The argument put forward by Pearl [41] is that we need to consider an intervention (or 
manipulation), such that our subject is made to smoke(! ) He calls this doing, and such 
an intervention could be written do A= al. Then we say that smoking causes cancer if: 
ir(bl I do al) > ir(bi I do ao) 
This is clearly an inequality based on probabilities of events rather than variables, but 
this hasn't hindered the development of BN-based (and hence variable-based) causal mod- 
elling: In the above example, one could equally argue that not smoking increases the 
probability of not developing lung cancer, and hence: 
7r(bo I do ap) > 7r(bo I do al) 
Putting together a set of such inequalities allows one to express our initial statement in 
terms of variables rather than events. 
The logical development from a BN which describes the relationships between (measure- 
ment) variables and whose ordering may be temporal (or follow some other rule), is the 
Causal Bayesian Network (CBN) [41] whose ordering is causal and whose topology adapts 
easily to intervention or manipulation. Dawid in [12] extends these ideas to causal mod- 
elling in a decision-theoretic framework (replacing the DAG of the BN with the DAG of 
an Influence Diagram). Lauritzen and Richardson [32] have further extended graphical- 
model-based causal analysis by applying it to Chain Graphs. 
As I have already implied, the idea of a cause and an effect really suggests an event-based 
approach to causal analysis, and an obvious candidate for this among graphical models is 
the Decision Tree. It is straightforward to think of a causal manipulation as the making of 
some decision, and also as such manipulations often induce some asymmetry in a problem, 
some form of tree would appear to be an ideal representation. Trees have an advantage 
(one that we can carry forward to CEGs) in that we can choose the level of detail we 
include in our representation - this will depend on how much we know/understand about 
the system and also what we intend to do to it. Problems arise however in producing a 
tree if our elicited explanation of the process is not a description of how things happen, 
or we do not know the order in which things happen. Also, the ordering of our elicited 
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tree may not be the most appropriate for analysing the effects of the manipulation we are 
intending to make. If the explanation of the process is not a description of how things 
happen, this may push the analyst towards using a BN, but analogously with the tree, the 
topology of the idle (or unmanipulated) BN may not lead easily to that of the appropriate 
CBN. 
Shafer [49] has led the way in causal analysis on trees (but see also [46]), but as noted 
in section 1.2, it is very difficult to extract the conditional independence properties of 
a system from a tree, and as Pearl [40] has demonstrated, these are very useful for the 
causal analyst. 
In [45], Smith and Riccomagno develop the ideas of causal analysis on CEGs from that 
of causal analysis on trees, much as the original conception of a CEG was developed 
through looking at the topology of trees. My approach to the topic is rather different: 
Anything that we observe about a system or do to a system will change the topology of 
a graphical representation of that system (see chapter 4), so I come to causal analysis on 
CEGs through looking at what happens to the topology of a CEG when we observe an 
event, and considering therefore what might happen to the topology if we manipulate to 
an event. I believe that conditioning and manipulating are in fact very closely related 
and that the process of updating our beliefs following a manipulation is necessarily very 
similar to that which happens following observation of an event. In his creation of a do 
calculus governing the analysis of causal effects, I believe Pearl [41] obscures this affinity. 
Dawid [12] believes such a do calculus is unnecessary, and argues that the tools used in the 
analysis of probabilistic (as opposed to causal) DAGs are sufficient for causal analysis also. 
Dawid does choose however to augment his DAGs with additional edges and parentless 
vertices when undertaking causal analysis, which I believe tends to obscure the closeness 
of the connection with conditioning on an event. Lauritzen [30] also uses augmented 
graphs which he calls intervention graphs. 
As BNs have become the favoured representation for what might be described as idle 
systems, so they have also become (as CBNs) the favoured representation for use with 
causal analysis. For this reason, where I compare my analysis of CEGs with the analysis 
of other authors, I focus on analysis on BNs, and in particular the ideas of Pearl [41][42] 
and how cause relates to control. Note also that this chapter is not based on [60], as the 
theory herein has developed in tandem with the idea that one can explain all aspects of 
a model by looking at the wo -> wo,, paths of the CEG. In this way also, my account of 
the causal analysis of CEGs diverges considerably from that in [45]. 
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5.2 Conditioning and manipulating 
As indicated in section 5.1, I believe that the acts of conditioning on and manipulating 
to an event are closely related, and I use some of this chapter to provide evidence for this 
view. I start with a very simple symmetric problem which can be represented both as a 
BN and as a CEG. So consider the BN in Figure 1, where A, B, C are binary variables. 
A 
B C 
Figure 1: Bayesian Network with three binary variables 
I wish to consider the manipulation whereby the variable B is set to a value corresponding 
to the outcome bo, and the effect on the variable C of this manipulation. Pearl would call 
this intervention do bo, and the effects of the intervention are given by expression (3.11) 
from [411: 
p xl,... ýn if x P(xl, 
.., X. 
I xi) = P(xt 
I PPQ. ) i-t (5.2.1) 
1 () if xi71'xi 
Here Xl,... X, a are a sequence of criterion variables; xl,... x,, and x= are a set of values 
of these variables; and P(xi,... xn xi) is the probability of achieving this set of values 
having manipulated X; to the value xi. P(x'i I pay) is the probability of Xi taking the 
value xf given that its parents among X1, ... X,, take values in the set xl,... xn. 
So here X1, X2, X3 - A, B, C and x2 corresponds to bo. If we consider values x1, x2, x3 
corresponding to a boc, then P(xl,... x,, ý I) becomes ir(a boc I do bo). Now if x2 corre- 
sponds to bo then X2 =B and the only parent of X2 among Xl, X2, X3 is A, so P(x I pa; ) 
becomes ir(bo ( a), and: 
r(a boc I do bo) - 
7r (a boc) 
ir(bo I a) 
Hence: 
7r(co I do bo) =f 
ir(aboco)1 
tx(bo I a} a 
_E 
[n(a) ir(bo I a)1r(co I abo)] 
n(bo I a) 
>7r(a) lr(co I abo) 54 lr(co I bo) a 
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Figure 2: CEG corresponding to BN in Figure 1 
Consider also the CEG in Figure 2 which represents the same model, and the event 
A= 1\l U A2 U A5 U A6. Following the argument laid out in chapter 2, we can label this 
event bo, since it is the union of all atomic events that pass through an edge labelled b0. 
Then GA(C) (Definition 25 from section 4.6) is as in Figure 3. Suppose we have observed 
A= b0; then we can update the CEG edge-probabilities using any of the algorithms from 
chapter 4. Using that from sections 4.2 and 4.4, we can write A= A(w3) U A(w5), so steps 
(1) and (2) give us GA(C) (reproduced in Figure 4 with edge-labels for convenience). 
w3 
w,,, 
w 
w., 
Figure 3: GAP for A= bo 
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WO 
W2 
Figure 4: GA (C) with edge-labels 
Step (3) gives: 
*es (woo 1 W3) _ ire5(woo 1 w3) _ Ir (CO 1 aobo) 
Similarly for *es (wem I W3), fr,, (w,,,, I w5) and *8(w em I W5)- 
Step (5C) gives: 
ftes(w3 I w1) _ 
flea(W5 I w2) =1 
Step (5) gives: 
ýet(Wi I wo) _ 
7(n I wl) 
ir(A wo) 
7r(w1 1 WO) 
_ 
ir(bo 1 ao) 
7r(a0) 
7r (bo) 
=ir(ao1bo) 
Similarly ire, (w2 I wo) = ir(ai I bo)" 
Step (6) gives us C, k as in Figure 5 (note new labelling of positions). 
ý. 
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Winf 
W2 
Figure 5: CA for A= bo 
Now suppose instead of conditioning on A, we manipulate the CEG via the intervention 
do A= do bo. Clearly our manipulated CEG CdoA (which will be formally defined in 
section 5.5.1) must, like CA, be derivable from the graph GA(C). 
Consider again expression (5.2.1). This gives: 
ir(aoboco I do bo) _ 
'r(aoboco) 
-7r(bo I ao) 
ir(Ai) 
7r(bo I ao) 
ir(ao) 7r(bo I ao) r(co I aobo) 
r(bo I ao) 
= ir(ao) 7r(co I aobo) 
But letting probabilities in CdoA be denoted *, we get: 
7r(aoboco I do bo) _ Ir(aoboco) 
= *el(W1 I wo) *e3(W3 I w1) ite5(Woo I W3) 
and as the criterion variable A is upstream of the criterion variable B, doing bo can have 
no effect on A, so fre, (wl I wo) = 7r(ao). Hence: 
7r(aoboco 1 do bo) = 7r(ao) x1x ires (woo 1 w3) 
ires(WOG 1 w3) = 7r (CO 1 aobo) 
Putting these edge-probabilities onto G; 1(C), we get Cdon as in Figure 6: 
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W3 
W, 
WZ 
Figure 6: Cdo A for A= bo 
Check: 
ir(co I do bo) = fr(co) 
= *(A1) + *(A5) 
1: ir(a) 7r (co Ia bo) 
a 
which agrees with the expression obtained using the BN in Figure 1. 
"'h'i 
nt 
Note that conditioning on A and manipulating to A have here given us CEGs CA and 
Cd. \ with the same topology, but different edge-probabilities on this structure. 
5.3 Defining a manipulation 
The example in the previous section poses an interesting question. Here, once we have 
removed edges which do not lie on a wo -+ w,,, path A3 E A, all edges except those 
manipulated (ie. e(u i, w3) and e(w2, w5) using the position-labelling of Figure 2) retain 
their original probabilities, unlike in the CEG CA. Is this generally the case? 
To be able to answer this question, we need to define what we mean by manipulating to an 
event A when A is intrinsic (Definition 26 in section 4.6). The preceding example involves 
the manipulation of a single criterion variable and it is fairly clear what we mean, especially 
as it coincides with Pearl's definition of manipulation of a BN. But consider the event 
A= Al U A2 U A3 U A5. GA(C) for this event is given in Figure 7: 
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w3 
V, 4" 
w, 
Figure 7: GA(C) for the event A= Al U A2 U A3 U A5 
h 
If 
Now, if we manipulate the CEG by doing A, it is clear that freg(w,,, I W4) = fte5(w5 I W2) 
_ fre9(w,,, I w5) = 1, but how do we assign the other probabilities? 
Well, we can define manipulation to A by stating that these retain their original proba- 
bilities. 
W3 
WC 
Wz 
Figure 8: Cdo 
,A 
for the event A= Al U A2 U A3 U . A5 
So we have CdoA as in Figure 8, and for example: 
7r (bo I do A) _E 7r (a boc I do A) 
a, c 
_ 1: fr(a NO 
a, c 
Wine 
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_ ir(ao) ir(bo I ao) 
E ir(c aobo) +7r(al) x1x1 
c 
_ ir(aobo) `F' 7r(al) 
If we consider CA for this event, then clearly the edges e5, e8 and e9 have probability 1. 
Also, using the algorithm from section 4.7, we get: 
ire6(woo I W3) _ 
7r(, \1) 
7r (A1) + 7r(-\2) 
ir(aoboco) 
7r(aobo) 
_ ir(co aobo) 
*e3(w3 I w1) _ 
ir(Al) + ir(A2) 
7r(A1) + ir(A2) + ir(A3) 
ir(aobo) 
7r(aobo) + n(aobico) 
ir(bo l ao) 
frel(wl I WO) = 
ir(Al)+ir(A2)+ir(A3) 
W(Al) + 7! (i 2) + 21(i\3) + 7r(A5) 
ir(aobo) + ir(aoblco) 
7r(aobo) + n(aoblco) + ir(alboco) 
54 7r(ao) 
But is our new definition consistent with Pearl's definitions? That is, if doing A can be 
expressed as the setting of a criterion variable to a particular value, can we state that all 
edge-probabilities that we assign to GA(C) are either 1 or the same as they were in C? 
Let us consider expression (5.2.1). Note that (xl,... x,, ) is an atomic event, and hence 
in our CEG Ca wo -+ w,,. path, which we will call A. Let this path pass through 
a set of positions {wo, wl, ... wn_i, woc} where the criterion variable 
for Wk is Xk+1 
(k = 0,1.... n- 1), and where the edge e(wk)wk+l) on this path A is associated with 
the value Xk+i = xk+l. 
In the expression for P(xz I pai), we can let pai = A(w=_1), and denote the edge 
leaving wt-1 corresponding to Xi = x'i by e(wi_1, wt). This gives us P(xi I pay) 
2r(A(e(wi_l, wi)) I A(wi_1)) = 7re(wi wi_1), the probability of this edge on the 
path A (using Result 3 from section 3.6). 
So expression (5.2.1) gives us that: 
7r (A I do Xi = x%) _ Pr (A) _ 
7r(A) 
7re(wi I wi-1) 
Now this is certainly consistent with our new definition, but we will also look at Pearl's 
alternative expression (3.10) (from [41]): 
P(xl,... xn (xi) = 
ýý 
$ 
P(xý I paj) 
if 
xi 
Xi 54 X1 
(5.2.2) 
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Using the reasoning employed above, we can write each P(xj I pad) as 7re(wj I wß_1) for 
some edge e(wj_l, wj) on path A, giving: 
ir(A I do Xi = xi) = ýr(A) _ 
H7re(wj I Wj-1) 
jai 
where the edges e(wj_l, wj) are the component edges of A. But clearly: 
and since ne(wi I wi_1) = 1, we can write: 
rIk(wj I wj-1) 
j oi 
So: 
*e(wj I wi-1) _ 
fl 
ire(wj I w. 7-1) 
j#i jai 
We can make this identity hold, simply by letting 7re(wj I wß_1) = lre(wj I wß_1) for 
all j i. 
So, if doing A can be expressed as the the setting of a criterion variable to a particular 
value, then all edge-probabilities can be made to be either 1 or the same as they were 
in C, and our definition is consistent with Pearl's. 
But events that can be expressed as the the setting of a criterion variable to a particular 
value constitute the major part of all events used in Causal analysis on BNs, and as we 
have just seen, producing a manipulated-CEG for this sort of event is almost trivial. 
It is worth stressing again here that, at least for intrinsic events, Cd0 A, like CA, can be 
derived quickly from GA(C), but it is a very much simpler task to update the probabilities 
on Cdo A than it is on CA. 
Having introduced the idea of manipulated CEGs, we now look at an example where the 
importance of a precise definition for our manipulation is made abundantly clear. 
5.4 Another look at the Machine example 
5.4.1 Our initial CEG 
We return here to the example first encountered in section 2.6 which is concerned with 
a fault-monitoring process in a production line (Example 4). For convenience we repeat 
the description of the process here: 
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A machine in a production line utilises two replaceable components M and N. Faults in 
these components do not automatically cause the machine to fail, but do affect the quality 
of the product, so the machine incorporates an automated monitoring system, which is 
completely reliable for finding faults in M, but which can detect a fault in N when it is 
functioning correctly. 
In any monitoring cycle, component M is checked first, and there are three initial possi- 
bilities: 
M, N checked and no faults found (ao on the CEG in Figure 9); M checked, fault found, 
machine switched off (al); M checked, no fault found, N checked, fault found, machine 
switched off (a2). 
If M is found faulty it is replaced and the machine switched back on (position wl), and N 
is then checked. N is then either found not faulty (bo), or faulty and the machine switched 
off (b1). 
If N is found faulty by the monitoring system, then it is removed and checked (positions w2 
and w3). There are then three possibilities, whose probabilities are independent of 
whether or not component M has been replaced: N is not in fact faulty, the 
machine is reset and restarted (co); N is faulty, is successfully replaced and the machine 
restarted (cl); N is faulty, is not replaced successfully and the machine is left off until the 
engineer can see it (c2). 
At the time of any monitoring cycle, the quality of the product produced (represented here 
by a binary criterion variable with do indicating a bad product and dl indicating a good 
product) is unaffected by the replacement of M unless N is also replaced. It is however 
dependent on the effectiveness of N which depends on its age, but also, if it is a new 
component, on the age of M; so: 7r(dl IM and N replaced) > rc(dl I only N replaced) > 
7r(dl IN not replaced). 
This scenario can be represented by the CEG in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows the same CEG 
with edge-probabilities added. 
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W4 
WO 
Figure 9: CEG for Machine Example 
W4 
WO 
Figure 10: CEG showing probabilities 
5.4.2 Conditioning on an event A 
Winf 
Winf 
We look first at simply conditioning on an event A= UjEI Aj (where {A2} is the set 
of root-to-sink paths in our CEG, and {Ai}iE! is some subset of this set), and use the 
algorithm from section 4.7 to construct CA, the CEG conditioned on the event A. We 
consider the event A=N is replaced, which is intrinsic to our CEG C. We can label our 
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atomic root-to-sink paths by: 
A1: aodo 
A2: aodl 
A3: a, bodo 
A4: albodl 
A5: alblcodo 
A6: alblcodl All: a2cpd1 
A7: alblcldo A12: a2cldo 
A8: alblcldl A13: a2cld1 
A9: alblc2 A14: a2c2 
A10: a2c0d0 
Then A= A7 U A8 U A12 U )13, and C^ is given in Figure 11 (where 0 is used for updated 
edge-probabilities) . 
(Z) 
11 
Figure 11: Conditioned CEG CA 
Here 
707) + 708) ý2 = 
7C(A7) + 7(A8) + 7r(A12) + 7r(A13) 
_ 
020507(011 + 012) 
020507(011 + 012) + 0307(013 + 014) 
0205 
8205 + 03 
03 ý3 
8265 + 03 
Also 
ir(A7) ýýý = ir(A7) + ir(A8) = eýý 
Similarly 
012 = 012,013 = 013,014 = 014 
Applying these results we get: 
ir(good product IN replaced) = 7r(dl I A) = ýr(dl) 
Winf 
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W3 1 W6 
(where * denotes a probability in the CEG CA) 
= 02 X1X1X 012 + 03 X1X 014 
0205012 + 03014 
0205 + 03 
5.4.3 Manipulating to an event A 
If we now consider the manipulation do A= do (N replaced), we immediately discover 
that, unlike conditioning on A, manipulating to A is not always a clearly defined process. 
Heckerman and Shachter in [19] point out that Pearl assumes that in systems which can 
be represented by BNs, each variable in a model can be manipulated to a set of possible 
values or left idle. This is clearly a restricted set of the possible interventions - as Dawid 
so aptly puts it in [11], one can set a patient's treatment to none by witholding it, wiring 
his jaw shut or killing him, and these are all different interventions. Dawid makes a 
similar point about the multiplicity of possible interventions in comments on Lauritzen 
and Richardsons' [32]. Interestingly, Heckerman and Shachter, who also follow a decision- 
theoretic approach, call on Savage [48] in their argument that consequences of an act 
(effects of an intervention) are deterministic functions of the act and the state of the 
world. The uncertainty arrives because we are uncertain about the state of the world. 
In the present case, do we mean: 
(a) Replace N whatever (and have an engineer present to ensure that the replacement is 
successful), or 
(b) Replace N if the monitoring system tells us that N is faulty (and have an engineer 
present to ensure that the replacement is successful), or 
(c) Replace N only if it is actually faulty (and have an engineer present to ensure that 
the replacement is successful)? 
Now, for symmetric models (those which can be completely specified by a BN), and for 
manipulations of the form do C= co (where C is a criterion variable equivalent to one 
of the vertex-variables in the appropriate BN), we would expect from the previous sec- 
tion the manipulated CEG Cdon to have essentially the same topology as the conditioned 
CEG CA, but to have simpler edge-probabilities in that all edges retain their initial prob- 
abilities except the manipulated edges which are given a probability of 1. 
Our model is not symmetric, and neither are we considering an atomic manipulation of 
the form discussed. Hence our Cdon is not going to be as simple as that just described. 
Our initial response to the question What do we mean by do (N replaced) ? is likely to 
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be (c), but in fact, as we will shortly see, this produces a CdoA further removed in topology 
from CA than that produced by either (a) or (b). We start instead by looking at (a), which 
at least superficially gives a CdoA with similar topology to that of CA. 
If we replace N whatever (and have an engineer present to ensure that the replacement 
is successful), then there should essentially be four root-to-sink paths in our manipulated 
CEG. representing: 
9M faulty and replaced, N checked and diagnosis ignored, N replaced successfully, bad 
product 
" \1 faulty and replaced, N checked and diagnosis ignored, N replaced successfully, good 
product 
"M not faulty, N checked and diagnosis ignored, N replaced successfully, bad product 
" M1 not faulty, N checked and diagnosis ignored, N replaced successfully, good product 
Our manipulated CEG Cdo. \ is then given in Figure 12. 
Oil 
Figure 12: Manipulated CEG CdoA for option (a) 
winf 
Here. most edges retain their original probabilities, and the edges originally labelled cl 
are given probabilities of 1. 
The edge e(wl, w2) of course could be thought of as two edges, those originally 
labelled bo (now redirected to w2) and bl, which could retain their original probabili- 
ties 94 and 05 (with B4 + 05 = 1). Similarly the edge e(wo, w3) could be thought of as 
two edges, those originally labelled a0 (now redirected to w3) and a2, which could retain 
their original probabilities 0 and 03. This would make CdoA more typical in that all edges 
retained their original probabilities except manipulated edges, but also less typical in that 
CdoA would have a very different topology from CA (and also from C). It would also be 
unnecessarily complex. 
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W3 1 w6 
Note that: 
7r(good product I do (N replaced)) _ ir(dl I do A) = fr(dl) 
(where fr here denotes a probability in the CEG Cdon) 
= 02012 + (B1 + 03014 
a much simpler expression than that for ir(good product IN replaced). 
Let us now consider option (b). If we replace N when the monitoring system tells us that 
N is faulty (and have an engineer present to ensure that the replacement is successful), we 
get the manipulated CEG Cdo, A in Figure 13. Here the topology is somewhere between that 
of C and C. %. but it does have all edges retaining their probabilities except manipulated 
edges. Note however that not all root-to-sink paths in Cdon utilise a manipulated edge. 
Here 
7r(good product I do (N replaced)) = 7r(dl I do A) _ ýr(d1) 
- 181 + 
9294910 + 0205012 + 03014 
W4 
WO 
Figure 13: Manipulated CEG Cdon for option (b) 
Winf 
Lastly we consider option (c). If we replace N only if it is actually faulty (and have 
an engineer present to ensure that the replacement is successful), then our Cdon is as in 
Figure 14. 
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W4 
Wo 
d7 + 08 
Figure 14: Manipulated CEG Cdon for option (c) 
Winf 
Here the topology is again somewhere between that of C and C, 1, but closer to that of C. 
Note that there are no edges with probabilities of 1! 
Now 
ir(good product I do (N replaced)) = 7r(dl I do A) = ýr(dl) 
_ (9 + 0204 + 0205196 + 0306)010 + 0205(07 + 08)012 + 03(07 + 08)014 
a somewhat more complex expression than for either options (a) or (b), but still a sum 
of products of edge-probabilities rather than a quotient of sums of products of edge- 
probabilities that we get for 7r(good product IN replaced). 
Note that for this option we can produce a manipulated CEG CdoA which looks more like 
what we might typically expect by the simple expedient of changing the structure of the 
original CEG C! If we modify C so that at each of w21 W3 we have a binary outcome 
space IN actually faulty, N not actually faulty}, and add in extra positions W2a, W3a 
with outcomes IN replaced successfully, N not replaced successfully}, then we get the 
CEG in Figure 15, and our manipulated CEG CdoA is as in Figure 16. We now have all 
edges other than manipulated edges retaining their original probabilities, and manipulated 
edges having probabilities of 1. 
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W4 
WO 
98/(6 + 6e) 
Figure 15: Alternative CEG C 
W4 
WO 
Figure 16: Alternative CEG Cdon 
wins 
Winf 
We have seen in this section that for asymmetric processes we need to be very careful how 
we define our manipulations. We have also seen that the topology of the manipulated 
CEG C&PA depends very much on how we define do A. 
Notice also how much more expressive our CEG and our manipulated CEGs are in com- 
parison with BNs and CBNs. We have been able very easily to produce manipulated 
CEGs for each of our interpretations of the intervention do (N replaced), whereas with 
a BN, not only would we have been unable to represent the initial problem adequately, but 
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W3 
87 + 88 W3a 1 W6 
we would have only been able to represent one possible interpretaion of any intervention, 
by removing the edges leading into the vertex (or variable) being manipulated. 
In the next section we concentrate mainly on types of manipulation which are very clearly 
defined. 
5.5 A Back Door Theorem for CEGs 
5.5.1 Background, preliminary notation and some definitions 
One of the key components of the theory of Causal analysis is the Back Door Theorem [41]. 
This owes its derivation in part to the realisation that many manipulations are impossible 
or unethical in practice (for example, forcing someone to smoke); or manipulations may be 
possible to enact but some of their effects may be impossible to observe. Any expressions 
whereby the effects of a causal manipulation can be expressed using only marginal, joint 
and standard conditional probabilities will therefore be very useful. 
Pearl's Back Door Theorem states that under certain conditions on sets of variables 
X, Y, Z, we can write: 
P(Y = yo I do X= xo) =E P(yo I xoz) P(z) 
x 
This expression requires the analyst only to observe the idle (or unmanipulated) system 
and condition on such observations. If the set Z is chosen carefully we can calculate or 
estimate P(yo I do xo) from a partially observed idle system (ie. without conditioning on 
the full set of measurement variables). Lauritzen [30] and Dawid [12] have similar versions 
of this theorem. 
One rather useful aspect of the theorem is that the conditions on the variables can be 
expressed graphically (that is, on the BN of the problem). 
Example 1: 
Consider the BN in Figure 17 and the manipulation do X= xo. 
XBY 
Figure 17: BN for Example 1 
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The manipulated BN here would be as in Figure 17, but with the directed edge from A 
to X removed. The manipulated probability expression here is: 
n(yo I do xo) = 
Eir(a) 
7r(b I xo) lr(yo I a, b) 
a, 6 
This is an expression that can be evaluated on the idle system, but suppose it is impossible 
to estimate ir(b I xo) or 7r(yo I ab) for some values of a, b. The Back Door expression for 
this manipulation is: 
7r (yo I do xo) =1: 7r(a) 7r (yo I a, xo) 
d 
a simpler expression for which we do not need to know about the values taken by the 
variable B. 
Now the CEG is a much more flexible graph than the BN, so if we can produce a Back 
Door Theorem for CEGs, it is likely to be valid for a much larger collection of types of 
manipulation than are possible with a BN. Moreover, our theorem will refer to manipu- 
lations to events rather than manipulations of variables, which is much more consistent 
with our experience of what a manipulation really involves - in our Machine example we 
have not even defined any variables, we have simply manipulated to a specified event. 
As with the BN-version of the theorem, we should be able to reduce the complexity of 
the general manipulated-probability expression, as well as possibly allowing us to sidestep 
identifiability problems associated with it. 
I start by expressing a Back Door Theorem for CEGs in its most general form. I then 
produce a Back Door Theorem for what I term Singular manipulations, which allows us 
to compare our theorem directly with that for BNs. I then show that we can express at 
least one of our conditions for this type of manipulation graphically (that is, on the CEG 
of the problem). 
As always, my work here is based on the collection of atomic wo -* w, '. paths of the CEG, 
whereas Smith and Riccomagno [45] are more interested in the idea of cuts (section 3.5). 
As we are both (at least initially) looking at a Back Door Theorem for manipulations that 
are directly analogous to those that one can enact on a BN, there will be some superficial 
similarities. 
The conditioned CEG CA is a mathematically elegant structure, but as already noted, 
for practical (particularly computer-based) probability propagation, the undirected edges 
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are irrelevant and the combining of positions in the final step of the algorithm actually 
counterproductive. 
Similarly, reading through the example in section 5.4 and also Example 4 from 
section 4.9 we can see that there could be significant advantages in looking at a ma- 
nipulated or conditioned graph that retains as much as possible of the structure of the 
original graph C. 
We therefore now give names to two graphs closely related to CA and Cdon which retain 
more of the original structure of C. We also formally define CdoA and Singular manipu- 
lations in this section. 
The Derived Graph conditioned on A (DA) is the graph derived from C by following the 
first three steps of the algorithm from section 4.7. Clearly DA is GA(C) with added 
probability labels. 
Definition 29: For a CEG C(W, Ed, Eu), and event A= UiEI Ai, let DA(V, E) be the 
subgraph of C with: 
(a) V(DA) C W(C) contains exactly those positions which lie on a path )E{. Ai}jEI 
(b) E(DA) C Ed(C) contains exactly those edges which form part of a path Ai E {Ai}iEI 
[Note that E(DA) n E. (C) = 0] 
(c) For w1, w2 EV (DA) and e(wi, w2) E E(DA), the edge e(wl, w2) has probability: 
k(W2 I wl) -- 
Ei¬l irP i, A(e(wi, W2))) 
EIEI ir(Ai, Awl)) 
where ýc indicates a probability in DA and ir a probability in C. 
Note that (i) DA has no undirected edges or colours, (ii) we continue to call vertices 
in DA positions. 
The Derived Graph manipulated to A (Ddon) is the graph derived from C by following the 
first two steps of the algorithm from section 4.7 (which gives us GA(C)), and then adding 
edge-probabilities as implied by the manipulation do A. 
Definition 30: For a CEG C(W, Ed, Eu), and event A= Uic j Ai, let Dd0A(V, E) be the 
subgraph of C with: 
(a) V(DdoA) C W(C) contains exactly those positions which lie on a path a; E {At}ZEJ 
(b) E(DdoA) C Ed(C) contains exactly those edges which form part of a path XE {Ai}$EI 
[Note that E(DA) t1 EE(C) = q5] 
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(c) For W1, W2 E V(DIA) and e(wl, w2) E E(DdOA), the edge e(wi, w2) has probability 
uniquely assigned by the definition of the manipulation do A 
Note that (i) DIA has no undirected edges or colours, (ii) we continue to call vertices 
in DIA positions. 
Definition 31: CdoA is the unique CEG derived from the graph DdoA (see Definitions 9 
and 13). 
Note also that the onus is now to ensure that any manipulation do A is unambiguously 
defined. 
It is worth stressing two key properties of these graphs: 
" All positions and edges in DA and DdoA exist in C 
" There is a 1: 1 correspondence between paths in DA and in CA, and between paths in 
DdA and in CAA 
We will indicate probabilities on DA by 7rA, and on DdoA by lrd0A. 
Definition 32: A manipulation do A of a CEG C is called a Singular manipulation if 
there exist sets {w} C W(C) and E(A) C Ed(C), such that: 
" every wo -+ w,,. path in C passes through precisely one wE {w}, 
" for each wE {w}, there exists precisely one edge e(w, w') from the set of edges 
emanating from w in Ed(C), which is an element of E(A), 
"A is the union of precisely those wo -+ w... paths that pass through an edge 
e(w, w') E E(A), 
" all edge-probabilities in DdoA are equal to their corresponding edge-probabilities 
in C, except that 7rdoA"e(w' I w) =1 for wE {w} and e(w, w') E E(A). 
Essentially, a Singular manipulation is one where every wo -* we path passes through 
one of a collection of positions, and the manipulation imposes a probability of 1 on one 
edge emanating from each of these positions. 
5.5.2 The general form of the theorem 
Consider a manipulation do A. Suppose we wish to find the probability of (observing) an 
event Ay given that the manipulation do A., has been enacted - that is we wish to produce 
an expression for zr(Ay I do Ay). This is equal to the probability of the event Ay on the 
CEG CdAy, which is the sum of the probabilities of the wo --+ w,,, paths in CdoAz, which 
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are consistent with the event Ay. From the previous section we know that there is a 
1: 1 correspondence between paths in CdoAx and DdoAx, and that every edge in DdoAx has 
the same probability as the corresponding edge in Cdonx. Therefore we know that: 
ir(Ay 
I do A2) 
- ndoA, 
(Ay) 
Consider a partition of the atomic events (wo --* w,,. paths in C): {A,, }. Then: 
lrdoAx (Ay) _ TdoAz 
(U Az, Ay) 
z 
7rdoAx (AZ, Ay) 
since the events {AZ} and hence the events {A,, Ay} are disjoint 
1: 
7rdoAx (Ay I Az) 7rdoA, (A, ) 
z 
Note that if a particular Az were inconsistent with A., then the paths comprising this A, z 
would not appear in DdoA. and hence 7rdoAx (A,,, Ay) =0 for this A. 
The partition {A, z} forms a Back Door partition of the atomic events if. 
(A) 7rdoAm(Ay I AZ) = 7r(Aä I AX, AZ) 
(B) 7rdoAs (Az) = ir(Az) for all A, z E {Az} 
If these conditions are satisfied then: 
7r (Ay I do Ax) =1TdoAx (Ay) _E ir (Ay I AX, Az) 7r (A, ) 
z 
This expression is clearly analogous in some way to Pearl's expression quoted in 
section 5.5.1. Exactly how the analogy works will depend on how we define the events 
Ax, Ay and {Az}. As with the BN version, if we choose {Az} carefully, we can calculate 
or estimate ir(Ay do Ax) from a partially observed idle system. 
5.5.3 Singular manipulations 
The flexibility of the CEG allows us (within the constraints that Ax etc. are of the 
form U \j) to define our events Ax, Ay and {Az} in many ways (for example, we could 
insist that Ax be of the form U A(w)), and hence conditions (A) and (B) can be satisfied 
in many ways. We are going to concentrate for the moment on the class of Singular 
manipulations. Our reason for doing so is that we wish initially to show how our result is 
directly analagous to that for BNs; and the class of interventions that can satisfactorily 
be analysed using a BN is a subset of the class of Singular manipulations. We will 
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also, for the present, concentrate on the subclass of Singular manipulations consisting of 
interventions of the form do (X = xo) for some criterion variable X. It should be stressed 
that this is for ease of exposition, and also to emphasise the direct analogy with BNs; and 
that the theoretical apparatus here presented can easily be adapted for general Singular 
manipulations. Again, we note that the class of interventions that can satisfactorily be 
analysed using a BN is a subset of this class. 
As we work through the following sections, it should become apparent that our theoretical 
apparatus, as well as being ideal for use with asymmetric models, is also more flexible 
than Pearl's when used with symmetric models as it considers a Back Door partition of 
events rather than a Back Door set of variables. 
Suppose every wo --* w. path in C passes through one of a set of positions {wx }, each 
of which has the criterion variable X, and suppose that the event A., simply assigns a 
probability of 1 to the edges leaving the positions {wx} which are labelled xo. Then: 
11y =U [A(wx) n A(e(wx, wx))) 
wX 
where e(wx, w') indicates the edge leaving wx labelled xo. 
Note also that we can write the manipulation do A,, as do (X = so) or simply do xo. 
It is worthwhile at this point looking at DdoAZ for a manipulation of this sort. Using 
Definition 30, we can see that we create DdoA. as follows: 
(1) Remove all undirected edges from C. 
(2) Assign a probability of 1 to edges leaving positions {wx} which are labelled xo. Prune 
all positions and edges which are not consistent with the event A, 
(3) Retain the original probabilities on all other remaining edges. 
Let us also briefly consider DAS, the Derived Graph conditioned on the event Ax, for Aý as 
described above (it might have been noted that condition (A) from section 5.2.2 could be 
written as 1doA. (Ay I Az) _ it&x (Ay I As)). From section 5.5.1 it is clear that the topology 
of DA is identical to that of DdoAZ and that there is therefore a 1: 1 correspondence 
between wo -4 woo paths in the two graphs. 
Consider now positions wl and w2 in Dix such that wX -< wi -< W2 for some wX E {wX} 
(note that we could have wl = i4). Then we get: 
7rA.. e(w2 
Iwl) = 
ir(Aa, A(e(wt, w2))) 
ir(A,,, A(wl)) 
(contracting the edge-probability expression in part (c) of Definition 29) 
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_ 
7r(UWx [A(wx) n A(e(wx, wx))I , 
A(e(wi, w2))) 
7r(Uwx [A(wx) n A(e(wx, w'x))], A(wi)) 
_ 
Ewx 7r(A(wx), A(e(wx, wx)), A(e(w1, w2))) 
EWX ir(A(wx), A(e(wx, w' )), A(wi)) 
since the events {A(wx), A(e(wx, w', ))} are disjoint 
_ 
Ewx ir(A(wx), A(e(wx, wx)), A(wl), A(e(wi, W2))) 
Ewx 7r(A(wx), A(e(wx, w'x)), A(wl)) 
since A(e(wl, w2)) C A(wi) 
Ewx 7r(A(e(wi, w2)) A(wx), A(e(wx, wx)), A(wi)) ir(A(wx), A(e(wx, w'x)), A(wi)) 
EwX 7r(A(wx), A(e(wx, w, c)), A(wl)) 
_ 
Ewx ir(A(e(wi, w2)) A(wi)) ir(A(wx), A(e(wx, wX )), A(wi)) 
Ewx ir(A(wx), A(e(wx, wX )), A(wl)) 
using one of class of results spawned by Proposition 5 in section 3.6 
_ 
ir(A(e(wi, w2)) I A(wi)) Ewx 7r(A(wx), A(e(wx, wx)), A(wl)) 
Ewx ir(A(wx), A(e(wx, w' )), A(wl)) 
7r(A(e(wi, w2)) I A(wi)) 
= 7r (w2 IwO 
So any edge downstream of any wx E {wx} in DA retains its original probability, and 
consequently any path-segment starting downstream of any wX in Dix also retains its 
original probability. Likewise, we know that all edges downstream of wX in Ddonx retain 
their original probabilities, and consequently any path-segments starting downstream of 
any wX in DdOAZ also retain their original probabilities. 
As there is a 1: 1 correspondence between wo -* w,,,, paths in DA. and Ddonx, we can 
therefore state that any path-segments starting downstream of wX that exist in DAx, 
exist in DdoA., and vice versa, and have the same probabilities. This will be useful a little 
later on! 
5.5.4 The theorem for Singular manipulations 
Suppose now that every wo -+ wo. path in C passes through one of a set of positions {wy} 
(downstream of the set {wx}), each of which has the criterion variable Y, and suppose 
that the event Ay simply assigns a probability of 1 to the edges leaving the positions {wy} 
which are labelled yo. Then: 
Ay =U [A(wy) (1 A(e(wy, w'Y))} 
wy 
where e(wy, way) indicates the edge leaving wy labelled yo. 
Note also that we can write 7r(Ay I do Aý) _ 7r(yo I do xo). 
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It is very useful at this point to look at the conditions for Pearl's Back Door Theorem 
on BNs. He has two conditions, both of which can be re-expressed as conditional inde- 
pendence statements: Pearl's condition that Z (the Back Door blocking set) must block 
all Back Door paths from X to Y can be expressed as the conditional independence 
statement: 
Y II Q(X) 1 (X, Z) 
where Q(X) indicates the variable-parents of X. In Example 1, A is both Q(X) and Z 
(see section 5.5.8) - it blocks paths from X to Y which have a directed edge into X. 
Pearl's condition that Z must contain no descendants of X can be be expressed as the 
conditional independence statement: 
zHxIQ(X) 
In Example 1, A is an ancestor of X. 
In our discussion of singular manipulations, we have already replaced X=x by 
A,: = Uwx [A(wx) n A(e(wx, wx))1 and Y=y by Ay = U. [A(wy) n A(e(wy, 4))1. 
We now replace Q(X) = q(x) by A(wx), and Z=z by A. 
If we now substitute these into the conditional independence statements above, we get, for 
zLX I Q(X): 
7r(nz I A(wx), U {A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))}) = 7r(Az I A(wx)) 
wX 
But 
A(wx) n [U [A(wx) n A(e(wx, wx))]} = A(wx) n A(e(wx, wx)) 
wX 
so we get: 
ir(Az I A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) = ? r(n, z I A(wx)) 
(5.5.1) 
Applying our analogous expressions to the condition Y II Q(X) I (X, Z), we get: 
7r(Ay I A(wx), U [A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))}, Az) = 7r(Ay U [A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))], Az) 
wX wX 
='r(Av A., A,, ) 
But 
ýc(Ay A(wx), U [A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))], A) = 7r(Ay I A(wx), A(e(wx, wX)), Az) 
wX 
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using the same argument as above, so we get a 2nd condition: 
7r(Ay I A(wx(j)), A(e(wx(j), wx'(, ))), Az) = ? r(Ay I A. , A, ) (5.5.2) 
_ 7r(A I A(wx(2)), A(e(wx(2)) wx(2))), A, ) 
Proposition 13: 
With A, Ay defined as above, and {A,, } a partition of the atomic events, then {A, } is a 
Back Door partition if conditions (5.5.1) and (5.5.2) hold for all A, z E {A, z}, wx E {wx}. 
Note that these conditions are on C, not Ddonx or CdoA.. They can therefore, like Pearl's 
two conditions, be checked on an unmanipulated graph (a representation of the idle 
system). 
Proof: 
1rdOAx (Ay) = 7rdoAx (A(wX ), AY) 
wX 
since the events {A(wx)} form a partition of the atomic events 
E 
7rdoAx (A(wX)) rdoA= (Ay I A(wx)) 
wX 
1: 
ir(A(wX)) 7rdoA: (Ay 
I A(wx)) 
wg 
since every wx lies upstream of our manipulation 
ý 
7r (A(wx)) 1rdoA. (Am 
I A(wx), A(e(wx, wX)), A(wv)) 
wX 
since A(wx) = A(e(wx, wX)) C A(') in DdoA, z 
The form we have specified for Ay, and the fact that wX -< w' ý -< wy for some wy in 
D&A= allows us to use one of the class of results spawned by Proposition 5 (section 3.6) 
to give: 
1doAy (Au) = ir(A(wx)) 7rdoAy (Ay I A(wX ) 
Wx 
From the definition of our manipulation, any edge that lies on a w' -+ w... path in C 
remains in DAs, and retains its original probability. Hence any path-segment in C which 
starts at wX remains in DdOAX, and retains its original probability. There are no path- 
segments starting at wX in DdoAZ which do not correspond to a path-segment in C. Hence 
any specified set of path-segments which start at wX in DdoA. has a corresponding set 
of path-segments (starting at wX) in C, and has the same probability as this set. Given 
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the form specified for Ay, lydoAz (Ay I A(w jý)) is the probability of a set of path-segments 
starting at wX in DdoA. (see Proposition 4 in section 3.6). Hence 
7rdoAt(AY I A(wX)) = 7r(Ay I A(wX)) 
and: 
7rdoAs(Ay) = ir(A(wx)) irony I A(wX)) 
wX 
ir(A(wx)) ir1Ab (A(wX ), A(e(wx, wX )), A(w' 
wX 
using the form of Ay, the fact that wx -< wX -< wy for some wy in C, and one of the 
class of results spawned by Proposition 5 
_ ir(A(wx)) ir(A I A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) 
wX 
since A(e(wx, w'x)) C A(w'x) in C 
_ ir(A(wx)) ir(At, Ay I A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) 
wX 
since {At} form a partition of the atomic events 
_ 1r(A('wx)) > 1r(Ay I A(wx), A(e(wx, w'x)), At) ir(A2 I A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) 
wX z 
But: 
ir(A I A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) =7r(Ax I A(wx)) 
from (5.5.1), and 
7r(Ab I A(wx), A(e('wx, wx)), Az) = 7r(Ab I Ay, Az) 
from (5.5.2), giving: 
1rdOA. (AY) _E ir(A(wx)) 
E 
7r(Ay I Ax, Az) ir(Az I A(wx)) 
wX z 
_E 7r(Av AX, Az) ir(Az I A(wx)) ir(A(wx)) 
z wX 
_ 7r(Av I Ax, Az) 7r(Az) 0 
5.5.5 A graphical condition 
In section 5.5.1 1 noted that Pearl's conditions for his Back Door Theorem could be 
expressed graphically. Are there restrictions we can impose on the topology of our 
CEG C which mean that either or both of conditions (5.5.1) and (5.5.2) are satisfied? 
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Suppose each element of the partition {Az} is of the form: 
Az =U A(wz) 
iEI 
where (i) A(wz) fl A(wz) =0 for i, jEI, i#j, (ii) only wz exists in DdOAX. 
The complete set of wZ (over all A, z) here forms a W-cut (section 3.5) across the CEG. 
Let this set {w, } be downstream of the set {wx} and upstream of the set of edges 
labelled yo. 
Then we have: 
7r(Ay I A(wx(l)), A(e(wx(l), W (1))), A ) 
_ 7r(Ab i A(wx(i)), A(e(wx(i), Wx(1))), A(wx(1)), A, ) 
since A(e(wx(1), w'x(1))) C A(w'x(1)) in C 
7r(Az, AI A(wx(i)), A(e(wx(i), wx(1))), A(wx(1))) 
7r(Az I A(wx(, )), A(e(wx(j), w'(1))), A(wx(1))) 
_ 
ir(A, A IA(w' (1))) 
7r(A I A(wx(1))) 
We can do this because Az =U A(w4), Ay =U [A(wy) f1 A(e(wy, w' ))], and {w, }, {wy} 
are downstream of {wx}, allowing us to employ one of the class of results spawned by 
Proposition 5. Hence we get: 
ir(Ay 1 A(wx(, )), A(e(wx(, ), wx(1))), ýz) _ 7r(Ab A(wx(, )), Az) (5.5.3) 
Similarly: 
ir(Ay I A(wx(2)), A(e(wx(2), w'x(2))), Az) = 7r(Ay I A(wx(2)), Az) (5.5.4) 
But any path-segment in C starting at w'X(1) or w'X(2) remains in DdoA, and we know 
that {w`Z}j>2 do not exist in Dd,, A., so there are no path-segments joining w'x(1) or Wx(2) 
to wi (for i> 2) in DýAz, and hence no path-segments joining w'X(1) or w X(2) to WZ, 
(for i> 2) in C. Hence we must have: 
A(wX(l)) fl A(wz) = A(w'X(2)) fl A(w`z) =0 for i>2 
so: 
A(wx' (1)) n A, = A(wx(l)) n A(wz) 
A(wX(2)) n A, = A(w'X(2)) n A(wx) 
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and (5.5.3) becomes: 
7r(Ay I A(wx(j)), A(e(wx(, ), w'(, ))), Az) = 7r(Ay I A(wx(1)), A(wz)) 
= 7r(Ay i A(wz)) 
using the specified form of Ay, the fact that {wz} are downstream of {wx}, and one of 
the results spawned by Proposition 5 
Similarly (5.5.4) becomes: 
7r(Ay I A(wx(2)), A(e(wx(2), wx(2))), A, )=7r(Ay I A(wx(2)), A(wz)) 
= ir(Ay I A(wz)) 
and hence: 
ir(A I A(wx(i)), A(e(wx(i), wx(1) )), A-, ) = 7r(Ay I A(wx(2) ), A(e(wx(2), W ((2))), A,, ) 
as required for condition (5.5.2). 
So, if we choose each Az to be of the form A,, = UjejA(wz), where only wz exists in 
D1Ax, then this is sufficient for condition (5.5.2) to be satisfied. 
Note that our argument above depends on A, z having this form, as ir(Ay I A(w'X(l)), Az) 
is not in general equal to ir(Ay I A(wX(2)), A, z) for general AZ, nor for A,, of the form 
Az = UA(wz) unless A(wjr(1)) fl A(wz) = A(w'X(2)) fl A(wx) _ for all wz except for one 
(wz say). In fact, if A, =U A(wx), then ir(Ay A(w'x), A,, ) is not in general even the 
probability of a set of path-segments, as can be seen in Figure 18, where Ax = Ui A(wZ), 
and the vertex wy stands in for the set of vertices and edges that appear in Ay. 
ir(A(wy) I A(wx), Az) _ ir(A(wy) I A(wX), U A(w )) i 
Zs ir(A(wX), A(wz), A(wY)) Ei r(A(w'x), A(wi )) 
since A(, 4) fl A(ws) _ for i#j 
ir(A(wy) I A(w' ), A(wx)) ir(A(w ), A(wz)) 
Ei ir(A(wx), A(wz)) 
ir(A(wy) I A(wz)) ir(A(w ), A(wi)) 
Ei ir(A(wx), A(wi)) 
using Proposition 5 
__ 
E iri ir(A(w ), A(wz)) 
>j 7r(A(w), A(wz)) 
is not in general equal to Es i;. 
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W=t 
w WY 
Figure 18: CEG fragment 
So, condition (5.5.1) and this new graphical condition on the form of A,, are sufficient for 
{Az} to be a Back Door partition of the atomic events. 
5.5.6 Examples 
In this section we illustrate how our conditions work in practice. I start with a problem 
which can be represented by both a CEG and a BN, and consider a manipulation which 
can be defined on a BN: 
Example 2: 
Consider the BN and corresponding CEG in Figure 19: 
w(00) Xolao `°(', 
0.0) 
`oo\ao 
--/ 
tý$ 
't 
w(0) 
. po Yolbx, 
w(0,1) 
VV". w` 
w(1,0) AB 
w('. t _0) 
w(1) 
XY b, /e 
w(1.1) x1la1 w(', 
1,1) 
Figure 19: Bayesian Network and CEG for Example 2 
Let us consider the manipulation do A, = do (X = x0), the event Ay = (Y = yo), and 
the expression ir(Ay I do Ax) _ ir(yo I do x0). Our Derived Graph manipulated to the 
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event AT (DdoA=) is given in Figure 20. 
W(0,0) 1 (x0) w(`, 0,0) 
Wo 
`x(1,1) 
Figure 20: Derived Graph DdoAX for Example 2 
Then {w x} and {e(wx, wä )I are respectively: 
{w(0,0), w(0,1), w(1,0), w(1,1)} and 
Wins 
{e(w(0,0), w(*, 0,0)), e(w(0,1), w(*, 1,0)), e(w(1,0), w(*, 0,0)), e(w(1,1), w(*, 1,0))} 
We choose our {A } to be: 
{ [A(w(*, 0,0)) U A(w(*, 0,1))], [A(w(*, 1,0)) U A(w(*, 1,1)))} 
Note that (i) {A2} form a partition of the atomic events, (ii) each A, z is of the 
form UA(w) where the {w} form a W-cut downstream of the set {wx} and upstream 
of the edges labelled yo. and (iii) for each Az (the union of two A(w, z)), only one w, z is 
present in DooA., and the other is not. So condition (5.5.2) is satisfied. 
Do our {AZ} satisfy condition (5.5.1): 
7r(n, I A(wx ), A(e(wx, wx ))) = 7r(nz I A(wx)) 
for all wa E {wa }? 
Using the original CEG C. we get: 
ir(A(w(*. 0.0)) U A(w(*, 0,1)) A(w(0,0)), A(e(w(0,0), w(*, 0,0)))) 
= ir(A(w(*, 0,0)) A(w(0,0)), A(e(w(0,0), w(*, 0,0)))) =1 
r(A(w(*, 0,0)) u A(w(*, 0,1)) 1 A(w(0,0))) 
_ ir(xo I ao) + ir(xi I ao) =1 
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Similarly for A(w(*, 0,0)) U A(w(*, 0,1)) and w(1,0), A(w(*, 1,0)) U A(w(*, 1,1)) and 
w(0,1), and A(w(*, 1,0)) U A(w(*, 1,1)) and w(1,1). 
So {Az} is a Back Door partition of the atomic events. 
It is of course unnecessary, but we can check that: 
(A) 7r A (Ay I A, z) = 7r (A IA, A, z) 
(B) Ir&A. (A: ) = 7r(A: ) for all Az 
(A) Looking at DdOAZ we get: 
lTdo/t (Ay 1 A(w(*, 0,0)) U A(w(*, 0,1))) _ 7rdonx (Ay 1 A(w(*, 0,0))) 
= 7CdoAs (YO 1 A(w(*, 0, O))) 
_ 7r(yo I bozo) 
Similarly 
'rdOA, (Au 1 A(w(*, 1, O)) U A(w(*, 1,1))) = ir(yo 1 blxo) 
Looking at C we get: 
7r(A, 1A, A(w(*, 0,0)) U A(w(*, 0,1))) = ir(yo 1 x0, A(w(*, 0,0)) u A(w(*, 0,1))) 
_ Ir (yo 1 xo, A(w(*, 0, O))) 
_ 7r (yo 1 A(w(*, 0, O))) 
= 7r(yo I bo, zo)  
Similarly 
7r(Ab JA, A(w(*, 1,0)) U A(w(*, 1,1))) = ir(yo 1 bixo)  
(B) Looking at DdoA we get: 
7rdoA: (A(w(*, 0,0» U A(w(*, 0,1») = 1rdoAz (A(w(*, 0,0») 
= 7r(ao) x ir(bo I ao) x1+ lr(ai) x ir(bo I ai) x1 
= 7r(bo) 
Similarly 
don= (A(w(*, 1,0)) U A(w(*, 1,1))) = ir(bi) 
Looking at C we get: 
ir(A(w(*, 0,0)) U A(w(*, 0,1))) = ir(ao) ir(bo 1 ao) lr(xo lao) + ir(ao) ir(bo 1 ao) ir(xi lao) 
+ ir(ai) ir(bo I al) 7r(xo tai) + ir(ai) 7r(bo I al) ir(xi Iai) 
= ir(bo)  
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Similarly 
7r (A(w(*, 1,0)) U A(w(*, 1,1))) = ir(bi)  
We can therefore write: 
lr(yo I do xo) = 7r(Ay I do A, ) 
= 7rdoAx (AV ) 
1: 7r (Ay I Ate, AZ) 7r (A ) _ 
_ 7(yo I bo, xo) 7r(bo) + 7(yo I bi, xo) 7r(bi) 
_ 1: 7r(yo I b, xo) ir(b) 
b 
which is of course (one of) the expression(s) which we would get using Pearl's Back Door 
Theorem on the BN in Figure 19. 
Note that this method works because each A, z 
here is the union of the events associ- 
ated with two positions, both of which contribute to the term ir(A, z) 
in our probability 
expression, but only one of which exists in DdoA. and hence contributes to the term 
lrdoA=(Ay I Az) = 7r(Ag I A,, Az). 
Example 3: 
We now consider a model which cannot adequately be described by a BN. The CEG for 
this model is given in Figure 21: 
w(0.0) bola° w(0. `. 0) 0o\abo 
w(0, `, 0,0) 
W(O) C /ý6° 
wo0.1) 
$ý°ý 
w(0.1) 
? W(1 ` 0) Yolaibo 
W, 
w(1.0) Yoly-Ob'co 
+oaý 
bola, coýxo 
W(' 0 1) 
Cilxob, 
co 
w, t) w, '. l 1.0) 
CIO\1`ýb1 
w(1.1) 
W .. 
ciIX1bi 
w('. t1.1) 
Figure 21: CEG for Example 3 
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The CEG has certain symmetries, for example in the edges leaving w(0,0), w(0,1), w(1,0) 
and w(1,1), and that every wo -+ w,, path utilises edges labelled a, x, b and y (but not c). 
It also has certain asymmetrical aspects, in that the positions have asymmetric sample 
space structures, but also in the fact that wo -p w., paths passing through w(1, *, 0) are 
shorter than the other wo -+ w,,. paths. This mix of symmetry and asymmetry is not 
uncommon in real problems. 
We are going to consider the Singular manipulation do A., = do (X = Zo), and wish to 
calculate the probability ir(Ay I do A,, ) = 7c(yo I do xo). 
The CEG satisfies the conditions that every path passes through a position from 
{wx} = {w(0), w(1)} and a position from {wy} = {w(0, *, 0,0), w(0, *, 0,1), w(1, *, 0), 
w(*, 0,1,0), w(*, 0,1,1), w(*, 1,110), w(*, 1,1,1)}. Also, every position in {wx} has an 
outgoing edge labelled xo, and every position in {wy} has an outgoing edge labelled yo. 
We have selected a set of positions {wx} lying between {wx} and the set of edges la- 
belled yo, and this set comprises {w(0, *, 0,0), w(0, *307 1)1 w(1, *, 0), w(*, 07 1)) w(*, 1,1,0), 
w(*, 1,1,1)}. 
We now wish to calculate ir(yo I do xo), and we do this first without recourse to our Back 
Door Theorem. We start by creating the Derived Graph Dd0A, which is given in Figure 22. 
Note that in this case DdoA. = CdoA. " We then use the fact that 7T (yo I do xo) _ 1rdoA 
(yo) 
is the sum of the probabilities of the paths in DdoA. that utilise a yo edge. So: 
lr(yo I do xo) = ir(ao) ir(bo I ao) r(co I aobo) r(yo I aoboco) 
+ 7r(ao) r(bo I ao) ir(ci I aobo) ir(yo I aoboci) 
+ ir(ao) ir(bi ao) 7r (co I xobi) lr(yo I xobico) 
+ ir(ao) ir(bi I ao) 7r(ci I xobi) lr(yo I xobici) 
+ 7r(al) ir(bo I a1) 7r(yo aibo) 
+ir(ai) ir(bi ( a1) 7r (co I xobi) 7r (yo I xobico) 
+ir(al) ir(bi I a1) ir(ci ( xobi) 7r (yo I xobici) 
= ir(bo) ir(yo I bo) + ir(bi) ir(yo I sobi) 
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w(0.0) bolao w(0, *, O) GO\aobo 
w(0, *, 0,0) 
L*l °/$6 
w(0) °ä 
o 
1'o/aob 
oe, 
w(0, `, 0,1) 
rp° 5 
w(1. ', 0) 
yolaibo 
we bo\a" 
w(1,0) 
y°\ 
bý/a 
cl ° 
wý1) w(`, 0,1) `ýý 
Figure 22: Derived Graph DdoAX for Example 3 
Using our Back Door Theorem, we get: 
{wx} _ {w(0), w(1)} 
{e(wx, w)} _ {e(w(0), w(0,0)), e(w(1), w(1,0))} 
and we combine our {wz} to produce {A, z} as follows: 
{A(w(0, *, 0,0)). A(w(0, *, 0,1)), A(w(1, *, 0)), [A(w(*, 0,1)) U A(w(*, 1,1,0)) 
UA(w(*, 1,1,1))]} 
Note that (i) {A, } form a partition of the atomic events, (ii) each A,, is of the 
form UA(w) where the {w} form a W-cut downstream of the set {wx} and upstream 
of the edges labelled yo, and (iii) three of the Az are singleton A(w, z), where w, z appears 
in DdoA.., and the fourth A,, is the union of three A(wz), only one of which wz is present 
in DdoA. . 
So condition (5.5.2) is satisfied. 
Do our {AZ} satisfy condition (5.5.1): 
ir (A, I A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) _ 7r (A2 I A(wx)) 
for all wx E {wx }? 
Using the original CEG C. we get: 
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WX=w(0): 
ir (A(w(0, *, 0,0)) 1 A(w(0)), A(e(w(0), w(0,0)))) 
_ ir(bo 1 ao)1r(co I aobo) 
_ ir(boeo ao) 
7r(A(w(0, *, 0,0)) I A(w(0)) = [lr(xo I ao) + ir(xi I ao)] ir(bo I ao) lr(co I aobo) 
= ir(boco I ao) 
w(0,0,1) follows exactly the same reasoning  
w(1, *, 0) is not downstream of w(0) 
ir(A(w(*, 0,1)) U A(w(*, 1,1,0)) U A(w(*, 1,1,1)) I A(w(0)), A(e(w(0), w(0,0)))) 
_ ir(A(w(*, 0,1)) A(w(0)), A(e(w(0), w(0,0)))) 
_ 7r(bl 1 ao) 
ir(A(w(*, 0,1)) U A(w(*, 1,1,0)) U A(w(*, 1,1,1)) 1 A(w(0))) 
_ 7r(xo I ao) ir(bi I ao) 
+ ir(xi I ao) ir(bi I do) ir(co xibi) 
+ ir(xi I ao) ir(bi do) ir(ci I xibi) 
= 7r(bi 1 ao) 
wX=w(1): 
w(0, *, 0,0) and w(0, *, 0,1) are not downstream of w(1) 
r(A(w(1, *, O)) 1 A(w(1)), A(e(w(1), w(1, O)))) _ ir(bo 1 al) 
7r(A(w(1, *e 0)) 1 A(w(1)) = [7f (xo 1 al) + ir(xi 1 a1)] ir(bo 1 al) 
_ ir(bo 
I 
ai)I 
rr(A(w(*, 0,1)) U A(w(*, 1,1,0)) U A(w(*, 1,1,1)) 1 A(w(1)), A(e(w(1), w(1,0)))) 
= 7r(A(w(*, 0,1)) 1 A(w(1)), A(e(w(1), w(1,0)))) 
= ir(bi I al) 
ir(A(w(*, 0,1)) U A(w(*, 1,1,0)) U A(w(*, 1,1,1)) I A(w(1))) 
_ 7r(xo ( al) 7r(bi 1 al) 
+ ir(xi I al) ir(bi I al) ir(co xibi) 
+ ir(xi I al) ir(bi I a1) ir(c'i xibi) 
= ir(bi I ai) 
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So {Az} is a Back Door partition of the atomic events. 
Again, it is unnecessary, but we can check that: 
(A) 7rdOAz (Ay I Az) = ir(Av I Ax, Az) 
(B) 7r&Ax(Az) = ir(A=) for all Az 
(A) Looking at DdoA. we get: 
TrdoA. (A A(w(0,0,0))) = 7r (Y0 aoboCo) 
1rdoAZ (Ay ý A(w(0, *, 0,1))) = 7r (yo ý aoboci) 
7rdoAx (Ay 1 A(w(1, *, 0))) _ ir (Yo l albo) 
1rdoA=(AY 1 A(w(*, 0,1)) U A(w(*, z , 1, o)) U A(w(*, 1,1,1))) 
= 7rdoA: (AY 
1 A(w(*, 0,1))) 
= 7r(co 1 xobi) lr(yo 1 xobico) 
+ 7r(ci 1 xobi) ir(yo ( xobici) 
= ir(yo 1 xobi) 
Looking at C we get: 
7r (A, 1 A, A(w(0, *, 0, O))) = 7r(yo xo, A(w(0, *, 0, O))) 
= 7r (yo A(w(O, *, 0, O))) 
_ lr(yo 1 aoboco) 
Similarly 
7r(Av 1 Ax, A(w(O, *, 0,1))) = 7r(yo aoboci) 
ir(A, 1 A, A(w(1, *, 0))) = lr(yo xo, A(w(1,0))) 
= 7r (yo A(w(1, *, O))) 
= lr(yo 1 aibo) 
ir(Ay 1 Ax, A(w(*, 0,1))UA(w(*, 1,1,0)) U A(w(*, 1,1,1))) 
= ir(yo xo, A(w(*, 0,1)) U A(w(*, 1,1,0)) U A(w(*, 1,1,1))) 
= 7r (yo 1 A(w(*, 0,1))) 
_ 7r(co 1 xobi) ir(yo 1 xobico) 
+n(ci 1 xobi) ir(yo 1 xobici) 
= r(yo I xobi)  
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(B) Looking at DdAZ we get: 
1rdoA. (A(w(0, *, 0,0))) = lr(ao) ir(bo ( ao) 7r (co 1 ao bo) 
= ir(aoboco) 
7doA (A('ß(0, *, 0,1))) = 7r(aobocl) 
1doA, (A(w(1, *, O))) = ir(a1) ir(bo 1 al) 
= ir(albo) 
7rdoA, (A(w(*, 0,1)) U A(w(*, 1,1,0)) U (w(*, 1,1,1))) 
_ 7rdoAx (A(w(*, 0,1))) 
= lr(ao) ir(bi 1 ao) + ir(ai) ir(bi 1 al) 
_ ir(bi) 
Looking at C we get: 
ir(A(w(0, *' 0,0))) = ir(ao) [lr(xo tao) + ir(xi tao)] ir(bo 1 ao)lr(co ( aobo) 
= ir(aoboco) 
Similarly 
ir(A(w(O, *, O, 1))) = ir(aobocl) 
ir(A(w(1, *, O))) = ir(a1) [lr(xo Iai) + 7r(xi jai)] 7r(bo 1 al) 
= ir(aibo)  
ir(A(w(*, 0,1)) u A(w(*, 1,1,0)) u (w(*, 1,1,1))) 
= 7r(ao) ir(xo lao) ir(bi 1 ao) 
+ ir(ai) lr(xo (ai) ir(bi I al) 
+ 7r(ao) ir(xi Iao)ir(bi I ao) lr(co xibi) 
+ ir(ai) ir(xi Iai)ir(bi I al) lr(co I xibi) 
+ ir(ao) ir(xi lao)ir(bi I ao) ir(cl I xibi) 
+ lr(al) lr(xi lal)ir(bl I a, ) ir(ci sibl) 
=7r(bi) 
We can therefore write: 
lr(yo ( do xo) = ir(Ay I do A,, ) 
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= 7rdoAx (AY) 
_E ir(Ay I Ax, Az) ir(A, z) 
Z 
_ ir(yo Ixo, A(w(0, *, 0,0))) ir(A(w(0, *, 0,0))) 
+ lr(yo Ixo, A(w(0, *, 0,1))) ir(A(w(0, *, 0,1))) 
_ 7r(yo I aoboco) ir(aoboco) 
+7r(yo I aoboci) ir(aoboci) 
+ ir(yo I albo) ir(aibo) 
+lr(yo I xobi) r(b1) 
_ ir(bo) ir(yo 1 bo) + ir(bi) ir(yo 1 xobi)) 
which is the result we got by looking at the wo -a w,, paths in Daonx" 
Now, we have just spent over two pages deriving our expression using our new Back Door 
Theorem, and it might appear that the process is overly cumbersome. In fact the majority 
of the working has been simply showing that this example fits the theory. All we actually 
need to do is: 
" Produce {AZ} as prescribed in section 5.5.5, and check that it satisfies our Back Door 
condition (5.5.1) (a little over half a page in this example) 
" Substitute probabilities taken from our CEG C into our Back Door expression and 
simplify (nine lines in this example) 
Notice that the full expression for rr(yo I do so) given above includes settings of the 
criterion-variable C, which would be impossible if we tried to use a BN for this model, 
as C is a descendant of X (see for example the edges leaving w(*, 0,1)), and one of 
Pearl's conditions is that Z must contain no descendants of X. Notice also that the 
final expression only involves settings of the criterion-variable B, which would also be 
impossible if we tried to use a BN for this model, as in such a representation B would not 
block all Back Door paths from X to Y (Y is a child of A which is the parent of X). 
Note that in this example we have three Az which are singletons - they are the events 
associated with a single position. The fourth A, z is the union of the events associ- 
ated with three positions, all of which contribute to the term 7r(A, z) in our probability 
expression, but only one of which exists in DdoAZ and hence contributes to the term 
7doA: (Ay I A: ) = 7r(Ay I AX, AZ). 
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Note also that when A,. = A(w, z) for a single w2; if like in this example it is labelled as a 
sequence of criterion-variable-values (eg. A(w(0, *, 0,0)) = aoboco etc. ), then this sequence 
cannot contain a value of X if our Back Door condition (5.5.1) is to be satisfied for 
that A. 
Now for the fourth Az in this example, we see that the three positions whose associated 
events in union make up A. are w(*, 0,1), w(*, 1,1,0) and w(*, 1,1,1), each of which 
contains a value for X. However A, z = A(w(*, 0,1)) U A(w(*, 1,1,0)) U A(w(*, 1,1,1)) 
can simply be labelled as bi (A, B, C, X, Y all being binary), which does not contain a 
value for X, and hence it is possible that our Back Door condition (5.5.1) is satisfied for 
this A. 
This gives us an insight into how to choose the component A,, of our partition: 
If we can find wZ such that A(wz) satisfies: 
ir(A(wx) I A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) _ ir(A(wx) I A(wx)) VwX E {wx} 
then we can make A(wz) a A. 
Other A, r are produced by combining one position wz that exists in DdoAX with other 
positions {wZ} that disappear when we create DdOAX, in such a way that the union of 
their associated events satisfies the Back Door condition (5.5.1) for all wx E {wx}. 
5.5.7 Blocking sets upstream of the manipulation 
In choosing a Blocking set for Pearl's BN-based Back Door Theorem, we can always choose 
Z= Q(X), the parents of X (provided we can calculate / estimate the relevant terms 
in our Back Door expression). Under certain circumstances we can choose Z to be more 
distant ancestors of X, and we can choose Z to be descendants of ancestors of X, provided 
that Z contains no descendants of X. In Example 2 for instance, A= Q(X), and B is 
a child of A. In drawing our CEG for the model in Example 2, edges corresponding to 
A must precede those corresponding to X, but edges corresponding to B can precede or 
succeed those corresponding to X. 
It will have been noted that the partition {A,, } used in section 5.5.5 consisted of Az of 
the form Az =U A(wz) where each wz lay downstream of the set {wx}. Given the above, 
this might seem to be somewhat restrictive. So consider A,,, Ay as defined in sections 5.5.3 
and 5.5.4, and {Ax} a partition of the atomic events such that each A, z is of the form: 
A_ =U A(wz) 
iEI 
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where A(w`Z) fl A(w) =0 for i, jEI, i j, and where the set {w, z} lies upstream of the 
set {wx}. 
Consider condition (5.5.1): 
7r(A2, A(wx), A(e(wx, w ))) 7r(Az I A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) = 
ir(A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) 
_ 
EiEI r(A(wz), A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) 
ir(A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) 
since A(wz) fl A(ui) =¢ for i, jEI, i , -E j 
EIEI ir(A(e(wx, wX )) I A(wz), A(wX )) ir(A(wz), A(wx)) 
7r(A(e(wx, wx)) I A(wx)) ir(A(wx)) 
Since the summand equals zero if wz ý wx we need only concern ourselves with paths 
where wz -< wx -< e(wx, wX), so we have: 
7r(Az I A(wx), A(e(wx, max))) = 
E1Er 1r(A(e(wx, wX)) I A(wx)) ir(A(wz), A(wx)) 
ir(A(e(wx, wX)) A(wx)) ir(A(wx)) 
using one of the class of results spawned by Proposition 5 
ir(A(e(wx, wx)) I A(wx)) E Ef 1r(A(wz), 
A(wx)) 
ir(A(e(wx, wX)) I A(wx)) ir (A(wx)) 
- 
ýiEI ir(A(wz), A(wX)) 
ir(A(wx)) 
ir(Az, A(wx)) 
? r(A(wx)) 
_ 7r(A, I A(wx)) 
so condition (5.5.1) is automatically satisfied for {Az} of this form. 
Consider condition (5.5.2): 
' (, ))), A, ) ir(Ay I A(wx(j)), A(e(wx(l), wx 
7r(AZ, A(wx(i)), A(e(wx(l), wx(, ý)), 
ýy) 
7r(Az, A(wx(l)), A(e(wx(l), wy(l)))) 
_E 
EI ir(A(wi), 
A(wx(l)), A(e(wx(l), wx(l))), All) 
7r(A2, A(wx(l)), A(e(wx(i), WX(l)))) 
Note that the summand equals zero if wz 71 wX(1), so this equals: 
EjE[ ir(Ay I A(wi), A(wx(i)), A(e('wx(1), wx(1)))) ir(A('wi), A(wx(i) ), A(e(wx(i), wx(1)))) 
ir(A,, A(wx(i)), A(e(wx(i), wx(1)))) 
Ei¬l ir(AY I A(wx(i)), A(e(wx(i), WJ(1)))) ir(A(wz), A(wx(i)), A(e(wx(i), wx(1)))) 
'r(A:, A(wx(i)), A(e(wx(i), wX(l)))) 
using the specified form of Ay, the fact that {wx} are downstream of {w, }, and one of 
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the class of results spawned by Proposition 5 
7r(AY I A(wx(1)), A(e(wx(1), wx'(1) ))) E Er ý(A(wz), 
A(wx(1)), A(e(wx(1), w}[(1)))) 
7r(Az, A(wx(i)), A(e(wx(i), wx(1)))) 
ir(Ay A(wx(1)), A(e(wx(1), wx(1)))) ir(Az, A(wx(1)), A(e(wx(1), w' (1)))) 
7r(Az, A(wx(1)), A(e(wx(j), wß{(1)))) 
_ 7r(Ay I A(wx(1)), A(e(wx(1), wx(1)))) 
Now suppose condition (5.5.2) is satisfied. Then: 
7r(Ay I A(wx(i)), A(e(wx(i), wx(1))), A, x) = ir(Ay I A(wx(2)), A(e(wx(2), WX(2))), Az) 
7r(Ay A(wx(j)), A(e(wx(j), wx(1)))) = 7r(Ay I A(wx(2)), A(e(wx(2), wx(Z)))) 
7r(Ay I A(wx(i)), A(e(wx(i), wx(1)))) = 7r(Ay I U[A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))]) 
wX 
= 7r(Ay A-, ) 
[ since 1r(A f Bl) _ 1r(A I B2) with Bi fl B2 = 7r(A I Bl) _ 7r(A I Bi U B2) ] 
So condition (5.5.2) implies that: 
ir(Ay I A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) _ ir(Ay I nom) 
7r(Ay I A(wx), Ax) _ 7r(Ay I A_, ) 
Now consider: 
1rdOAs(Ay) °E ir(A(wx)) ir(Ay I A(wx), A(e(wX, wX))) 
wX 
from the proof in section 5.5.4. 
If condition (5.5.2) holds, then this equals: 
ir(A(wx)) ir(A I A., ) 
wX 
= 7r(Ay I A. ) 
since {wx} forms a partition of the atomic events. 
So, if condition (5.5.2) holds, then: 
7Tdo/y (Ab) = 7r(Ay I A-, ) 
Now, we have said (Proposition 13) that {Ax} is a Back Door blocking set (partition) if 
conditions (5.5.1) and (5.5.2) hold for all Az E {Az}, wx E {wx}. If we choose {A, } 
of the form specified here then condition (5.5.1) always holds, but if (5.5.2) also holds 
then the effects of manipulating the system to the event A, can be calculated simply by 
looking at the system conditioned on the event A. But if we can do this, there is no 
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need to look for a Back Door blocking set at all as we can find out all we need to know 
by conditioning on the event rather than manipulating to it. So it is not worthwhile to 
attempt to construct Back Door blocking sets {A, } upstream of a manipulation. 
5.5.8 Using {wx} to create a blocking set 
We have seen that it is not worthwhile to consider a blocking set upstream of the set 
{wx}, but we can look at using the set {wx} itself to create our blocking set. This has a 
direct analogy with analysis on BNs, where it is always possible to replace Pearl's set Z 
by the set Q(X) (the variable-parents of X) to give a revised Back Door expression: 
P(Y =yI do X= x) = P(y Ix 4(x)) P(q(x)) 
a(x) 
This blocking set Z= Q(X) is not derived from the conditions Z II XI Q(X) and 
Y II Q(X) I (X, Z), and similarly our Back Door partition {A,, } here is not derived from 
conditions (5.5.1) and (5.5.2). Recalling the analogy between Q(X) = q(x) for BNs and 
A(wx) for the CEGs suggests we look at a partition IA, } where each A, z is of the form: 
Az =U A(wx(i)) 
iEl 
for some collection {WX(; )}; EI C {wx}, where each wX E {wx} is such that A(wx) is an 
element of As for some I. 
Using the proof in section 5.5.4, we can write: 
r&, t, (Ay) _ 7r(A(wx)) ir(nv I A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) 
wx 
_ lr(A(wx(i))) 7r(A I A(wx(j)), A(e(wx(i), wx(: )))) I iEI 
_ 
E7r\Ab I A(wx(i)), Ax) 7r(A(wx(i))) 
I iEl 
_ 
7r(Ax, Ay I A(wx(i))) 
L 7r(A 
I A(wx(i))) 
J 
7r(A(wx(i))) 
I iEI 
Now suppose we make a further stipulation about the sets {wx(j)}jEI, and state that 
each A, is of the form: 
Az =U A(wxül) = A(ux) 
WX(; )EUX1 
for some uX (using Definition 18 from section 3.2), where each uX is a stage, and the set 
{uX} form a U-cut (section 3.5) across the CEG. 
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Then, using the form specified for Ay and Proposition 3 in section 3.3, we can write, 
for wX(1) E uX: 
7r(Ax I A(wx(s))) = 7r(nx I A(4X)) = 7r(nx I A) 
So: 
ý 
(A) 
[ir(AxAI 
i 
A(wx(j))) 
1r(A(wx(i))) ýýA 
7r(Ax Az) I iE7 
_I 
A(wx)) lr1A(wx(i))) 
ir(A I Az) J 
- 
[EiE'x, "v 
L'L ir(AIAz) J 
_ 
[ir(AAxA)l 
7r(AY 1 Axe Ax) ir(Az) 
I 
= ir(A, l A(ux), Aj ir(A(ux)) ux 
So, we can use the set {wx} to create a blocking set if we insist that each A, z is A(ux) 
for some stage (or set of stage-equivalent positions) ux. This of course requires our set 
{wx} to be organised into stages lux}, which is not an onerous restriction. 
Note that, although it may be possible to create a partition where {A, x} are not of the form 
AZ = A(ux), the proof above relies on this form so that we can replace ir(Ax I A(wx(; ))) by 
7r(A., { A(uX)) = 7r(Ax I A'). 
Example 4: 
Consider the BN and CEG from Example 2, and the manipulation do Aý = do (X = x0). 
Let {As} = {A(ux)} with: 
uX = {w(0,0), w(0,1)} 
uX = {w(1,0), w(1,1)} 
Then: 
rEjEr 7r(A(wx(: )), A, Ay) 
1L 
ir(Ax I Az) 
7r(Az) = 7r(A(ul )) 
= ir(A(w(0,0)) U A(w(0,1))) 
= ir(ao) 
ir(A2) =ir(al) 
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Also: 
7r(Ay I Az, A,, ) = 7r(Jo I A(w(O, 0)) U A(w(0,1)), xo) 
_ 7r(yo ao, xo) 
7r(Ab I A2, Ax) = 7r(yo I ai, xo) 
giving: 
7rdOA (Au) =7r (yo I do xo) 
_ E7r (yo I a, xo) ir(a) 
a 
exactly as we'd get if we used Pearl's expression on the BN in Figure 2, and 
Z= Q(X) = {A}. 
5.5.9 Some thoughts on general Singular manipulations 
We have so far restricted ourselves to Singular manipulations of the form do (X = x) for 
some criterion variable X. If we were instead to let {wx} be any W-cut of our CEG C, 
and the edges {e(wx, w' )} simply be a set of specified edges leaving {wx}, would our 
theory still hold? 
Well, Az would still have the form specified in section 5.5.3 (although e(wx, w'X) would no 
longer necessarily be an edge labelled xo). The equivalence between w'X -+ w,,. subpaths 
in DAS and DdOAZ would not be affected, and our conditions (5.5.1) and (5.5.2) would 
remain unchanged. Proposition 13 would still be valid. 
Similarly, none of the working in section 5.5.5 requires the positions {wx} all to have 
criterion variable X, nor {e(wX, w' )} to be the set of edges labelled xo. 
If we consider the ideas of section 5.5.8, clearly for any stage ux in our Back Door 
partition, we must have each wX E ux having the same criterion variable, and each edge 
e(wx, wX) carrying the same label, but there is nothing to stop us having different uX in 
our partition having different criterion variables. 
So, we can extend the theory to general Singular manipulations, which means that the 
CEO here is far more flexible than the BN. We have shown in Example 3 that we can 
analyse manipulations of asymmetric models, and also that we can use what might be 
termed asymmetric blocking sets in a CEG-based Back Door Theorem. But extending 
the theory to general Singular manipulations means that we can also analyse the effects of 
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asymmetric manipulations, which cannot realistically be analysed with a BN - in a BN one 
cannot analyse interventions where both the manipulated-variable and the manipulated- 
variable-value can differ for different settings of the other variables. 
Note also that it would not be difficult for us to create a Back Door partition that consisted 
of some positions {wt} downstream of the manipulation together with some stages lux} 
coincident with the manipulation. Recall that a good Back Door expression allows the 
analyst to estimate the probabilities of effects of a cause from a partially observed system, 
so this flexibility in our choice of partition set is very useful when some of the events in the 
system are unobservable or have large observational costs. Standard causal analysis with 
BNs requires one to be able to calculate or estimate P(z) and P(yo I xoz) for all values z 
of the blocking set of variables Z. This is not necessary with CEGs - Our blocking sets 
do not need to correspond to any fixed subset of the measurement random variables that 
define a BN. We have also seen (in Example 3) that we can use the CEG-based version 
of the Back Door Theorem in cases where it would be impossible to use the BN-based 
version, as the model does not obey the conditions specified by Pearl. 
5.6 A Front Door Theorem for CEGs 
5.6.1 Background 
As well as the Back Door Theorem, Pearl [41] has also produced a Front Door Theorem, 
which can be used in cases where the Back Door Theorem conditions do not hold or 
where the events needing to be observed for the Back Door Theorem have too large an 
observational cost. Like the Back Door Theorem, the Front Door Theorem allows one to 
reduce the complexity of the general manipulated-probability expression used with BNs, 
and can allow one to sidestep identifiability problems associated with it. 
Pearl's Front Door Theorem states that under certain conditions on sets of variables 
X, Y, Z, we can write: 
P(Y = yo I do X= xo) _> P(z I xo) > P(yo Ik z) P(x) 
zx 
an expression whose value can be estimated from a partially observed idle system. 
Pearl quotes three conditions for using the Front Door Theorem, and these can be reduced 
to two conditional independence conditions: 
Yux 1 (z, Q(x)) 
ZuQ(x)1x 
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NB: I have not seen these two conditions expressed anywhere else, although it seems 
unlikely that researchers such as Dawid and Lauritzen are unaware of them. 
Using the same approach as in section 5.5.4, we can suggest appropriate CEG-versions 
of these conditions. We confine ourselves here to Singular manipulations, and define A-. 
as in section 5.5.3 and Ay as in section 5.5.4. Recall also that A(wx) takes the role of 
Q(X) = q(x) in our conditional independence conditions. We let IA, } be a partition of 
the atomic wo -+ woo paths, and impose no further restrictions on the form of A,, 
(as for 
example is done in section 5.5.5). Using the analogies from section 5.5.4 we would replace 
our two conditional independence conditions by: 
7r(ny I A(wx), U [A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))l, Az) = 7r(Ay I A(wx), A, Az) 
wX 
ir(A I A(wx), A, ) 
7r(Ay I A(wx), A(e(wx, wx)), Az) = 7r(Ay I A(wx), Az) (5.6.1) 
and 
7t(Az I A(wx), 
U [A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))]) _ ir(A2 I A(wx), Ax) 
wX 
_ r(A iU [A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))]) wx 
_ ir (A, ý Ax) 
ir(A: I A(wx(i)), A(e(wx(i), wx(1)))) = ir(A2 I Ax) (5.6.2) 
_ 7t(Az I A(wX(2)), A(e(WX(2), WX(2)))) 
where wX(l), wX(2) are different positions in our set {wx}. 
But our Front Door expression, if it is anything like Pearl's, will require us to sum over 
some variable corresponding to Pearl's X. So we need to produce a partition of the 
atomic events, of which Ax is one element. This in turn is going to require us to express 
conditions (5.6.1) and (5.6.2) in such a way that they refer to all elements of this partition, 
rather than just A. 
In order to do this, we restrict ourselves to the type of Singular manipulation described in 
section 5.5.3 - interventions of the form do (X = xi) for some criterion variable X, as 
opposed to the general Singular manipulations described in section 5.5.9. It is there- 
fore not unreasonable to make the assumption that every position wX E {wx} has the 
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same number of outgoing edges, and that these edges represent the same outcomes for 
each wx (ie. each wX has an outgoing edge labelled x; for each xi E {x=}iEJ). Hence we 
can partition the atomic events as: 
{Ai}iEI = {U [A(wx) n A(e(wx, wx'))]}iEI 
WX 
where the edge e(wx, wX) is the edge leaving wX labelled xi. 
We can now re-express our conditions (5.6.1) and (5.6.2) as: 
ir(Ay I A(wx), A', Az) = 7r(Av I A(wx), A(e(wx, w' )), A,, ) (5.6.3) 
= 7r (Ay I A(wx), A, z) 
= ir(A, 1 A(wx), A(e(wx, w''x)), Az) 
_ ir(A I A(wx), A3, Az) 
for all wa E {wx}. 
ir(Az 1 A(wx(1)), A) = ir(AZ 1 A(wx(1)), A(e(wx(1), wX(, )))) (5.6.4) 
_ir(A IA) 
7rlAx I A(wX(2)), A(c(wX(2), wX(2)))) 
) _ ir(A I A(wx(2)), A' x 
E {Ay}. for all At 
5.6.2 A Front Door Theorem for Singular manipulations 
Proposition 14: 
If A1, Ay are defined as in sections 5.5.3 and 5.5.4, and {A,, } is a partition of the wo -4 w, "' 
paths in C that satisfies conditions (5.6.3) and (5.6.4) above, then {Az} is a Front Door 
partition of the wo -+ w,, paths, and: 
1rdOA2 (Ay) _ 7'(A= I A) ir(Ay ( A', Az) 7r(A) 
Proof: 
This follows the proof of Proposition 13 until the line: 
7rd0 A (Ay) 
_ ir(A(wx)) E ir(Ay ( A(wx), A(e(wx, wx)), A) ir(A, I A(wx), A(e(wx, wx))) 
wX z 
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We then invoke conditions (5.6.3) and (5.6.4) to give: 
1rdoAt (Ay) = 7r(A(wx)) E ir(Ay A(wx), Az) ir(Az I Ax) 
wX z 
= 7r(Az I Ax) 
> 
7r(Ay I A(wx), Az) ir(A(wx)) 
z wX 
=E 7r(Az I A) ir(A A(wx), Az) E 7r(A(wx), A') 
z wX 
since {Ax} forms a partition of the atomic events 
_ 7r(Az I Ax) ir(A A(wx), A) ir(A(wx), A') 
z wX 
1: _ r(Az A) E7r(Ay A(wx), A ,, Az) ir(A(wx), Az) 
z wX 
using condition (5.6.3) 
But: 
(A(wx), Ate, Az) ý 
ir(A(wx), Ax) = 7r(Az 1 A(wx)e Aä) 
ir(A(wx), A', A, ) 
ir(Az IA ) 
using condition (5.6.4) 
ir(A(wx), Ai, Az) 7r(M) 7r(A , Az) 
= 7r(A(wx) I Aä, Az) 7r(Ax) 
So: 
1rdAz (ny) _ ý(nx I A) > 1r(ny I n(wx), A', nx) ir(A(wx) I A', nx) i(Az) wX i 
= E7r(nx A) > Eir(n(wx), nv IA.,, A, ) ir(na) 
z wX i 
=> 1r(Ax I n-ý) 7r(ny I n', nx) 7r(n') 13 
zi 
Note that we may well choose to define A, z = UA(w, z) where 
{w, } form a W-cut across 
the CEG downstream of {wx} and upstream of the edges labelled yo. If we do so, then 
the fact that {wx} precedes {e(wx, w. )} precedes {w, z}, does not prevent us from writing 
expressions like ir(A(wx) I A', Az), since all our events are precisely defined as the unions 
of wo -3 woo paths in C. 
Example 5: 
Consider the BN and corresponding CEG in Figure 23. Consider also the manipulation 
do Ax = do (X = xo), the event Ay = (Y = yo), and the expression 7r(Ay ( do Ax) _ 
x(yo do xo). Our graph DdoAZ is given in Figure 24. 
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Figure 24: Derived Graph DdoA. for Example 5 
The model and manipulation represented here can be analysed using both the Back Door 
Theorem (see Example 1) and the Front Door Theorem. The conditional independence 
properties of the model, readable from either the BN or the CEG are B LI AIX and 
Y II XI (A, B). The expression for 7r (yo I do xo) readable straight off DdoAx or the BN is: 
7r(yo I do xo) = 1r(a) E 7r(b I xo) 7r(yo Ia b) 
ab 
A little rearrangement of this expression using the two conditional independence state- 
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Figure 23: Bayesian Network and CEG for Example 5 
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W(O) 
ments gives us: 
lr(yo I do xo) = ir(a) lr(yo Ia xo) 
a 
the expression that using the Back Door Theorem on either the BN or the CEG would 
give us (see Example 1). But there may well be situations where we cannot calculate or 
estimate all (or any) values of 7r(a) and 7r(yo Ia xO), and this is where the Front Door 
Theorem comes in. 
It is possible, through lengthy rearrangement of the expression above, together with use 
of the conditional independence statements, to come up with an expression which does 
not involve a, but it is somewhat quicker to use our Front Door Theorem! 
We start with partitions {wx} and {Ai}. So let: 
{wx} = {w(0), w(1)} 
{Ai} = {Ax, A2} 
where 
Az = U[A(wx) n A(e(wx, wx))) 
wX 
and the set {w3 } consists of 
w(0,0) corresponding to wx = w(0) 
w(1,0) corresponding to wx = w(1) 
Ax is defined similarly, with {w3 } consisting of 
w(0,1) and w(1,1) 
Our event Ay is given by: 
Ay = 
U[A(wy) (1 A(eU(wy, woo))] 
where our {wy} are: 
{w(0, *, 0), w(0, *, 1), w(1, *, 0)), w(1, *, 1)} 
and e"(wy, wem) is the (upper) edge from wy to w,,,, labelled yo. 
In this example, we choose each A,, to have a form very similar to that of A' or Ay (and 
different from the forms chosen in previous examples). So we let: 
A= = U[A(wz) n A(e(wz, wz))] 
WZ 
where our {wz} are: 
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{w(0,0), w(0,1), w(1,0)), w(1,1)} 
and the set {wZ} consists of 
w(0, *, 0) corresponding to wz = w(0,0), w(0,1) 
w(1, *, 0) corresponding to wz = w(1,0), w(1,1) 
A2 is defined similarly, with {wi} consisting of 
w(0, *, 1) corresponding to wz = w(0,0), w(0,1) 
w(1, *, 1) corresponding to wz = w(1,0), w(1,1) 
We need to check that our partition satisfies conditions (5.6.3) and (5.6.4). We could do 
this through a moderately short algebraic process, but it is more satisfying to see if we 
can use the graph to check - this is quicker, and more in line with the checking of Pearl's 
conditions, which are expressed on the topology of the BN. 
(5.6.3) 
Consider the expression 7r(Ay I A(wX(l)), Ai, Az). Now A(wx(1)) fl Az requires that we 
pass through w(O) and w(0, *, 0), irrespective of which of Ai or A' occurs. 
Noting the form of Ay (and invoking one of the class of results spawned by 
Proposition 5), we have: 
ir(A I A(wx(, )), A', A) = 7r(Ab A(wx(l)), A, ) 
= r(ny I A(wx(j)), 4z, "z) 
and by the symmetry of our CEG, (5.6.3) holds. 
(5.6.4) 
Consider the expression 7r(Az , A(wx), Ai). Now Ay requires that we pass through 
w(0,0) or w(1,0); and Ai n Az requires that we pass through either w(0,0) and 
w(0, *, 0), or w(1,0) and w(1, *, 0). But the existence of an undirected edge joining 
w(0,0) to w(1,0) means that: 
*, O) 1 w(O, O)) = ire(w(1, *, O) j w(1, O)) 
Noting the form of Az (and invoking one of the class of results spawned by 
Proposition 5), we have: 
7r(A I A(wx(i)), A') = 7r(A I A) 
= 7'(Al A(wX(2)), Ax) 
and by the symmetry of our CEG, (5.6.4) holds. 
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The ease with which we can check these conditions on the graph suggests that, as with 
the Back Door Theorem, there are graphical versions of conditions (5.6.3) and (5.6.4), 
but finding these is a task for the future. 
Conditions (5.6.3) and (5.6.4) having been satisfied, we can substitute into the expression 
from Proposition 14 to get the Front Door expression for this example. Again, we could 
do this by a (somewhat longer) algebraic process, but it is quicker and more satisfying to 
do it straight from the graph. 
Our initial partitions were not chosen arbitrarily - the event Ai is the union of the 
wo --+ w... paths passing through edges labelled xo, and we can (as per chapter 2) give 
the event A= the label x0 without ambiguity. Similarly we can label A' by x1, Ay by yo, 
AZ by bo, and Ai by bl. Substituting these into the expression: 
7rdo11i (Ay) - 7r(Az I 
Ax) ir(AY Ax, 4kz)(Ax) 
zi 
we get: 
7r(yo I do xo) =E 7r(b I xo) > 1r(yo Ix b) lr(x) bx 
an expression which does not involve a. 
5.6.3 Some further thoughts on the Front Door Theorem 
Clearly, the development of the theory associated with a CEG-based version of the Front 
Door Theorem is not as far advanced as that associated with a CEG-based version of the 
Back Door Theorem. The most immediate of the tasks involved in the further development 
of the theory is the production of graphical versions of the conditions (5.6.3) and (5.6.4), 
similar to the graphical condition for the Back Door Theorem developed in section 5.5.5. 
The checking of condition (5.6.4) in Example 4 suggests that the graphical version of this 
condition may involve the undirected edges of the CEG C. 
A second task is to look at a re-expression of the Front Door expression, analogous to the 
alternative version available for BNs: 
7r(yo I do xo) 7r(z I do xo) n(yo Ido z) 
The obvious equivalent expression for CEGs would be: 
1rdoA= (A21) _ 7doA. (A, ) 7rdoA: (Ay) 
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but this expression is not as straightforward as it looks, involving as it does, probabilities 
evaluated on several different graphs: DdOAX and {DAs }. 
5.7 Some final thoughts on the Causal manipulation of CEGs 
In sections 5.5.4 through 5.5.9, whilst considering singular manipulations and the Back 
Door Theorem, we considered a partition {AZ} which was fixed in the sense that its 
membership was constant. Causal analysis with CEGs, flexible as it already is, would 
become considerably more so if we could let the membership of {Az} depend in some way 
on whichever wX E {wx} we have passed through on our wo --* w,,. path. The problem 
here would be in interpreting and satisfying condition (5.5.2), and it might be more 
sensible to go back to the original conditions (A) and (B) for the Back Door Theorem, 
rather than try and adapt conditions (5.5.1) and (5.5.2) to fit this situation. 
It would also be useful to go beyond Singular manipulations, and look at: 
" Interventions where some wo -+ w,,. paths have no edges manipulated - this would 
correspond, for example, to treatment regimes where only patients with certain com- 
binations of symptoms (ie. at certain positions or stages) are treated. 
" Interventions where some wo -+ woo paths are subject to more than one manipulation. 
" Interventions which impose a probability distribution on the children of our positions 
{wX}, rather than just assigning a probability of 1 to one child. If, for some posi- 
tions, this distribution was identical to that in the idle system, then we would have 
interventions of the sort described in the first bullet point. 
" Interventions which produce possible outcomes at a position which are not possible in 
the idle system. This would involve not just imposing a new distribution on existing 
edges, but the adding of extra edges and hence the production of extra paths not 
present in the original CEG. If we enact the intervention Build a dam across the 
valley mouth, then the event The village halfway up the valley side gets flooded, which 
has zero probability in the idle system, now has a probability greater than zero. 
Acceptance of the possibility of interventions as described in this last bullet point creates 
problems with our definition of a CEG - how can Cdon contain paths that are not atoms 
or the unions of atoms from C? One possible solution here would be to allow edges in 
a CEG to have zero probabilities. Then, in the last bullet point, we would simply have 
interventions that revealed previously hidden (ie. zero-probability) edges and paths. 
Manipulations of the sort described in our second bullet point bring causal analysis on 
CEGs very close to Decision analysis on Decision Trees - such a Tree can be thought of 
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as an Event Tree where most paths are subject to a number of manipulations. 
Throughout this chapter we have followed Pearl [41] in looking at the idea of manipula- 
tions, and analysing the effects of such manipulations. Clearly however, we can think of 
effects having causes without the need of a manipulation, and researchers in other fields 
sometimes attempt to analyse cause and effect without reference to an intervention. An 
interesting viewpoint is provided by Coggan and Martyn [8] - they tacitly accept the 
meaning of cause put forward by Pearl and others, and detailed in section 5.1, but point 
out that a cause of some effect will itself have causes, and that there might, in theory, 
exist an infinite causal chain. 
We could interpret Pearl's do or our Singular manipulations as the breaking of this in- 
finite chain at some point of our choosing. This links nicely with the idea expressed in 
section 5.1 that we can choose the level of detail we include in our representations and 
that this will depend on what we intend to do to the system. 
I have not in this chapter looked at the process of abduction - Forsyth [13] says that we 
may abduce that a friend has a cold from her symptoms via the implication that colds 
(can) cause these symptoms, but also that we might discover the friend to have pneumonia 
by further questioning. By enacting an intervention we have in essence put a cause in 
place; and have then looked at its effects. We have not looked at deducing causes from 
effects - observing an event and considering the possible causes of this event. 
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6. Conclusion 
6.1 Summary 
The CEG is a graphical model specifically created to embody the conditional independence 
structure of problems whose state spaces are asymmetric and do not have a natural 
Product Space structure. They are both a representation of such problems, and a tool for 
their analysis. They have been developed to model the types of process that occur in risk 
analysis [2], biological regulation [7], emergency support systems [54], analysis of forensic 
evidence [43] etc., which are more readily represented as Trees than BNs. 
BNs are the most commonly used graphical models for representing discrete problems, but 
become a rather clumsy tool when the problem being analysed has asymmetries of the sort 
that occur in our Blood condition and Machine monitoring examples 
(section 2.6). Attempts have been made to adapt the BN [3][16][34][59] to improve the 
analyst's ability to use it to represent and analyse asymmetric problems, but these have 
only been partially successful. The CEG, being derived from a tree, and having an event- 
based as opposed to variable-based topology, is a much more appropriate graphical model 
for such problems. 
Chapter 2 of this thesis contains a detailed description of how to construct CEGs from 
Trees. In chapters 3 to 5I have provided a collection of important results for CEGs in 
the areas of Reading, Propagation and Causal analysis. In each chapter I have illustrated 
how these results work, related the results to similar ones for BNs, attempted to explain 
their significance, and suggested further lines of related enquiry. 
In particular, in chapter 3I have created a semantic structure for the reading of CEGs, 
allowing me to derive three important results: 
X(u) II Z(u) I A(u) 
Y(w) II Z(w) I A(w) 
and 
A(w3) U A(wi) I A(w2) for wl -< W2 -< W3 
These are context-specific conditional independence statements which enable us to learn 
much more about the independence structure of a problem than we can with BNs, 
or even context-specific BNs. The first two statements tell us that if know at what 
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stage (u) or position (w) we are in a process, then the distribution of the possible immedi- 
ately following steps (7rX( )), or the distribution of the whole possible further development 
of the process (7ryiwl), is determined solely by the history of the process up to that stage 
(A(u)) or position (A(w)). Our third result tells us that reaching a position (w3) given 
that we have passed through an earlier position (w2) is independent of the path taken to 
that earlier position. 
These are powerful results, but there is still work to be done in this area, and in particular 
we will be looking to develop a d-separation theorem over the next few years, analogous 
to the d-separation theorem for BNs [41][30]. 
In chapter 4I developed an algorithm for updating the topology of, and probability 
distribution over a CEG following an observation of a general event A. This algorithm 
can be expressed in a form that makes it directly analogous to the Junction Tree and Local 
Message Passing algorithms used with BNs. I also looked at possible lazy shortcuts in the 
algorithm, analogous to those used in Lazy propagation on BNs [35][6], which increase 
the speed of the propagation algorithm. 
My intention now is to use this algorithm on real problems, and in particular to see how 
successful it is with high-dimensional asymmetric problems - we believe our algorithm 
will be more efficient than BN-based algorithms when used with asymmetric problems 
(see [63]). If this is so, it would be interesting to discover at what point in the transition 
from symmetric to asymmetric problems, our algorithm starts to become more efficient. 
As indicated in section 4.9, another area we will be looking at is dynamic propagation on 
CEGs, and trying to develop the time-sliced dynamic CEG as a means of representing 
and propagating on dynamic asymmetric processes. We also wish to develop a theory of 
Learning CEGs analogous to that for Learning BNs. 
In chapter 5I developed the theory of Causal manipulation of CEGs, and noted the 
similarity between the processes of conditioning on an event and manipulating to an 
event. I then introduced the idea of a singular manipulation - an intervention in which 
every wo -t w. path in C passes through one of a set of positions {wx}, and where 
the event A= simply assigns a probability of 1 to one edge leaving each of the positions 
in {wx). 
I introduced a general Back Door Theorem for manipulations on a CEG, analogous to 
Pearl's [41], and then concentrated on a Back Door Theorem for singular manipulations, 
showing how the two conditions for this theorem related to Pearl's two conditions, and 
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bow I could express one of the conditions graphically (on the topology of the CEG). I also 
produced a Front Door Theorem for singular manipulations analogous to Pearl's [41]. 
Section 5.7 suggested a number of areas for future development of the theory, but in 
particular it would be useful to be able to express all the conditions for the Back Door 
and Front Door theorems for singular manipulations graphically, and to be able to develop 
easy to check (ideally graphical) conditions for the Back Door and Front Door theorems 
for general manipulations. It is also worth noting that the process by which I derived a 
graphical version of condition (5.5.2) may help us in producing graphical conditions for a 
CEG-based d-separation theorem. 
In sections 6.2 and 6.3 I look briefly at two areas I researched in the early years of my 
PhD, and suggest how they might be further investigated in the future. In section 6.4 
I bring together ideas for future research not referred to in the earlier sections of the 
chapter. 
6.2 (Causal) Estimation on CEGs 
In [45], J. Q. Smith has started to look at the topic of estimation on CEGs - in particular 
conjugate estimation analogous to the conjugate prior to posterior analysis for BNs given 
ancestral data. This area of estimation is one we are likely to conduct further research into 
over the next few years. In this section however, I concentrate on two ideas, connected 
with estimation of causal probabilities, that I looked at briefly a couple of years ago, and 
suggest how they could be developed. 
In [30], Lauritzen looks at the model represented by the BN in Figure 17 of 
section 5.5.1, and discusses the relative efficiency of the estimations of the general 
manipulated-probability expression (as given in section 5.5.1) given by the Back Door 
and Front Door expressions. He produces maximum likelihood estimators for these two 
expressions, as well as for the general manipulated-probability expression, and indicates 
that they are not equally efficient when estimated from data - there is a loss of information 
associated with not observing all four variables. 
Lauritzen suggests that it would be interesting to compare the loss of efficiency by not 
observing (a) versus not observing (b). Now a CEG, with its path-based topology, is a 
very easy structure on which to simulate data. I ran a primitive simulation to answer 
this question, which suggested that in the above model the Front Door estimate is more 
efficient than the Back Door - the mean estimate was closer to the value produced by the 
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full manipulated-probability expression, and the standard deviation of the estimates was 
lower than for the Back Door expression. 
It would be interesting to investigate this theoretically and find out whether this result is 
generally true. It is worth noting that one needs to collect more data to produce a Front 
Door estimate, so it would be reasonable for this estimate to be a better one. 
Now this is a task that could be tackled with a BN, but as already mentioned, the 
structure of the CEG lends itself to questions of this sort. The Back Door and Front 
Door expressions for a BN (and indeed nearly all such expressions used for estimating 
probabilities) require observations of values of the measurement variables of the BN. The 
CEG is a more flexible construct, and it is likely that our CEG-based expressions need only 
use specific functions of the data - indicators for intrinsic events may be sufficient. The 
CEG would also allow us to compare the relative efficiency of our CEG-based Back Door 
and Front Door expressions (from chapter 5) for asymmetric manipulations of asymmetric 
problems. 
A similar question (looking at the efficiency of estimations of causal probabilities) was 
investigated by Kuroki and Miyakawa in [28]. They compared the relative efficiency for 
different choices of Back Door blocking sets when one uses a BN-representation of a model, 
multivariate Normal distributions and Pearl's Back Door Theorem. 
They state that if we have the choice between two blocking sets {W, Z1} and {W, Z2}, 
where: 
XIIZ2 I (W'V, Zi) 
Y II Zl I (X, W, Z2) (where W can be empty) 
then {IV, Z2} is better than {W, Zl }, in that the expression using {W, ZZ} has a lower 
asymptotic variance. 
If we let 1V = ¢, Zl = Q(X) and Z2 = Z, these conditional independence statements 
become: 
XJ1Z1Q(X) 
Y II Q(X) 1 (X, Z) 
which are the conditional independence versions of Pearl's Back Door conditions as given 
in section 5.5.4 of this thesis. This suggests that choosing a blocking set not equal to 
Q(X) (if we can) is always more efficient than choosing Z= Q(X). 
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Pursuing the ideas in [28] further, and applying them to CEGs, it seems highly probable 
that blocking sets produced from cuts further downstream a CEG from our intervention 
are better (more efficient) than sets produced by cuts close to the intervention. At the 
time of doing the initial research I ran a simulation for this problem (using binary variables 
as opposed to multivariate Normal), which again suggested that this result is true, all runs 
giving a lower variance to the estimate produced using a blocking set further downstream. 
Again, this is a task that could be tackled using a BN, but it would be very easy to 
investigate using a CEG. We may well be able to produce CEG-based expressions requiring 
only the measurement / observation of certain functions of the problem variables - such 
expressions may be simpler, less costly, or allow us to produce estimates that would be 
impossible using a BN. The CEG would also allow us to compare the relative efficiency of 
different Back Door partitions using our CEG-based Back Door Theorem, for asymmetric 
manipulations of asymmetric problems. 
6.3 Equivalence classes for CEGs 
Different BNs can express the same conditional independence structure, so for example 
the first two DAGs in Figure 1 exhibit the property that X 11 Y(Z, whereas the third 
does not. 
zzz 
XYXYXY 
Figure 1: Three simple DAGs 
This idea has been investigated by, among others, Andersson, Madigan and Perlman in [1]. 
They say that the first two DAGs in Figure 1 are Markov equivalent, and assign them to 
the same equivalence class. 
Similarly, different CEGs can express the same conditional independence structure, and 
moreover if we allow reordering of a CEG, then there are circumstances where different 
CEGs correspond to exactly the same model - if the CEG is expressible as a BN, this BN 
can be drawn as a CEG in more than one way. Being able to determine the equivalence 
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classes of CEGs will be important from a theoretical perspective, but will also allow us 
to simplify elicitation in practical problems, and to design more efficient propagation 
algorithms. It should also help in the derivation of a d-separation theorem. 
A couple of years ago I looked briefly at establishing equivalence classes for CEGs that 
were expressible as BNs: If we consider a problem with three variables A, B, C, that can 
be expressed graphically, then there are 25 possible DAGs that could be used to describe 
this problem. If we remove the vertex labels from these DAGs we are left with 6 distinct 
DAG-structures (given in Figure 2). 
rn " Cý * 0<50 
000 
Figure 2: Six DAG-structures 
If we let 113 be the set of 25 DAGs, then applying the permutation group S3 to 113 splits it 
into 6 equivalence classes corresponding to the 6 distinct DAG-structures. Note that these 
are not the Markov-equivalence classes produced by Andersson, Madigan and Perlman, 
since here the three DAGs in Figure 1 would all be in different equivalence classes. 
Now if we draw CEGs corresponding to the 25 DAGs, where each of A, B, C are binary, 
and remove all edge-labels and colours from these CEGs, we find that there are 8 distinct 
CEG-structures. Each DAG-structure in Figure 2 corresponds to one CEG-structure, 
except DAG-structure (2) which corresponds to three distinct CEG-structures, dependent 
on whether the independent variable (disconnected vertex) comes first, second or third in 
the CEG ordering. 
Note that 8= 23 is the number of labelled undirected graphs with 3 vertices. This 
may appear to be coincidence, but if the vertices of these graphs are labelled A, B, C, and 
we add arrows to each edge so that the graphs are now directed and are compatible with 
the order ABC, then we get 8 distinct DAGs, corresponding to the graphs (1) to (6) in 
Figure 2, except that there are 3 variants of graph (2), with A, B or C as the disconnected 
vertex. 
Now if we treat the graph labelled A -+ C t- B as distinct from the graph labelled 
B -* C +- A (labellings of graph (4) in Figure 2) etc., then the DAG-structures (1) to (6) 
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in Figure 2 can be labelled in 6+3+1+2+2+1= 15 ABC-compatible ways. Each of 
these corresponds to an ABC-compatible CEG, so there are 15 ABC-compatible CEGs 
employing 8 CEG-structures. 
But the numbers 6,3,1,2,2,1 can be deduced without inspecting the DAG-structures in 
Figure 2! 
DAG-structure (1) corresponds to 1 DAG - it is in an equivalence class with 1 member. 
It also corresponds to 1 CEG-structure, and the number of ABC-compatible labellings of 
the DAG is IS31 i1=6. There are therefore 6 distinct CEGs (with different orderings) 
corresponding to DAG-structure 1, each using the same CEG-structure. 
DAG-structure (2) corresponds to 6 DAGs - it is in an equivalence class with 6 members. 
It also corresponds to 3 CEG-structures, each with IS31= 6=1 possible ABC-compatible 
ordering. 
DAG-structure (3) corresponds to 6 DAGs and 1 CEG-structure. There is IS31 =6=1 
possible ABC-compatible ordering of this CEG-structure. 
DAG-structure (4) corresponds to 3 DAGs and 1 CEG-structure. There are IS3I =3=2 
possible ABC-compatible orderings of this CEG-structure. 
DAG-structure (5) corresponds to 3 DAGs and 1 CEG-structure. There are IS31 =3=2 
possible ABC-compatible orderings of this CEG-structure. 
DAG-structure (6) corresponds to 6 DAGs and 1 CEG-structure. There is X531 =6=1 
possible ABC-compatible ordering of this CEG-structure. 
If we consider 4-variable problems, then there are 543 possible DAGs [1]. If we remove 
the vertex labels from these DAGs we are left with 31 distinct DAG-structures. I suspect 
that if we apply the permutation group S4 to this set of 543 DAGs (04), then it will split 
into 31 equivalence classes corresponding to the 31 distinct DAG-structures. There are 
64 = 26 of these DAGs which are compatible with the ordering ABCD. I suggest that 
there are 64 possible CEG-structures. Note that 26 is the number of labelled undirected 
graphs with 4 vertices. Using the same principle as described above for the 3-variable case, 
we can show that the 31 DAG-structures can be labelled in 123 ABCD-compatible ways, 
suggesting that there are 123 ABCD-compatible CEGs, employing 64 CEG-structures. 
For an n-variable symmetric problem with binary variables, I suggest there are 2'/27(( 1) 
possible CEG-structures. There may also be a single elegant formula for the number of 
ABC..: compatible CEGs, but in the short time I have spent looking at this I haven't 
found it. 
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Unfortunately, it is unlikely that this approach can be generalised for use with CEGs 
that are not expressible as BNs. Adding even a tiny degree of asymmetry to a problem 
prevents our using the DAG-structures described here, and without them we cannot use 
the permutation groups {S}, which give us the number and sizes of the equivalence 
classes. A possible way forward is suggested in section 6.4. 
6.4 Further work 
There are a number of ideas to do with the topology of the CEG which need to be inves- 
tigated. These include allowing CEGs to have edges with zero probabilities (mentioned 
in sections 2.3 and 5.7); allowing different orders on different wo -+ w,,. paths (mentioned 
in section 2.4); and considering CEGs where two positions on the same wo -3 w,,. path 
can be stage-equivalent, or even equivalent (which could only happen in CEGs of infinite 
length). Beyond these there are seven principal areas in which we intend to do further 
research: 
(i) the discovery and characterisation of equivalence classes for CEGs - this was discussed 
briefly in section 6.3. We anticipate that there will be a number of local adjustments, 
swapping of positions and their outgoing edges, that can be made to any CEG, and 
the equivalence class of this CEG will be the set of CEGs that are closed under these 
local adjustments. 
(ii) the production of a d-separation theorem for CEGs. Progress has been made in this 
area (see chapter 3 and section 6.1), but we are really looking to find a condition 
analogous to that for BNs [41][30], whereby we can ask whether two sets of variables 
(or an event and a set of variables, or two events) are independent given an event (or 
possibly a set of variables), rather than just being able to say that given this event, 
this is independent of that. 
(iii) the identification of appropriate applications. I have indicated some fields in which 
asymmetric processes are common. To facilitate the testing of the theory and assess 
efficiency and applicability, we need to model problems from these fields and others. 
This will involve the model-representation and analysis of large sets of real data. 
(iv) the development of Learning algorithms for CEGs. J. Q. Smith in [45] has noted that 
the CEG gives a graphical coding of a factorisation of a likelihood when complete 
samples are observed, and suggests that this should (as with BNs) allow conjugate 
analyses to be performed. We expect that this will allow us to develop efficient 
Learning algorithms for CEGs. 
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(v) the further development of Propagation algorithms for CEGs, including the develop- 
ment of the dynamic time-sliced CEG - this is discussed in sections 4.10 and 6.1. 
(vi) the further analysis using CEGs of causal manipulated systems - this is discussed in 
sections 5.7 and 6.1. 
(vii) the use of CEGs for Decision Analysis. As noted in section 1.2, there are close 
links between Influence diagrams and BNs, Decision Trees and Event Trees. In 
section 5.7 I suggested thinking of a Decision Tree as an Event Tree where most 
paths are subject to a number of interventions. If we extend this idea to CEGs we 
would get a Decision CEG, whose properties might derive from both our Event CEG 
and from Decision Trees. 
I believe that the work presented in this thesis and in (53][45](61][60][62][63] has laid a 
solid foundation on which we can build. We have several papers on CEG-propagation 
in the pipeline, and I expect that we will make considerable progress in the areas listed 
above over the next couple of years. 
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